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Don’t look back; it’ll slow you down - just run.       

     The city had become the worst of urban jungles. Hunters ruled unchecked as 

Jeremiah Tully, running for his life, could testify.  

     He fled down yet another street and saw a small crowd ahead gathered around a 

figure standing on an upturned crate. He came to a halt, unsure which way to turn. 

Raising his head, the man brushed his wild, bushy hair back from his unshaven face 

and began to speak. 

     ‘Brothers and sisters,’ he intoned, arms raised high.’ Join me in my cause to rid 

this place of impurity. Let us drive out the iniquitous and send them back to their 

holes and dens.’ 
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     A poster hung on some nearby railings. Black letters on a white background 

blazed a message of hate: 

Free the city of impurity; drive out the lower races. Unite in a glorious cause to 

restore our freedom! 

     That the speaker was demon-possessed Jeremiah didn’t doubt. Nonetheless, the 

crowd surrounding him hung on his every word. 

     The sound of running feet echoed along the pavement behind Jeremiah. A quick 

glance round showed a group of youths racing towards him.  

     Blind panic threatened to overwhelm him until he spotted a fire escape, attached 

to the side of an abandoned warehouse. He hauled himself up, hand over hand, feet 

slipping and sliding on the wet steps. At the top he paused, hunched over as he 

struggled to get his breath. Damp hair hung in rats’ tails over his face and his heart 

hammered against his ribs. 

     ‘There he is!’ 

     His pursuers were still after him. With a sound of despair he fled. 

     Coils of wire, broken packing cases and old pipes lay strewn across the flat, 

waterlogged roof. He wove his way between the rubbish until forced to halt at the 

parapet on the opposite side. A pair of rusty metal bars clung to the brickwork; the 

rest of the ladder had fallen away. Some fifty metres below, the ground seemed to 

rush upwards. He lurched back, fighting off an onslaught of vertigo. No use calling 

for help. Even if he’d been able to, no one would answer. 

    Metal clanged, wood snapped and boxes flew, as the pursuers kicked their way 

through the litter. One of them yelled, ‘Come on, we’ve got him.’ 

     Jeremiah looked over at the adjacent building and tried to gauge the distance - 

maybe ten metres.  
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     His pursuers were gaining on him. He snatched up a piece of pipe and hurled it at 

the nearest. It caught him across the midriff and he went down, taking two others 

along for the ride. Their tangled bodies forced the rest to pull up. 

     ‘You stupid sod, what d’you wanna do that for?’ one of them snarled, as he 

struggled to free himself.  

     A second glance at the other warehouse told Jeremiah he had no option. He 

backed up a little and then raced forward. When his feet hit the edge of the roof, he 

pushed off into space. He overshot the ledge of the next building and landed hard. 

Winded, he curled into a foetal position. 

     A string of curses drifted from across the way and he forced himself to look up. 

Gathered at the periphery of the roof he’d just leapt from, the gang continued to rant 

and threaten, but didn’t dare follow.  

     Ever since he’d left The Crack o’ Dawn pub they’d chased him through the dark, 

narrow streets determined to bring him down. His pursuers were Wannabees, 

members of a fraternity dedicated to the destruction of those who were different; and 

he was that all right. Not only did his ancestry include membership of the last of the 

magical races, the once nomadic tribes of Elwyns, but he’d compounded his felony 

by being half-human as well. Not that the Wannabes were aware of that. All they saw 

was an Elwyn, with pale skin, silver eyes and slender-than-usual build. 

     Jeremiah shrugged off his leather backpack, took out a bulky pouch, opened it 

and stared at the gleaming contents. 

     Thank God it remained undamaged. 

     Ignoring the stream of abuse, he replaced the pouch in the bag and ran off into 

the darkness. 

* 
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Daylight began to streak the sullen sky by the time he reached home. Tall, narrow 

and shabby, the dwelling stood at the end of a row of mid-Victorian houses. Despite 

its condition it still retained an air of faded elegance. 

     Next door stood the remnants of a church, its once fine structure full of overgrown 

bushes and nettles. Its steeple reared towards the sky as if pointing the way home.  

Even devoid of glass, the graceful arches of the windows clung on to remnants of 

their original beauty. The wind whistled through the ruined interior as though 

mourning its demise.  

     Jeremiah jogged past the church and up the steps of the end house where he 

paused to glance over the road. As expected, a pale oval face appeared at a hole in 

the downstairs window of the opposite house. Chin on hand, wispy fair hair tied in 

bunches, the child lifted her face to the clouds. 

     ‘Rain, rain, go away, come again another day,’ she droned, making the little 

rhyme sound more like a funeral dirge. Her reedy voice drifted across to where 

Jeremiah watched and listened. 

     She lowered her head again, gaze seemingly fixed on him. One side of her thin 

face displayed a puckered and angry red scar, the result of a raid by a gang of Street 

Warriors. They’d set the fire that had not only disfigured her, but also taken her sight. 

     Jeremiah sighed and turned away. He knew the reason why the little girl spent so 

much time perched there night after night, when she should be in bed. She was 

waiting for it to come out of its den.  

     Forcing the warped front door open, he stepped into the hallway.  

     In his room, at the furthest end of the top landing, he took out the pouch and 

dropped the backpack on the floor. He glanced round and shivered. Despite the 

winter cold he wore only a threadbare sweater, shabby jeans and trainers that had 
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seen better days. He took a seat on the bed, the single piece of furniture the room 

contained, and emptied out the pouch’s contents. The silver pieces glittered with 

breath-taking beauty.  

     When the flute was assembled, Jeremiah turned it slowly round and round, 

staring in wonder at the Elwyn musical notes etched on its surface. He knew, from 

what a friend once told him, that they were the key to something powerful and 

dangerous, but also something wonderful. Jeremiah had never been able to bring 

himself to play them, afraid of what would happen. Maybe one day soon he would, 

just not yet.  

     The melody consisted of two parts. The first was a march that would sweep the 

listener along, the second demanded total obedience of mind, body and soul. 

Jeremiah knew this because he’d “performed” it over and over in his head, so clearly 

he could almost hear it. 

     His thoughts strengthened his desire to hear the instrument’s voice again. He 

held the flute to his lips, but stopped short. All too aware of the consequences if he 

did play any music, he nevertheless struggled to resist the temptation. Life held so 

little to be glad about, so little to look forward to. He glanced down at the instrument.  

Apart from this.  

     He’d never been able to discover his identity as an individual, until the flute came 

into his possession. He more than loved it – he cherished it. It provided him with a 

sense of purpose, a reason to go on. He released a sigh. All the same there must be 

more, but damned if he knew what. There was just a vague sense the flute held the 

answer. 

     He started to disassemble it, but his fingers were numb from the cold.  Afraid of 

damaging the instrument, he put it down on the bed, drawing the worn blanket over it 
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– out of sight, out of mind.  His face twitched. It didn’t work like that; he needed the 

music.   

     Don’t be a fool. You know what’ll happen and this time it could be more than just 

a slap across the face. He threatened to break your arm last time and if he does, 

what’ll you do then? 

     On and on the inner conflict raged, temptation against common sense until 

Jeremiah could stand it no longer.   

     Temptation won. 

     He rubbed his hands together to restore their circulation and then snatched the 

flute from its hiding place.  

     Eyes closed, he played a soulful lament of his own composition. Exquisite beyond 

description, the music filled the drab room with magic that took the form of specks of 

silver. Jeremiah kept this particular aptitude to himself. Already considered an 

outsider, if such a talent became common knowledge it would only make his 

situation worse. There were other things he could do too. He could conjure up light in 

dark places and sometimes found himself inside people’s thoughts, able to see, feel 

and hear their memories as if he’d been there. The drawback was the sounds and 

images were always traumatic.  

     Take last night.  As he’d fled his hunters, his head became filled with their feral 

longings. The Wannabes’ inner voices clashed and tangled with each other, adding 

to the terror. 

     I’m gonna tear that stinking Elwyn apart... Break every bone in his body... Piece 

of filth! Who does he think he is, livin’ ‘ere with decent folk... Why doesn’t ‘e go back 

where he belongs? 

     On and on it went, their hatred like a knife sunk between his shoulder blades.  
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     Sparkling in the morning light, the flecks of silver drove away the painful memory. 

Moments like this were rare and precious, they helped transcend the misery that was 

his lot.  

* 

Downstairs, to the left of the main entrance, a door led into a small room. The 

occupant of the iron-framed bed issued a series of snorts and grunts, then heaved 

himself upright.  

     From beady eyes, still puffy with sleep, he looked around the bare, damp-

patterned walls and took a deep breath. The stench in the room would have choked 

a horse, but he didn’t mind. It wouldn’t be home without a bit of atmosphere. He 

never understood why people objected to odours. His personal scent of stale whisky, 

mingled with sweat and tobacco formed part of his personality.  

     Ezra laid back, a yawn stretching his jaws. He stared at the ceiling and tried to 

gather energy enough to rise. Another bloody day amongst the damned and stupid. 

On the other hand it did present certain opportunities.  

     Owner of the dwelling, he charged exorbitant rents to occupy the rats’ nest, 

laughingly labelled a boarding house. If anyone fell behind, they were out; simple as 

that. If some people couldn’t pay, others could; it depended on how desperate they 

were. Due to the national housing shortage, accommodation was hard to obtain. 

Ezra smirked. So easy to take money off these fools, he’d been doing it for years, 

     No one knew his age. He didn’t himself. Ever since he’d arrived in this city, 

there’d been gaps in his memory. He found it hard to recall his life before he came 

here. Oh there were brief flashes, but they slipped away as fast as they came. Not 

that it bothered him – the past was the past – all that mattered was today and what 

could be squeezed out of it. Grabbing money from whatever source he could pulled 
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him out of bed in the morning. It gave him power and made him master of his own 

life.  

      He rubbed at his face so hard it made his jowls wobble. Stubby fingers raked 

through greasy, unwashed hair and the low slung forehead creased in a frown as 

Ezra blinked the remaining sleep from his eyes. 

     The man’s decrepit façade was deceptive. More than capable with his fists, he 

welcomed any excuse to pound in a face and break a limb or two. His reputation 

brought him constant delight. Fear was meat and drink. 

     He swung his legs out of bed and belched, after which he pulled crumpled clothes 

over a grubby vest and long underpants. This was followed by several mouthfuls of 

whisky, chugged down from a bottle snatched from a nearby table.  

     Breakfast over, Ezra wiped the back of a hand across his mouth and peered into 

the flyblown mirror hung on the wall behind the table. Yellowed teeth bared in a 

smile, he raised the bottle in a mock toast and prepared to take another swig when 

the voice of the flute drifted down from the upper regions of the house.  

    An expression of fury etched itself onto Ezra’s face. ‘Shut that damn row up!’ he 

yelled as he yanked the door open.  

     When the music continued he dragged himself up flight after flight of stairs. Bad 

enough he had to put up with that racket at all, let alone in his own house. The stupid 

little sod knew that and yet refused to toe the line. Well this time he’d shut the brat up 

for good.  

     Even as the thought took shape, he hesitated. Best go easy. Not sure why, Ezra 

only knew the boy was important in some way. Hazy memory tried to remind him, but 

he knew was there’d be catastrophic consequences if he killed Jeremiah. 

     He sighed. Easy it was then.   
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 As the music rose to a crescendo, the door to Jeremiah’s room crashed open. The 

magic notes, created by the instrument, coalesced into a stream of pure white light 

and winked out.  

     Jeremiah stared in terror as Ezra strode towards him. A punch to his right arm 

caused the flute to fly from his grasp.  

     ‘I’ve warned you about that racket before, you little sod!’   

     A backhanded slap sent Jeremiah to the floor. Hand held to his cheek he didn’t 

dare meet Ezra’s gaze. With a growl, the old man turned his attention to the flute. 

Jeremiah rolled onto his side and managed to grab it before the booted foot came 

down on his hand. Ezra ground his heel in. Jeremiah gasped with pain but refused to 

relinquish his hold. 

     Fist raised in warning, Ezra stepped back. ‘If I hear that thing again, I’ll shove it 

down your throat.’ He wiped the spittle from his lips. ‘I don’t ask for much, just a bit of 

peace and quiet.’ He waved a stubby finger in Jeremiah’s face. ‘Well mark this boyo, 

keep it up and it’s arse kicking time.’ He marched out. 

     Jeremiah scrambled to his feet and dropped the flute onto the unmade bed. It 

shone in the weak light, undamaged and as beautiful as ever. Its silver body with the 

curious scrollwork etched into its surface, reflected the colour of its owner’s eyes.  

     He read the inscribed melody again and wondered for the millionth time what it 

meant. Given that Ezra detested music of all kinds, what would happen if he played 

the composition? Would it send him over the edge? Perhaps give him a heart 

attack? No such luck. But maybe, just maybe, it would be worth a try sometime. 

Anger flared. If only a way did exist to finish the old git off once and for all.   
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     Jeremiah tucked his hair behind ears that were slightly pointed and then lifted a 

hand to his cheek again. All well and good to imagine such things and yes many in 

this city lived by violence, but he detested it. He yearned for a life free of pain and 

fear.  

     A sound of breaking glass made a mockery of his wish. He went to the window 

and watched three hooded youths throwing stones at a house across the street. The 

front door juddered open and a stocky man appeared with a baseball bat held aloft.  

     ‘Bugger off!’ He roared and brought the bat down hard enough to raise chips of 

stone from the pavement. 

     Their laughter and jeers echoing down the street, the youths ran off. Slapping the 

bat into his palm, the householder watched them out of sight before returning inside. 

Jeremiah shrugged. Violence or apathy; not much of a choice. 

    He reached under the bed and tugged out a cardboard box filled with odds and 

ends. Amongst them lay a children’s’ picture book. Jeremiah blew dust off the cover 

and gazed down at the gaudy scene printed on it. It showed a forest clearing ringed 

with wooden caravans painted in bright colours. At the centre of the campsite a fire 

burned and a group of adults dressed in silk shirts, flouncy dresses and velvet 

pantaloons sat around it. Children ran amongst their elders, faces filled with 

happiness. He trailed his fingers over the illustration, filled with wistfulness. “Elwyn 

fairytales for young and old,” the book’s title read and that’s just what the picture and 

the stories were – fairytales. 

     Jeremiah rubbed his eyes. He needed sleep. It would soon be time to go out 

again and earn some money. He grimaced. After last night he really didn’t feel up to 

it. But there was no point thinking like that. He longed to get out of this place and to 

do that he needed cash 
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     Since the age of ten he’d scraped a living playing the flute on the streets in the 

hope that passersby would throw him a coin or two. Ezra was a wealthy man but as 

soon as he realised Jeremiah could pay his own way, he ceased to provide even 

basic necessities. He also took part of whatever money was made as “rent” for this 

miserable room. If there’d been anywhere else to go Jeremiah would have left, but 

few landlords would allow an Elwyn on their premises. Anyway the cost of rent would 

be even higher than what he already paid. 

      At seventeen years old he knew how to survive but not how to live. His main 

source of income came from playing in the local pubs and clubs and last night he’d 

had the “good luck” to find a job at a place called The Crack ‘o Dawn. Housed in a 

semi-derelict building that overlooked the river, many a fight broke out there, 

sometimes with fatal results. However, desperation and hunger were powerful 

motivators.  

     Everything would’ve been fine if it hadn’t been for those scumbags. They’d jeered 

and pelted him with beer mats. One of them even went so far as to urinate in a beer 

glass and then hurl the contents at him. He’d managed to dodge aside, but it still 

spattered over one of his sleeves. Jeremiah scowled down at the offending cuff and 

wrinkled his nose. Fat chance of making any money today; he stunk to high heaven, 

but he couldn’t – no – wouldn’t let it stop him from trying.   

     Try as he might to concentrate, the rest of the performance had descended 

further into farce. The Wannabees’ catcalls and jeers continued until the landlord 

threw them out. As he’d watched them leave, Jeremiah knew they’d be on the 

lookout for him.       

     He rubbed his sore hand and returned to the window to stare down at the 

potholed street again. Once paid, he’d left through the back door of the pub. This 
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didn’t fool the Wannabees. One of them stationed at the rear of the place, alerted his 

cronies the second he spotted Jeremiah. 

     Nausea rose at the memory of how narrow the escape had been. That leap 

across to the other building had given Jeremiah nightmares. Just one slip on the wet 

surface would have meant the end.  

     He hunched his shoulders. It was always like this, having to endure the contempt, 

the bigotry; he felt worn out with it. And yet a feeling – something he couldn’t define – 

drove him on. He told himself, day in, day out, that it wouldn’t always be like this. 

Better times were just over the horizon.  

     Jeremiah shook his head. Maybe it was all a pipe dream, a device to fool himself 

with, but still the belief that some kind of destiny awaited him persisted. Whatever it 

turned out to be, it would lift him out of the doldrums into a golden world where...  

     He resumed his seat on the bed. The single constant in his life was music and 

one day it would take him to that golden place – he knew it. 

 

1,158 words approx 
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The hours dragged by and day turned once again into night. Jeremiah stood in the 

doorway of a local drinking club called The Den and looked around.  

     The damp cellar was wreathed in cigarette smoke, as somehow befitted its night-

time status. Whitewashed plaster flaked from the crumbling brick walls. Littered with 

cigarette stubs and stained by vomit, the stone-flagged floor was a minefield of filth. 

Spilled drinks and spit added to the disgusting mess. Muted conversations were 

interspersed by the clink of glasses and the pouring of drinks. Candles stuck in 

bottles provided the only light. This wasn’t an attempt to create ambiance, it was 

more about the conservation of electricity. None of the clientele complained. After all, 

it wasn’t as if they’d be welcome anywhere else. 

     As if to illustrate this, a quarrel broke out at a nearby table. 

     ‘You cheating scumbag, where’d that card come from?’ 

     The accused man leaned towards his fellow poker player, lip curled in a snarl. 

‘Whaddya mean I’m cheating, it’s you that’s got aces stashed up yer sleeves!’ 

     Things threatened to get out of hand as the two men glared at each other until 

one of the other players nodded towards the bar. 

     Ezra leaned against the counter. He didn’t move, didn’t even blink, but the look he 

sent across the room proved more than enough. The would-be combatants sank 

back into their seats.  

     Satisfaction plastered across his greasy jowls, Ezra smiled. Jeremiah glowered at 

him. Typical - the sod just loved lording it over people it was how he’d managed to 
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acquire this dump in the first place. It’d been taken from an associate in lieu of a debt 

and was only one of his many investments. It also happened to be Ezra’s favourite. 

         Jeremiah’s gaze travelled to the other end of the bar where a number of 

women, all colours shapes and sizes, stood. Most of them were Norms, but to his 

chagrin there were also a few Elwyns, barred from their clans for various offences. 

Once nomadic, a few still clung to the old ways, but as pollution became wide-spread 

and towns and cities grew ever larger, the tribal traditions were dying out. The 

Elwyns were the last of the four magical races. The rest had either vanished without 

explanation or been driven away never to be seen again.  

     Tall and slender, with eyes of unusual colours, the Elwyn women fascinated the 

average Norm male, despite fraternisation between the two races being 

discouraged. Yet in spite of this unwritten edict, many a man could be seen leaving 

with a slim purple or yellow-eyed beauty on his arm. Silver-eyed women were rare 

and when available were always snapped up.      

     A minority of the patrons were down and outs, spending the last of their money on 

drink to drown their sorrows, which again suited Ezra fine. Their loss was his gain. 

The majority, on the other hand, were sailors on shore leave. Flush with backdated 

pay, they were keen to spend their wealth and eyed the women as if they were 

choice goods. Jeremiah moved down the steps into the cellar. Norm hypocrisy never 

ceased to amaze him.      

     As he walked towards the bar, he could feel Ezra’s glare burn into the back of his 

neck.  

     ‘Bloody little sod, you’re late. I’d take it out of your hide if I thought it’d do any 

good.’  

     Despite his hostility towards the flute, the old hypocrite had long ago learned to 
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turn Jeremiah’s talent to his own advantage by having him play two or three times a 

week at the club. Most of the patrons were happy to pay for a little entertainment and 

since money was the old man’s god, he could just about put up with the annoyance 

the music caused him. 

     Jeremiah hunched his shoulders against the threat, moved further down the bar 

and slid a coin across the counter. The barman, familiar with his habits, plonked 

down a glass of water. He drained his drink. Busking in the city all day with little 

success left him feeling worn out and dispirited, but after last night he didn’t dare go 

near any of the pubs for awhile.  

     Although appreciated, his music brought him no respect; people still treated him 

like mixed-race scum. They called him names such as, “Dumbo,” or “Crip-tongue” 

and labelled him stupid just because he had no words. Norms, who didn’t know his 

background, assumed from his slender build and silver eyes that he came from full-

blooded Elwyn stock. The Elwyns, whether they knew the story or not, seemed to 

sense his “impurity” and ostracised him. Because of this and the fact he couldn’t 

speak, Jeremiah had become somewhat isolated. 

     It hadn’t always been like that. In desperate need of comfort, he called on his 

ability to summon up memories so real they were almost three dimensional. His mind 

drifted back to his first meeting with the only person who’d showed some interest in 

him... 

 

...The summer sun had turned the city centre into a place alive with people. Balmy 

weather and blue skies were reflected by the good humour of the passersby 

thronging the pavements.  

     Jeremiah felt glad to be alive on this beautiful day and it showed in the way he 
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played. Coins pattered into the open backpack in a shower of silver and copper. 

Then a folded note also fell into the bag. Jeremiah stopped playing and looked wide-

eyed at his benefactor, astonished at such generosity. 

     A halo of white hair surrounded a face like a wrinkled apple. Grey eyes filled with 

humour stared back at him. The old man smiled. ‘You play very well, especially for a 

street musician, but I think you have not had formal training?’ 

     Still taken aback, Jeremiah shook his head. 

     A large, freckled hand patted his shoulder. ‘No matter, no matter. You have what 

a lot of street musicians do not possess.’ As he leaned closer the gentleman winked. 

‘You have natural talent,’ he whispered, as if imparting a secret. ‘A great deal of it.’ 

     He ambled off, hands clasped behind his back as he strolled away. Jeremiah 

watched him out of sight. A glow filled the pit of his stomach and gave him a sense of 

well-being he’d never experienced before.  

      Mr Greenstock, as he later introduced himself, continued to stop by almost every 

day after that. Although suspicious at first, Jeremiah soon learned the Norm had no 

ulterior motives and bit by bit a friendship developed between them. 

     A retired violinist, Mr Greenstock also turned out to be a connoisseur of different 

cultures’ music. He taught Jeremiah to read both Norm and Elwyn notes and helped 

refine his technique. He also told Jeremiah that the notes etched on the flute meant 

something special. He said they were an obscure form of Elwyn harmony called 

Tripolas or music of the soul.  

      With a curious sideways glance at Jeremiah, he’d said, ‘These are notes of 

power – the melody as a whole is “magical.’ He’d handed the flute back and added, 

‘Be careful if you decide to play this tune, it could lead you down dangerous paths.’   

     This turned out to be one of the last pieces of advice the retired musician ever 
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gave.  

     Jeremiah remembered the cold, wet day when he called round to his friend’s flat 

and found him dead. Only the priest and himself were present at the funeral. It 

seemed the old man had become somewhat isolated too... 

      

...Jeremiah pulled out of his reverie and glanced around the cellar. If only the old 

man was still alive. Before he met Mr Greenstock, he’d taught himself to play and 

displayed an amazing aptitude. He only needed to hear a piece of music once or 

twice to be able to play it by ear. Help received from his friend proved the nearest to 

formal training ever received - school certainly played no part in it; state education 

provided only basic literacy skills and in his case, sign language. Knowledge of the 

Elwyn tongue was picked up from the women at Ezra’s club. As with music Jeremiah 

possessed a quick ear for languages, a strange talent considering he couldn’t speak 

himself.  With an effort he shoved his memories aside and started to move past a 

table at which a party of drunken merchant sailors sat. 

     ‘Here he is,’ one of them jeered. ‘The Pied Piper’s back with his little tin whistle.’ 

The rest of the group burst into sycophantic laughter. 

     Jeremiah tried to continue towards the back of the room but the loudmouth 

lurched to his feet. ‘Hey Crip-tongue, it’s about time you gave us a tune.’      

     One arm draped about the shoulders of a bored looking Elwyn girl, the sailor 

stood swaying, spittle oozing from the corner of his mouth.  

     Jeremiah knew his companion; she called herself by the single name of Kelly.  

Tall and unusually curvaceous for an Elwyn, she had once been a student lodger at 

Ezra’s house but fell behind with the rent. The old man demanded she pay off her 

debt by working as a waitress at his club. That’d been two years ago.       
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     When she still lived at the house, she’d always ignored Jeremiah. Indifference 

turned to outright hostility when she started work at the club.  

     In spite of this, Jeremiah felt sorry for her. She’d been an art student and spent 

hours in the ruined church next to the house, painting and sketching.  He’d managed 

to sneak a look at some of her work and although he knew little about art, thought 

the results quite beautiful. Part of her creativity included the ability to make images 

anywhere; walls, floors, the sides of buildings, even pavements. Nothing deterred 

her - hadn’t deterred her, all that lay in the past now. Like him, Kelly became trapped 

in this place - a lost cause - her talent swilled down the drain. 

     Perhaps sensing his sympathy, she glared at him from baleful amber eyes. ‘Do as 

the man says, that’s what you’re here for.’ An added obscenity in Elwyn caused 

Jeremiah to flush with anger. Unable to answer, he went to his usual seat and once 

the flute was assembled, raised it to his lips. 

    Conversations died into silence as the music wove its way around the dank, musty 

environment. Starved of beauty, as most of the patrons were, they soaked up the 

melody as though it was nectar. When it ended, more upset by Kelly’s contempt than 

he cared to admit, Jeremiah decided to leave. Despite being subject to such bile for 

most of his life, it still angered and hurt him. The usual solace he found in music 

seemed absent tonight; this place and its denizens were unbearable. He started 

towards the exit, but the same drunken sailor stepped in front of him again. 

     ‘Where d’yer think yer goin’? You ain’t finished yet.’ 

    Ezra shouldered his way through the throng. ‘That’s enough.’  

    The sailor staggered around to face him. ‘Wha’? Are you takin’ the Elwyn’s part 

against me?’ 

     Kelly poked him in the chest. ‘He’s not Elwyn. He’s a half-breed.’ 
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     ‘Shurrup an’ gerraway from me.’ He shoved her aside. ‘This little git’s not goin’ 

anywhere ‘til he gives us a few more tunes. After the crap way he played at The 

Crack ‘o’ Dawn las’ night he owes us that much.’ 

     Jeremiah felt the colour drain from his face. 

    Ezra grabbed the front of his jumper.  ‘What’s this about The Crack ‘o’ Dawn? You 

little sod, you’ve been holding out on me.’  

     He saw the blow coming, but couldn’t avoid it. Light exploded behind his eyes and 

he went down, blood pouring from his nostrils.       

     The sailor grabbed the old man’s shoulder. ‘You stupid, senile old fool, how the 

hell’s he gonna play now?’ 

     He swung a punch at Ezra’s head, but it didn’t land. His arm was twisted up his 

back and Ezra shoved him forward. Unable to stop himself, the sailor sprawled 

across a group of tables. As if ignited by a spark, the whole place erupted in 

violence.  

     Men struggled with each other. Pieces of broken furniture were used as makeshift 

weapons and thudded into heads, faces and bodies. Women screamed and 

scrambled for safety or joined in.  Jeremiah managed to grab his backpack and with 

a hand pressed to his bloodied nose, pushed his way towards the exit. Kelly forced 

her way through the crowd in pursuit. 

     ‘This is your fault!’ She screamed. 

     She leapt at him, ready to rake with her long nails. He jumped back and she ran 

at him, but her tight silk dress and high-heeled shoes slowed her down. Jeremiah 

turned to run only to cannon into one of the sailor’s cohorts. 

     The seaman grabbed a hank of his hair and twisted it. Tears of pain rose as he 

fought to free himself. He kicked, even tried to bite, but the man’s hold proved 
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unbreakable. A knife appeared in the attacker’s other hand but suddenly the hold on 

Jeremiah slackened. He fell forwards onto his hands and knees and when he looked 

round the merchant seaman lay curled up on the floor, lost in his own private world 

of agony. 

     Ezra dragged Jeremiah towards the door. ‘Come on you.’ When they were 

halfway up the steps, he said, ‘Get out and don’t bother going back to the house. If 

you’re there when I get home, I’ll wring your neck.’ He disappeared back into the 

cellar. It looked like it would take a while to sort out the fight. Should the police get 

involved, Jeremiah knew what to expect if Ezra ended up in court and had to pay a 

fine.  

     He staggered out into the cold night air. To spend the night on the streets was 

unthinkable, so he’d have to find somewhere else to wait out the hours left until 

morning.  

     Pulling the straps of the backpack over his shoulders, he set out for the old 

factory on the outskirts of town. It wouldn’t be the first time he’d sought sanctuary in 

such a place and no doubt it wouldn’t be the last. How long he’d have to stay he 

didn’t know, maybe a few days to give Ezra a chance to cool down.   

     Sleeve pressed to his nose, he stumbled away filled with anger and resentment. 
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4 

 

The factory’s art deco tower loomed over the city with cathedral-like splendour. 

Shadows of letters, which once proclaimed its name, stained the peeling façade. 

Formerly a hive of activity, it now stood silent. Candlelight flickered behind the 

tower’s long, narrow window; the only sign of life in the otherwise dead building. 

Rumour had it that the ghosts of those killed in the accident that closed the place 

down, still haunted it. Jeremiah knew a more mundane explanation; the city’s 

homeless used it as a shelter. Aside from that, he had another reason for coming 

here -.a special reason.   

     He walked around the corner of one of the flat-roofed structures, attached to 

either side of the tower, and came to a halt at the foot of a metal ladder. Behind the 

rungs a picture of a dragon spread its sinuous length up the wall. Flames issued 

from its open mouth. Each scale on its jade-green body seemed real enough to 

touch and its outspread wings were poised to take flight. An orange-red crest ran 

from the top of its head, down its spine, to the tip of its tail. Its green eyes were alive 

with malice, its talons spread wide, ready to tear and rip. 

     As he gazed at the beast, Jeremiah felt tears well up. The dragon glared back at 

him, as fierce and beautiful as the person who’d created it. He lowered his head, 

remembering Kelly’s contorted expression when she’d tried to attack him in the club. 

How could someone filled with such creativity be so hateful? What kind of world 

twisted the souls of those bestowed with such talent? Unable to answer his own 

questions, Jeremiah clambered up the ladder 

     Once at the top he paused to look about. Pools of water from a recent downpour 

glistened in the moonlight. One of the gargoyles that guarded the four corners of the 
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building sat with its back to him, gaze cast out over the metropolis. He too looked 

towards the city and marvelled at its apparent beauty. From this viewpoint it spread 

out like a pool of dark water, sprinkled with pinpoints of light, its ugliness submerged.  

     Overhead the starlit sky arched, timeless and steeped in mystery. Jeremiah took 

solace in its quiet calm. Ezra had done him a kind of favour by banning him from the 

house. Yes it was cold and damp up here. Not exactly a home from home, but the 

peace more than made up for it; a perfect time and place to hear the flute’s voice 

unsullied by the demands of others.    

     As the melody drifted across the roof, silver musical notes popped into existence 

and filled the air with their magic.  When he’d finished, Jeremiah stowed the 

instrument back in its pouch and walked towards a small blockhouse. It used to 

house pumping equipment, but had been stripped bare when the factory closed. He 

squeezed past the half open door and found a spot not far from the entrance. He 

started to lower himself to the floor, when the sound of snoring brought him up short. 

He peered over to the far side of the room and could just make out a shape huddled 

up against the wall.  

     Jeremiah drew in a shaky breath and raised his right hand, palm outstretched. 

After a second a ball of blue light flickered into existence. He crept across the 

concrete floor towards the shape. As he got closer the light revealed a man, arms 

folded against the cold. His chin sported at least a couple of days’ growth. Head 

leant back against the wall the stranger looked to be about thirty, with fair, greasy 

dishevelled hair. His eyes were shut, preventing Jeremiah from telling if he was 

Norm or Elwyn.           

     Suddenly the sounds of shouts and cries drifted up from the factory grounds. 

Jeremiah extinguished the light and hurried outside. A quick look over the ledge 
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revealed running figures and the flicker of torches. He gulped; the Night-Gangers 

were launching one of their periodic attacks on the homeless.  

     Swollen by ululating whoops and warbles, the battle cries of at least three 

separate cliques filled the night with terror. These were the real monsters of the city’s 

streets, of which the Wannabees were but pale imitations 

     Engrossed in watching the churning scene below, Jeremiah jumped when a hand 

landed on his shoulder; the stranger had been woken by the noise. 

     ‘What’s going on?’ He didn’t wait for a reply, but peered over the parapet. His 

expression became grim. ‘So they’re still at it and I suppose the police continue to 

turn a blind eye.’  

     He turned back to Jeremiah. ‘What’re you doing up here?’ When there was no 

answer, the vagrant tightened his grip. ‘Speak, damn you, or I’ll pitch you off this roof 

right on top of your pals.’ 

     Jeremiah’s mouth fell open in shock - the fool thought he was a Wannabe! He 

shook his head, hands held up in denial.  

     ‘I warned you.’ When he found himself being dragged towards the parapet, he 

lashed out and caught the man across the face. When he staggered back, Jeremiah 

turned to run but dropped his bag. Before he could recover it, the stranger snatched 

it up. 

    He pulled out the pouch.  ‘What do we have here?’ At the sight of its contents his 

eyebrows rose. ‘You’re a musician?’ He leaned in closer. ‘You’re an Elwyn. You can’t 

be with…’ He nodded towards the ground. 

    Jeremiah made a grab for the pouch, but the stranger shoved him away. ‘Answer 

me. Where did you get this instrument?’  
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     Beside them the ladder began to vibrate and rattle. Brown eyes wide with alarm, 

the vagrant took one quick look over the edge, then thrust the pouch and backpack 

at Jeremiah. ‘We have to leave.’ He headed for the other side of the roof.  

     Two figures were climbing up the ladder; Jeremiah’s throat went dry. 

    ‘C’mon!’ the stranger yelled. ‘Don’t hang about!’ 

     At the sound of his voice, Jeremiah jerked into action. He started to run, eager to 

put as much distance between himself and the enemy as possible; at the same time 

he knew it to be futile, since no other way down existed. The metal door, which once 

allowed access to the factory via the blockhouse, had long since been welded shut. 

Panic started to rise, but then Jeremiah recalled another way down did exist. It would 

be risky, but better than staying on the roof. Made from industrial plastic, the funnel 

attached to the back of the building would provide a means of escape. He and the 

vagrant reached it just as the first of the marauders appeared on the roof, a metal 

bar clutched in one hand.  

     The Ganger bulged with muscles that strained the seams of his sweat-stained, 

sleeveless shirt and tattered jeans. Head close-shaved, apart from a fur-like strip that 

ran down the centre of his skull, he looked like some sort of mythical beast. Ganger 

tattoos covered massive forearms. The whites of his dark eyes were a startling 

contrast to the red and green dye covering his face. Jeremiah’s heart sank - red and 

green denoted membership of the Bridge-Street-faction, one of the worst groups of 

Street Warriors around. They seldom ventured out before night and spent their days 

ensconced beneath the old railway arches. A snarl curled the Ganger’s lip, as he 

brought the metal bar up. .       

     The stranger gestured at the funnel. ‘Go on, slide down.’  Despite his fear 

Jeremiah hesitated, reluctant to leave the man alone. 
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     The vagrant didn’t notice as he faced the new arrival. A guttural sound issued 

from between the Ganger’s thick lips and his eyes gleamed with bloodlust. He 

whipped the metal bar down, but the man jumped clear. His attacker had 

overreached and taking advantage of this he threw a punch at the creature’s jaw, 

followed up with a blow to the stomach. The Ganger barely flinched.      

     The second Night-Ganger skidded to a halt, forcing Jeremiah to mind his own 

predicament. Blue-dyed features proclaimed affiliation with another clan. Dressed in 

biker leathers, festooned with chains that rattled as he moved, he resembled a 

nightmare come to life. Face almost hidden by locks of greasy hair, his tongue, 

forked at the end like a lizard’s, darted in and out between chapped lips. After a 

quick scowl at his rival, he then focused on Jeremiah.      

     He turned to run, but a pair of hands grabbed him from behind, then propelled 

him into the parapet. Through pain-blurred vision he saw his tormentor advancing 

and tried to crawl away. When a hand closed around his throat Jeremiah clawed at 

the thick wrist, but couldn’t budge it. Desperate to escape, he jabbed a finger into the 

marauder’s eye. With a bellow of rage the Ganger flung him aside; as he hit the 

ground, Jeremiah rolled and regained his feet.  

     The attacker sprang forward in a series of animalistic hops and jumps. A massive 

hand reached out and snagged one of the backpack’s straps. Fury swept aside 

Jeremiah’s fear. He’d reached breaking point. After yesterday and tonight, he’d had 

enough.  – no one would take the only thing he cared about ever again!  

     Adrenalin rushed through his system, enabling him to hang onto the bag’s other 

strap. It cut into his palm, but he didn’t care. When the Ganger tried to grab him with 

his free hand, Jeremiah sank his teeth into a finger. With a howl the Ganger 

wrenched back, before driving his fist into Jeremiah’s chest. He slammed into the 
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parapet again and lost his hold on the bag. Still fuelled by sheer rage, he scrambled 

up.  

     A knife blade scythed past his face and he sprang onto the ledge to avoid it. He 

slipped on the rain-wet surface and his feet went over the edge. Stomach churning 

with renewed terror, he just managed to grab the parapet but when he tried to bring 

his other arm up it proved impossible. Another hop propelled the Ganger onto the 

ledge; he grunted out a stream of Street-Speak, a language exclusive to the Ganger 

factions. Jeremiah didn’t have to understand the words to know what they meant: 

See you at the bottom. 

     With death only centimetres away, he looked from side to side and saw a single 

chance of salvation. He flung out his right arm and grabbed the top of the funnel, 

releasing his hold on the ledge a second before the Street-Warrior’s boot crashed 

down. Yellow teeth bared in fury, the Ganger lurched forward.  

     Although winded from the impact with the funnel, Jeremiah managed to cling onto 

it. Two choices remained: either escape without the bag, or try to get it back. The 

decision was made when his attacker leaned over and swiped at him with the knife.  

     He let go. 

     The Ganger howled again, this time with frustration, as he watched his prey 

slither out of reach. Jeremiah looked up to see the warrior’s face jerk out of sight, just 

before the funnel curved in on itself. A few seconds later he hit the stony ground.  

     Once he’d regained his breath, Jeremiah looked up again and saw another figure 

sliding down the funnel. A moment later the vagrant landed next to him, falling 

forward onto his hands and knees. Blood trickled from a cut bisecting his right 

eyebrow. He snatched a grubby handkerchief from a pocket and clasped it over the 

wound. 
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    Still panting with exertion, the man tugged the backpack from his shoulder. ‘I 

believe this belongs to you. Come on, no time to dawdle.’ 

     They raced towards the gates surrounded by people from the tower.  

    Once out of the factory grounds, Jeremiah ran through the damp and dirty streets 

until he’d left the crowd behind. A quick look about revealed no sign of the stranger. 

The dimly lit road seemed deserted, but the next instant a growl issued from a 

nearby alley. Jeremiah took to his heels again and headed home. Better to risk 

Ezra’s wrath than remain outdoors. 

     Once inside his room he shut the door, leaned against it. The full impact of what 

had happened descended and Jeremiah drew a trembling hand down his face. His 

knees felt weak and he pressed harder against the door - if it hadn’t been for the 

stranger’s quick thinking...  

     He just hoped the man got clear of the factory.  

     Still feeling unsteady, Jeremiah crept across to the bed and wondered who the 

vagrant could be. From the colour of his eyes he was a Norm and Norms didn’t help 

Elwyns. Then something the stranger said sprang to the forefront of Jeremiah’s 

memory: …So they’re still at it… It meant he knew about the attacks. And what about 

the funnel, it indicated familiarity with the factory. Jeremiah shrugged. So what? 

Plenty of people knew about its use as a shelter.  

     He dropped the bag onto the bed, then peeled up his sweater to inspect the 

damage to his ribs from the impact with the funnel. They were bruised, but nothing 

serious. He grinned at the memory of the Ganger’s rage when he’d fought back; it’d 

felt so good to react instead of just giving in. He glanced at the backpack, better 

check the flute. 
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     Warm relief flooded through him – not a dent or scratch to be seen. No matter 

what trouble Jeremiah encountered the flute always emerged unscathed, almost as if 

it were charmed. Maybe it was, hadn’t the old musician said so? Jeremiah packed it 

away, before sliding the bag beneath the bed.   

     As he lay down on the thin mattress, thoughts of the stranger returned. There’d 

been something about him, something familiar. A shake of the head dismissed the 

notion. Not possible, they’d never met before tonight, of that he was certain.  

     Jeremiah pushed his musings aside and settled down. He needed sleep. 

* 

Outside a dark coated figure, breath misting the cold night air, stood beneath a 

broken street lamp, gaze fixed on the house. It lingered a second longer, then with 

hands dug deep in its pockets walked away. 
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5 

The sun had barely risen above the horizon when Ezra began to carry out his weekly 

ritual of pounding on doors and yelling at the top of his voice, ‘Come on you lazy 

buggers, rent’s due. Pay up or get out!’   

     Groans filled the house, as each of its inmates dragged themselves from their 

respective beds.  

     Jeremiah woke with a start. He sat up and drew in a sharp breath, as his ribs 

reminded him of the previous night. When the pain eased off, he went over to the 

hand-basin to fill a glass with water. As he started to raise it to his lips, his vision 

blurred and the floor seemed to tilt. Jeremiah tottered up against the nearest wall; 

lack of food had at last taken its toll. The glass slid from his grip and the smash as it 

broke seemed to reverberate throughout the house. Shoulders hunched and hands 

clenched, he froze. A second later the door crashed open.  

    Despite his sore ribs, Jeremiah scooted across the bed to avoid Ezra’s lunge.  

     The trouble at the club wasn’t my fault, he signed. Ezra made another grab and he only 

just managed to evade it. Wait. I’ll play tonight for nothing. Every penny goes to you.  

     At the mention of money the old man straightened up, beady eyes filled with 

greed. ‘All right, but I want everything you make for the next fortnight, not just from 

the club, but from the busking as well; you‘re lucky to get off so lightly.’ He turned to 

go, paused and raised a finger. ‘Don’t let me hear you playing that thing in the 

house.’ He gestured at the tip of the flute, where it peeked out of the backpack.     

     I won’t.      

     When the door closed, Jeremiah sighed. In order to eat over the next fortnight it’d 

be necessary to cheat on what he earned from busking. On the other hand there’d 

be no need to stay at the factory for awhile.  
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     He stared out of the window at the grey day. Huh, big deal. It was little enough in 

comparison to what the old man wanted. Trust Ezra to find a way to benefit from 

something he hated. Indifferent to every other type of music, he almost went ballistic 

whenever he heard the flute, yet would put up with it for the sake of money; funny 

how he managed to exert self-control when it suited him.       

     An image of the Elwyn musical notes engraved on the flute rose up and 

Jeremiah’s fingers twitched. If only he had the guts to play them. Tripolas his friend 

had called them - music of the soul. What did that mean exactly? His shoulders 

slumped. No point in speculation, because he didn’t have the nerve to play even the 

first few bars of the melody. Another sigh escaped him. Fear played a major part in 

his life. It left him powerless to control his own destiny – if he had one. In the end 

that’s what it all boiled down to, a purpose and a goal to aim for.   

     Jeremiah looked down at the flute and thought back to when he first received it... 

      

…It was his ninth birthday, but presents weren’t expected. Expectation brought 

raised voices and the odd smack around the head. Pale faced and skinny, with limbs 

already gangly, Jeremiah knew he didn’t have the same appeal as other children.  

With arms folded so tightly they ached, he stood in the entrance hall and wondered 

why he’d been told to wait there. His head drooped; must’ve done something wrong 

again.  

     The door behind him opened and his chest tightened with apprehension.  

     ‘Here.’ Ezra thrust a crumpled package forward. ‘Don’t just stand there like the 

moron you are – take it.’ 

     Jeremiah did as he was told, then looked a question at Ezra. 

     ‘Your mother left it for you. Who knows what goes on in that stupid cow’s head?’ 
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     When the old man vanished back into his room, Jeremiah plumped down on the 

bottom stair, the mysterious parcel cradled in his lap. He stared at the rumpled 

brown paper. Whatever it contained couldn’t be good – not if it came from Sylvan. 

      After a second or so he forced himself to tear off the wrapping. His fingers 

tripped over each other as he fumbled with the paper, but at last it fell apart and 

something sparkled in the fetid gloom. Eyes wide he touched the separate pieces of 

the flute then withdrew his grubby hands, afraid of leaving a mark. It was the loveliest 

thing ever and up until now the single shred of evidence his mother existed.  

     Jeremiah continued to admire the silver pieces and at the same time figure out 

how they fitted together into a whole. He rubbed his hands down the side of his 

pants, before carefully beginning to assemble the instrument.  

     When he’d finished, he regarded the flute with a sense of wonder that brought 

tears of rare happiness to his eyes - until he noticed the envelope lying amidst the 

wrapping paper. He picked it up, turned it over and squinted at his own name written 

in silver ink on the front. 

     Putting the flute gently aside he tore the envelope open, curiosity sitting in his 

stomach like a rock. It seemed to take an age before he at last extracted a single 

sheet of paper, covered with the same elegant writing 

     My son, keep this flute safe, it is the key to your future. No matter how hard 

life becomes, keep it safe. You are not alone, one day you will meet your brother, 

his name is Zebediah Tully; he will explain everything. 

     That was it, apart from the signature, which simply read, “Sylvan.” Jeremiah 

turned the sheet over, but it held no expression of affection, nothing to acknowledge 
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their relationship. Filled with sudden anger, he started to crumple the letter up, then 

changed his mind and thrust it into his pocket... 

     

...Much later on he discovered his mother had instructed Ezra to give him the 

instrument on his ninth birthday. Folklore said some Elwyns could cast curses and 

maybe that’s what Sylvan had done, threaten Ezra with calamity. Why else would the 

old man hang onto the instrument all these years? Jeremiah shook his head. As far 

as he knew Ezra wasn’t superstitious, so there had to be more to it than just a curse.      

     He returned to the hand-basin and sluiced his face with cold water. When he’d 

finished, he scrubbed his skin with the frayed towel until it tingled. 

     As he mulled over the flute’s influence on those around it, his thoughts returned to 

the stranger. The questions of who he was and why he seemed so familiar remained 

unanswered. Jeremiah ran a hand through his hair. Why give a damn? But he did 

and there lay the problem. The need to find out was like a persistent fly that niggled 

and irritated. Then an idea occurred. Many of the homeless spent what little money 

they possessed at Ezra’s bar, maybe one of them would be able to identify the 

vagrant.    

     With a goal in sight Jeremiah felt a little better and picked up the pieces of broken 

glass. But when he straightened up and glanced out of the window, the sight of the 

overcast day caused his spirits to plummet.  

     Footsteps heavy he headed for the door – time to get out and earn some money - 

after that, onto Ezra’s club. 

 

1,246 words approx 
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6           

 

With leaden slowness, time dragged itself towards the early hours. Jeremiah glanced 

at the clock over the bar for what felt like the hundredth time and sighed - one a.m. 

He’d been in The Den since it opened at seven; another sixty minutes remained 

before home time. 

     In between performances he’d tried to find out more about the stranger. None of 

the patrons used sign language, which forced Jeremiah to write the question down 

and try to persuade them to read it. It proved a long and laborious task and met with 

either indifference or outright contempt.        

     About to try again, he paused when Ezra sent a glare across the room, clearly 

indicating there’d be trouble if he didn’t get to work. Jeremiah grabbed the flute, but 

before he could start to play someone descended the steps into the cellar. It was the 

stranger - at least it looked like him. What the hell was he doing here?   

     Chin shaved, clothes clean and tidy and hair now washed, he almost appeared 

respectable; only the same shabby overcoat and a plaster above his right eye 

marred his appearance. He paused to look about, before moving towards the bar 

where he came to a stop beside Ezra. The old man barely glanced at the newcomer, 

but a scowl had appeared on his face.  

     Intent on watching the two men, Jeremiah jumped when one of the patrons 

tapped his shoulder and said, ‘Are you gonna play, or what? If you are make it 

something lively.’ 

     He stared at the woman, nodded and raised the flute to his lips. A spirited jig soon 

filled the floor with dancing figures. They whirled, whooped and yelled and dispelled, 

for the time being at least, the gloomy atmosphere that normally pervaded the club.  
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     The end of the performance met with enthusiastic applause, followed by showers 

of coins; the patrons were in a generous mood tonight. Jeremiah scooped the money 

up as fast as possible, before glancing toward the bar again. Ezra and the stranger 

were now deep in conversation. Desperate to know what about, he wondered how to 

get nearer without being seen. Just then a group of people went past in search of 

drinks and he seized the chance to tag onto them.      

     He squeezed in next to a couple of customers between him and the two men and 

leaned against the counter. Although it was noisy he could just about hear their 

conversation.         

     ‘I don’t see sight or sound of you for years, then you turn up here of all places. 

Couldn’t you have met me somewhere a bit more discreet? What d’you want 

anyway? If it’s money…’ Ezra paused to knock back a drink.   

     A cynical smile on his face, the stranger said, ‘You’ve not changed, still as tight-

fisted as ever. But you needn’t worry; it’s not money I’m after.’ 

     ‘Then what?’      

     ‘I met someone up at the old factory last night, someone I haven’t seen since he 

was a child. I’m not sure if-’ 

     The rest of the sentence was drowned out by raucous laughter from a nearby 

group of drunks. When the noise died down Jeremiah returned his attention to the 

two men.  

     Ezra grabbed the stranger’s arm. ‘Shut up you fool, d’you want the whole place 

knowing who you are? Bad enough to turn up here in the first place, but to start 

asking questions about him.’ He swallowed yet another drink, before adding, ‘Show 

some damn sense for once in your life, Zeb.’  
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     Jeremiah felt the colour drain from his face, as he remembered his mother’s 

letter. Zeb? Could that be short for Zebediah? He tuned back into the conversation.  

     The stranger uttered a dry laugh. ‘Try taking your own advice. Anyway, like you 

said, not here. I’ll come to your house later; we can continue our discussion there.’ 

     ‘Bugger that!’ Ezra gulped as heads turned in his direction. He took a deep 

breath. ‘I’ll come to you. I don‘t want the boy to find out about this.’ 

     ‘Worried about him are you? That has to be a first.’ The stranger’s gaze swept the 

old man up and down. ‘More a case of fretting about what you’d lose if he left.’ 

     ‘You can talk.’ Ezra grinned at his companion’s scowl. ‘You’ll be at the usual 

place I take it?’ 

     ‘Yes, I’ll be there all day tomorrow and if you don’t want me on your doorstep, 

you’d better be there too.’ 

     ‘I said I will. Still out to save the world are you?  What a waste of time.’ 

     ‘Magnanimous as ever.’ The stranger left. 

     Jeremiah stared after him. It would be wiser to forget the overheard conversation, 

but the fly was back buzzing worse than ever since a certain name had been 

mentioned. He shoved his way along the bar to where Ezra stood.        

     That man you were just with, who is he? 

     Ezra slammed his glass down. ‘What the hell’s it got to do with you? You should 

be working.’ 

     I heard you call him Zeb, Jeremiah persisted. 

     ‘What of it? It’s just a name, same as any other.’ 

     My brother’s name was Zebediah.  

     ‘Drop this right now and get back to work or you’ll feel my fist in your face – right?’ 
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     Jeremiah didn’t dare push any further. He shoved his way back through the close-

packed throng, filled with frustration and anger. If Ezra thought he would forget it, the 

old git could think again.  

* 

At two a.m. The Den closed. Along with the last few stragglers, Jeremiah started to 

make his way home. 

     Although bone tired, his mind churned with thoughts of the stranger and who he 

might be. If he was his brother then maybe that’s why he’d seemed familiar. What-ifs 

danced around each other, before reality reasserted itself. Best try and forget about 

the mystery man, at least until tomorrow.  

     Jeremiah’s body felt heavy, not just from weariness, but also from the coins that 

weighed down his backpack. The takings had been good, just a pity they had to be 

handed over. He couldn’t even skim any of it off; Ezra had counted every last coin 

before he left. The only reason the old money-grubber hadn’t taken the cash straight 

away, was because yet another fight had broken out at the club. As he’d gone to 

crack a few heads, Ezra ordered Jeremiah to take the money back to the house.      

     Up ahead a large group of people stood on the street corner. Several voices were 

raised, creating a jangle of argument, jeers and threats. Jeremiah slid into a nearby 

alley. 

     Two figures, one large, the other smaller, seemed to be the focus of the 

disturbance. They stood in a pool of light from a streetlamp, almost toe to toe 

Jeremiah clenched his suddenly sweaty hands. He’d heard about these standoffs, 

but never witnessed one before.  

     Face smeared with crudely applied dye, the shorter figure was a Wannabe. The 

larger wore the Bridge-Street-Ganger colours. Heavy-set face impassive, he stared 
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down at the diminutive youth, arms folded. A crest of red hair stood up on the crown 

of his head. Light glinted off the metal piercings that studded his nose, mouth and 

eyebrows. More Gangers stood to the rear of him, unnaturally still. Their air of 

watchfulness strung the air with tension. Jeremiah sensed it would only take one 

wrong word from the group of Wannabes to set the Street-Warriors off. He could 

almost taste their eagerness to bloody their hands, to crack the heads and bones of 

the pathetic Dragash, their name for any non-Ganger species. 

     The Wannabe, backed by his own crew, stuck out his thin chest. ‘We done 

everythin’ you asked us,’ he shouted. His voice cracked, indicating his extreme 

youth. ‘You gotta let us into your gang, we’ve earned it,’ 

     The lead Ganger raised a studded eyebrow. ‘Whyfores we take on youse? Youse 

be puny and good for nothings.’ 

     Sweat trickled down Jeremiah’s back, as he watched the Wannabe scowl. Surely 

he couldn’t be so stupid as to think the Gangers would allow him and his cohorts into 

their fraternity? The Gangers used the Wannabes as go betweens or agents; nothing 

more. Then his worse fear turned to reality, when the youth whipped a knife from his 

belt. The moron obviously thought a display of bravado would impress the lead 

Ganger; Jeremiah knew differently. 

     A sneer curled the Ganger’s lip as he reached out, grasped the Wannabe’s wrist, 

and lifted him clear off his feet. Without effort, he swung the helpless body towards 

the streetlamp. Jeremiah almost heard the boy’s spine crack against the metal post. 

He didn’t wait to see more, but took to his heels. The yells and screams of the 

Wannabes, as the rest of Gangers attacked, followed him down the alley.  

     They would haunt his dreams for a long time.                      

1,471 words approx  
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A church clock struck the half hour. Jeremiah looked up at the boarding house. His 

feet felt as though they were encased in lead. Stopping to watch that standoff had 

been a mistake; despite running all the way he was late – very late. Dread filled the 

pit of his stomach, when he saw the light shining from Ezra’s window. A bad sign. 

The old man couldn’t stand being kept waiting and the longer the wait, the worse his 

temper became. Jeremiah steeled himself and mounted the steps. His hand shook 

as he inserted the key in the front door lock. 

   As soon as he stepped inside, Ezra erupted from his room. ‘Where the hell have 

you been? Where’s my money?’      

     Jeremiah raised a hand to reply, but then let it fall. What was the point?  

     ‘Get inside!’ 

     The backpack was snatched from his grip.  

     ‘It’d better all be there,’ Ezra growled. ‘I specifically told you to come straight back 

here.’ 

     Once again Jeremiah tried to explain, but his hands were knocked aside. A 

backhanded blow across the face sent him staggering. Pain blossomed in his lip, as 

the ring Ezra wore cut into it. He scrambled back, groping for the door handle; but 

the old man seized the front of his jumper. 

     ‘When I tell you to do something, I expect you to do it,’ he snarled and hit 

Jeremiah again, this time across his left eye. 

     All of a sudden years of abuse rammed a fist into his brain. He didn’t have to take 

this – not anymore! He shoved at the smelly old sod with all his strength. Taken off 
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guard Ezra stumbled back. His heel came down on an empty whisky bottle and he 

crashed to the floor, catching the back of his skull on the edge of the metal bedstead.  

     Frozen to the spot, Jeremiah stared down at the fallen figure, then dropped to his 

knees beside it. A thin line of blood trickled from beneath Ezra’s head. He’d killed 

him! Like an endless loop the thought ran round and round his mind, until his gaze 

fell on the backpack. Still on his knees, he grabbed it, upended it and the coins, 

along with the pouch, spilled onto the bed. Jeremiah stuffed the pouch back and 

breath rasping in his throat ran into the hall – he had to get away. 

     Vision blurred by tears, he hurried along the street, ducking his head down every 

time someone went past. He felt exposed, as if all eyes were turned on him. Voices 

echoed inside his head. They called him a killer, named him a murderer. His heart 

thundered inside his chest. The beat of it echoed in his ears and almost drove him 

mad. He tried to appear normal, but knew he looked like a – like a what? Like a 

beaten dog. Yes, that’s what he was, an animal not worthy of respect or help. 

     At last he came to a halt and tried to think. Where to go and what to do next?  He 

had to get away, maybe leave the city altogether, but the prospect of venturing into 

the outside world made him shiver with fear. What if it was worse? A fierce pain 

twisted a knife in his chest. No refuge to be found at the old factory. If the Gangers 

launched another attack he doubted he’d get away a second time. The club and 

home were out of the question too. Nobody would believe he didn’t intend to kill the 

old man.      

    Early morning light spread over the rows of shabby terraced houses. Front doors 

opened and people emerged, shivering and turning up their collars against the raw 

wind. Jeremiah knew he couldn’t stay there without attracting attention.      
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     Tears stung his eyes as he joined the throng of workers on their journey into the 

city centre. Even if not accused of killing the old man, the house was the only home 

he’d ever known. With Ezra gone he had no one to turn to and nowhere to go.  

* 

A multitude of buildings reared up either side of the broad road, creating a canyon of 

commerce and retail therapy. Weak sunlight glinted off the glass and metal of high 

rise office blocks and the windows of exclusive stores, overt signs of wealth and 

plenty for those who could afford it.  

     Unlike the outlying streets the pavements were swept clean of rubbish. Signs 

promised fines for anyone caught littering. People pushed and jostled their way 

along, or streamed in and out of doorways, some to shop others to work. Automated 

bollards that rose and fell at the touch of a button, barred the way to civilian traffic.       

     A number of police vehicles parked within the restricted zone brought Jeremiah to 

a stop; surely Ezra couldn’t have been found yet? Then he remembered the 

government’s publicity drive to clean up inner-city crime. The campaign had gone on 

for weeks. Images of both the Civic and Diablo police chiefs, spouting reassurances, 

were shown on huge, high definition screens set up around the city. With all that 

rhetoric the authorities had to be seen to act, hence the police presence. 

     Strains of violin music diverted Jeremiah’s attention to a slim figure outside the 

main entrance to the train station. The instrument’s case lay open on the pavement, 

a smattering of coins scattered across its interior. The brightness of the young 

woman’s blonde hair, and the colourful clothes she wore, gladdened the day. It was 

doubtful she possessed a permit; very few of the street musicians did. Even though 

he thought her foolish to expose herself to possible arrest Jeremiah smiled, 

momentarily cheered by her vivacious appearance. 
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     The brief second of peace was interrupted by the tinny voice of an automatic 

cleaning truck, as it blared out a warning: this vehicle is reversing, this vehicle is 

reversing. It backed towards the bollards, which sank obediently to allow it access to 

the road.  

     Jeremiah turned back towards the train station. A police officer had approached 

the violinist. She glared at him and put the violin down, as if she expected trouble. As 

soon as the constable got near enough, she waved her arms in his face as much as 

her diminutive stature would allow. He appeared unmoved by her fury but when she 

continued to rant, seemed to lose patience. He grabbed her arm and Jeremiah took 

an involuntary step forward.  

     The officer handcuffed the still shouting woman, then pushed her into the back of 

a squad car. It moved off just as the cleaning truck reached the kerb outside the 

station. With a hideous creak of broken wood, the discarded violin vanished beneath 

the tyres, smashed into oblivion. Sick to his stomach, Jeremiah couldn’t have felt 

worse if it had been a person who’d been crushed. 

     A bang sounded on the shop window behind him. He turned and looked into the 

mascara ringed eyes of a middle aged woman. She flapped a plump hand at him to 

move on.  

     Lost in misery, Jeremiah wandered through the streets with no particular 

destination in mind. When he looked up again, a shock jolted through him at the 

sight of the city’s cathedral. Its spires and towers looked more akin to a fairytale 

castle than a house of worship. This impression was heightened by the way the 

sandstone bricks glowed a rosy pink in the early sun. It seemed to shimmer and 

waver, as if it hovered on the edge of reality. However, Jeremiah didn’t see the 

beauty and grandeur, all he saw was a place of nightmare and fear… 
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…Sitting on the boarding house steps, he watched the other children at play. They 

were all, without exception, pale, undernourished and shabbily dressed. Given the 

level of pollution, the fact they were in the street at all was a marvel, but today the 

clouds were thinner and the frail sunshine tempted the youngsters outdoors.       

     Resentment at being excluded caused Jeremiah’s stomach to bubble with anger. 

He picked at a loose thread on his patched trousers and tried not to care.   

     The front door opened and he turned to look up into the face of his so-called-

guardian. Ezra, expression set in its customary scowl, glared at him.  ‘On your feet,’ 

he said and grabbed Jeremiah’s wrist.     

     After a three mile walk, during which it rained, they at last reached their 

destination. Eyes wide at the sight of the magnificent cathedral, he followed Ezra 

along the pavement until they came to a wrought iron gate. A worn path, its weed-

infested surface uneven and treacherous, led down into the cemetery below.      

     It twisted and turned between high rocky walls, against which were propped 

headstones of various shapes and sizes. Dark and stained by time and weather, 

orphaned from their original locations, they stood in regimented rows, providing a 

ghoulish guard of honour. Jeremiah shuddered and wondered why he’d been 

brought to this place. 

      At last they emerged into a huge circular area. Around the periphery were more 

headstones, this time set into sandstone walls. Benches had been placed in the 

centre for people to sit on, but it was obvious from their current occupants that no 

one came to lay flowers or to mourn loved ones anymore. The seats were taken by 

winos and bag ladies.   
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     Ezra yanked Jeremiah past one of the benches, on which a tramp sat. The man 

raised his head and leered at him. Spittle ran from his near toothless mouth and his 

close set eyes were dull. With a filthy hand, the vagrant reached out and snagged 

the boy’s jumper, bringing him to an abrupt halt. Ezra looked round and when he saw 

the cause of his charge’s hesitation, reached over and slammed a fist on top of the 

vagrant’s head. The man slumped back with a wail of pain. 

     ‘No need for that, mate. I just wanted to say ‘ello to the lad, that’s all.’ 

     ‘Keep it up, “mate”, and you can say hello to my fist again.’ 

     The tramp stumbled away and Jeremiah watched him go, until almost jerked off 

his feet by an impatient Ezra. 

     They moved towards one of the tombs missing its stone; the opening yawned 

dark and wide. When he realised this was their destination, Jeremiah dug in his 

heels and refused to go any nearer. Ezra raised a hand, but before the blow could 

land a voice said, ‘Why don’t you pick on someone your own size for a change.’ 

     A young man, dressed in a dark, scruffy overcoat, approached them. Fair hair 

tousled and chin in need of a shave he exuded weariness, emphasised by the 

shadows beneath his brown eyes. 

    Ezra glowered at the newcomer. ‘I don’t have time for this. Why’d we have to 

come all the way out here?’ 

     ‘How often do I ask a favour?’ 

      ‘Not often, I’ll grant you, but when you do it’s always a bloody big one.’ 

     The man directed his gaze at Jeremiah. ‘How are you?’ When Jeremiah remained 

silent he frowned and Ezra laughed. 

     ‘Kid’s mute, so unless yer know sign language he can’t answer yer.’ 

     ‘Mute? How? What happened?’ 
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     ‘Dunno. Birth defect Sylvan said. ’Course she had a “natural” birth, so anything 

could’ve happened. Surprised the brat survived at all. All the time he’s lived with me, 

I’ve never heard him say a word.’ 

     When the stranger bent down, Jeremiah backed away until Ezra shoved him 

forward again. ‘Say hello.’  

     He gulped and moved his hand from right to left. The man looked up at Ezra. 

     ‘He’s saying hi, idiot.’ 

     ‘Right. You said you’d take care of him. He looks half starved.’ 

     Ezra rubbed a thumb and forefinger together. ‘Food costs. ’ 

     ‘Maybe he should come with me.’ The tone was measured, but a glint had 

appeared in the stranger’s eye. Ezra pushed Jeremiah behind him. 

     ‘You know what his mother said, he stays with me.’ 

    The stranger shrugged as if he’d decided not to take things further. He dug inside 

his coat and produced a crumpled envelope. ‘Next time I see him I expect changes.’ 

     Ezra grinned and snatched at the package of money. ‘Sure.’     

      As they walked back towards the path, Jeremiah looked over his shoulder and 

wondered who the stranger was and why he’d given Ezra cash…  

 

...Now he knew. Here he was standing outside the same gate, looking down at the 

same cemetery. So that’s why the “vagrant” seemed so familiar. 

     The same rocky walls lined either side of the narrow uneven path. The same 

headstones stood to attention, even more weather-beaten by time. The pink 

sandstone, from which they’d been sculpted, was almost black in places, giving them 

a piebald appearance. Jeremiah paused to scan the verse chiselled into a 

headstone’s surface. 
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Remember me, as you pass by. 

As you are now, so once was I. 

                                           As I am now, so you will be. 

Prepare yourself to follow me... 

     Was that it? You lived, you died, leaving nothing behind but a few stale 

memories? That’s if anyone cared to remember. A cold, hard weight in his breast, 

Jeremiah took a step back. All those years ago, seen from the perspective of a child, 

these monuments had seemed large and terrifying - they still did. 

     Yet despite the morbid inscription the atmosphere felt light, almost pleasant. 

Sunlight dappled the path. Ferns cascaded down the walls to hang in feathery 

profusion, their shadows creating ever-shifting patterns. The whisper of the breeze, 

as it set the plants in motion, soothed Jeremiah’s fears. The coldness in his breast 

dissolved.  

     He moved on towards the end of the path and around the last bend lay the 

cemetery itself. Much had changed over the intervening years. It was no longer the 

misery-drenched place of memory. 

     Gone was the cracked, litter strewn paving and mildewed benches. In their place 

lay a carpet of grass, its verdant green a pleasant contrast to the sandstone walls of 

the tombs. A few young trees waved slender branches at the sky, as if to welcome 

the day. People gathered beneath them or walked amongst them, their chatter and 

laughter an indication of their pleasure.      

     The plateau, upon which the cathedral stood, had also undergone a radical 

change. Once a rubbish strewn scrubland, it had become a sea of green.  

     Children ran about filled with glee and the sheer joy of life. Their merriment 

startled Jeremiah and he regarded the youngsters with disbelief. However, what 
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astounded him the most was the mixture of people present in this apparent Nirvana. 

Norms and Elwyns walked side by side, or even hand in hand, as if it were the most 

natural thing in the world. There were no shouts or threats, no promises of revenge. 

Harmony seemed to rule the day and Jeremiah couldn’t cope with it. He’d no right to 

be in this place. He’d nothing to offer - certainly not conversation. 

     A hand pressed to his chest, he fought for breath. So used to aggression and 

cruelty, the peace that surrounded him made no sense. He stumbled back towards 

the path, but paused when a voice said, ‘What’re you doing here?’ 

     Jeremiah looked back, expecting a glare, a barked order to get out; what he saw 

was Zeb. Lost for an answer, it was a second before he remembered the last time 

they met Ezra had to translate.        

     As if he’d guessed Jeremiah’s thoughts the man repeated his question, this time 

with his hands. What’re you doing here? Where’s Ezra?  

     Jeremiah stared in bafflement. How did he know about him being mute and why 

did he assume he knew Ezra? It’d been years since they last met. The old man must 

have confirmed the stranger’s suspicions last night. All that aside, if this person was 

his brother why take the time to learn sign language then not bother getting in touch?  

    A part of the overheard conversation at the club flooded back. When Zeb 

threatened to come to Ezra’s house, the old man had replied: ‘I’ll come to you. I don‘t 

want the boy to find out about this… You’ll be at the usual place, I take it?’  

     It made sense now; this must be the “usual” place when he was in town.    

     Jeremiah searched his mind for an explanation as to why he was there too. But 

what could he say - that Ezra couldn’t come because he’d been murdered?    
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     Zeb grabbed his arm. ‘Answer me. Where’s Ezra and what the hell happened to 

you?’ He seized Jeremiah’s chin and turned his head to inspect the black eye and 

cut lip. ‘Did he do this?’ 

     Jeremiah stepped back. He couldn’t come. He’s ill. He says he’ll be in touch. 

     ‘Did he? And what about you, how did you get those injuries?’ 

     Got into a fight. 

     ‘I see.’ Zeb turned away. ‘You’d better come with me.’      

     They made their way across the cemetery towards one of the open tombs. As 

they got nearer, Jeremiah was certain it was the same one he’d shied away from on 

his first time visit. His heart sank.     

      Zeb caught his expression and grinned. ‘No need to worry, the zombies are out 

on a day-trip.’ Embarrassed, Jeremiah scowled. 

     Lit by hurricane lamps, the inside of the tomb appeared very different to what he 

expected. Hollowed out of the sandstone it resembled a miniature cave. The floor 

had been scattered with sawdust and piles of boxes and crates were stacked against 

the far wall. A long wooden table stood in the centre of the space, its surface 

cluttered with miscellanea of objects. There was very little to tie it to its former 

occupant.      

     ‘Hi there,’ a voice said from somewhere near the back. Jeremiah jumped. 

     A tall, thin woman, nut brown hair piled on top of her head and held in place with 

a pencil, emerged from the shadows. She wore a doctor’s white coat over a light 

woollen dress and her feet were encased in sturdy ankle boots. She smiled. 

     ‘Ellen.’ Zeb took her outstretched hands and kissed her on each cheek. ‘How are 

you?’ 

     ‘Fine,’ she replied, looking over his shoulder at Jeremiah. ‘Who’s this?’ 
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     ‘Allow me to introduce you. Jeremiah, this is Doctor Ellen Schuster.’ Still wary, he 

nodded at the woman. She grinned. 

     ‘No need to worry about me,’ she said in her North American accent, ‘I don’t bite.’ 

     ‘Can you help him, Ellen? He says he’s been in a fight.’ 

     Jeremiah swallowed; obviously Zeb didn’t believe his story. Another gulp followed 

when the doctor approached. She patted his arm. ‘C’mon, we’ll at least see if we 

have some clothes that’ll fit you.’ 

     She guided him over to where the boxes stood. ‘Take your pick.’ 

     Jeremiah stared at the assortment of garments – he’d never seen so many. He 

looked at Ellen in helpless appeal.  

     She nodded. ‘Let’s see if we can’t find something to accentuate those fabulous 

eyes of yours.’ 

     The next few hours flew by in a haze as Jeremiah’s cuts and bruises were 

treated. Not only that, he ate the first decent meal he’d had in ages and the doctor 

picked out a set of decent clothing to replace his rags. He looked down at the dark 

blue t-shirt, new jeans and stiff tan leather boots. A fleece jacket, its colour matching 

the t-shirt, lay nearby.  

     ‘Thanks, Ellen,’ Zeb said. ‘How’s the clinic going?’ 

     She sighed. ‘Not bad, although people still tend to shy away from a place like 

this.’ She gestured around. ‘I just wish we could go legit, y’know? Free medicine for 

all the people, all the time.’ 

     ‘It’ll happen. I’ve gotta get going. Need to see a man about something.’ Zeb 

nodded at Jeremiah, ‘C’mon.’ 

     Where to? 

     ‘Ezra’s place, of course.’ 
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     When they emerged from the tomb, the sun had begun to set. Jeremiah felt his 

stomach roil at the thought of returning home. Would Zeb be so keen to help once he 

knew the old man was dead? He stopped and when Zeb gave him a look of enquiry, 

signed: There’s something I have to tell you. 

     Once he’d finished relating what had happened, silence fell for a moment, then to 

Jeremiah’s astonishment Zeb burst out laughing.  

     ‘You needn’t worry about that old git. It’ll take more than a bang on the head to 

finish him off. Let’s go wake him up.’     

     Still puzzled by Zeb’s levity, Jeremiah followed.  

 

3,392 words approx 
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Once again Jeremiah looked up at the shabby front door and felt sick with 

apprehension. What if he had killed Ezra – what then? He glanced sideways at his 

companion.   

     Zeb clapped him on the shoulder.  ‘Come on. Let’s get it over and done with.’ 

     It took Jeremiah two attempts before he managed to unlock the door. Once they 

were inside, he indicated Ezra’s room and stood aside to allow Zeb to go first. 

     The old man’s body was nowhere to be seen and an oppressive silence hung in 

the air. Jeremiah felt Zeb touch his arm and the terror subsided a little. It returned 

with a vengeance, when, like some Leviathan from the deep, Ezra surged up from 

the armchair, his bulk a formless mass in the gloom.  

     ‘Who the hell’s that? Get out or I’ll rip your bloody head off!’ 

     Zeb’s soft laughter dispelled the tension. ‘Told you it’d take more than a crack on 

the noggin to see the bugger off.’ He strolled across to the light switch. 

     At the sight of Jeremiah, Ezra lurched forward. ‘You little...!’  

     Zeb stepped in between them. ‘Calm down, let’s keep things civil, shall we?’      

     Ezra slumped back and glared up at them from bloodshot eyes. The veins on his 

forehead stood out like blue ropes as he snarled, ‘you little sod. You tried to kill me. 

You deserve far more than a smack across the face. Just wait ‘til -’ 

     Zeb turned a cool look on Jeremiah, who blushed. ‘A fight, huh?’ He turned back 

to Ezra. ‘If you’d used your brain instead of your fists, you wouldn’t be in this state, 

but then you never did take the time to think things through.’  

     Ezra scowled and muttered something beneath his breath. 
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     ‘You and I need to talk,’ Zeb added and glanced aside at Jeremiah. ‘Best leave us 

to it.’ 

     His mouth fell open at the abrupt dismissal, but Zeb’s expression brooked no 

argument. The door thudded closed behind him, followed by the sound of the key 

turning in the lock. What did they have to talk about that was so damn secret?  

     Jeremiah ran out of the house, vaulted over the railings to the right of the front 

door, into the small patch of scrubby garden just below Ezra’s window. It was open a 

little and he crouched down to peer through the gap. The curtains flapped in the 

breeze, giving an intermittent view of the two men.  

     After a distasteful look at the rumpled bed, Zeb perched himself on the edge of it. 

He met Ezra’s brooding stare. ‘Well? What've you got to say?’ 

     ‘I’ve nothing to say to you. Just go.’ 

      ‘Can’t do that, there’re things we need to sort out. You’ve not lived up to the 

bargain you made with Sylvan, have you?’ 

    For a moment Ezra floundered, then shouted, ‘so what? She gypped me, so I 

gypped her.  That cow left me lumbered with that little git and what do I get for my 

trouble? Knocked over the head and damn well near killed – that’s what.’ 

     Zeb didn’t bother to hide his disdain. ‘She kept your secret, a secret that could get 

you more than just a tap on the head. Even a cold-hearted-ice maiden like her might 

just react, if she found out how you’ve treated her son.’ 

     Ezra smirked. ‘Maybe, but she’s not around anymore, is she?’ 

     The smirk vanished when Zeb replied, ‘Isn’t she? Are you sure about that?’ 

     Ezra surged from the chair, lips peeled back from teeth that all of a sudden 

seemed large and sharp. Massive shoulders hunched up around his thick neck and a 

growl, filled with a blood-soaked threat, rumbled in his throat. 
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     Zeb remained seated. ‘Stow it. That’s not going to help. If you can’t maintain 

control the Diablo Police will hunt you down and you know what that means.’ 

     A breathless moment passed while the two of them held each other’s gaze. Then 

one of Ezra’s calloused hands seized Zeb’s throat. At the window Jeremiah stared in 

wide-eyed horror.   

    The old man tightened his hold and grinned at Zeb’s futile struggles.  ‘I don’t like 

being held to ransom. Maybe I should just grind your bones and have done with it.’ 

Another breathless moment passed while Ezra appeared to consider this option. 

Then he let go. ‘Don’t forget,’ he added in an eerie tone, ‘I know things about you 

too.’ 

     A hand to his windpipe, Zeb sat up. ‘You think I’m afraid of you?’ he croaked. 

‘Don’t count on it. If I die there’ll be others and even if you manage to destroy them, 

more will come until your secret’s out, and no one and nothing can protect you.’  

     Doubt warred with fury on Ezra’s face. ‘You’re lying.’ 

     Zeb shook his head, wincing with pain. ‘I never lie, just bend the truth a little.’   

     Ezra glowered at the other man. After a second he stepped back. ‘All right, you 

win – for now. What d’you want?’ 

     Zeb swallowed then replied, ‘You’ll leave Jeremiah alone – no taking revenge for 

his “attack” on you – agreed?”  

     With bad grace Ezra nodded. ‘What else?’ 

     ‘The Elwyn Fayre is due to take place tonight. Rumour has it the Bridge-Street-

Night-Gangers are planning a raid.’ 

     ‘So what?’ 

     Despite his discomfit Zeb managed a grin. ‘Best form of defence is offence. I want 

you to make a raid of your own on their lair at the railway arches.’ 
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     ‘No, no, no! It’s out of the question. If I try something like that, I might not be able 

to hold back. Look what happened just now. Besides, why tell me this late in the day 

– you haven’t given me much notice. How am I supposed to-?’ 

     ‘We only received the intelligence at dawn. As for the rest, you’ll just have to exert 

some self-control for once. ‘ 

    Ezra slumped back in his chair, shoulders bent, face a picture of misery. His 

hands clutched at the chair’s fabric. ‘B-but what if I can’t?’      

     Zeb leaned forward. ‘Do it, or suffer the consequences.’ 

     When Jeremiah saw Zeb move towards the door he ran back inside, up the stairs 

and into his own room. Still upset by what he’d witnessed, he went over to the 

window and waited. When Zeb emerged from the house, Jeremiah watched until the 

man was out of sight, then headed for the stairs again determined to follow and find 

out where this Elwyn Fayre would be held. He’d heard of it of course but its location 

moved every year, as it proved near impossible for the organisers to obtain a council 

permit. This meant they were forced to rely on private landowners.  

     Jeremiah reached the hall just as Ezra emerged from his room.  

     ‘Get back upstairs,’ he growled. ‘If I see you again, I won’t be responsible…’ He 

paused and gulped, before roaring, ‘GET UPSTAIRS NOW!’ 

     Jeremiah fled. 

     Once on the top landing, he peeked over the banisters and waited until Ezra 

returned to his room. No point in trying to sneak out, the old git would hear no matter 

how quiet he tried to be.            

     He leant out of the bedroom window and eyed the drainpipe adjacent to the 

casement. After a couple of false starts, he managed to grab it. Like the rest of the 

house it was dilapidated and gave an ominous creak when he swung himself across. 
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The bag slung over his shoulder increased the burden, until the top half of the pipe 

jerked away from the wall. Its outward list quickened and as the pavement loomed 

ever closer, Jeremiah braced himself to jump. 

     He landed with a thud that sent pain shooting through his ankles and for a 

moment found himself unable to stand. With a heave that almost cracked the glass, 

the downstairs window rattled all the way up and Ezra peered out. Jeremiah swore 

he could see the veins pulse in his neck as he jerked back inside. A second later 

came the sound of the internal door being wrenched open.       

     Painful ankles forgotten, Jeremiah ran. 

     Without even thinking about it he made for the cathedral cemetery. Zeb may not 

have gone there, of course, but Ellen Schuster might know where the Elwyn Fayre 

was being held, and he mustn’t forget about the overheard conversation:  ‘Isn’t she? 

Are you sure about that?’ 

     It might have been a bluff on Zeb’s part, but his words seemed to infer that Sylvan 

was somewhere in the city. Jeremiah had to know – needed to know.  With awful 

certainty he felt that if this opportunity went by, there’d never be another.  

* 

Furious at his failure to catch Jeremiah, Ezra gripped the footboard of the bed until 

the metal buckled. He glanced at the door, which now hung half off its hinges, and 

swore. He snatched a bottle of whisky from the top of the chest of drawers. Although 

well aware of what he really was, memories of his former life had been patchy – until 

that little git attacked him; the bang on the head had caused his past to begin 

trickling back. Sylvan – it was all her doing. He’d never wanted to take on her brat, 

but she’d forced him to.  
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     She’d turned up on his doorstep one day, years ago, and told him she knew what 

he really was and that if he didn’t do as she asked, she’d send him back from where 

he came. When he’d demanded to know how she knew about him, she said she’d 

been on the lookout for such a one as he and now she’d found him. No further 

explanation was forthcoming, but Ezra later found out from Zeb that her father was 

an Elwyn Shaman. He gritted his teeth. He’d come up against their type before, all 

mysticism and secret powers.  

     He’d tried to intimidate the woman, but she’d turned the tables on him. He 

remembered it all now... 

 

...Ezra sat in his chair and glared at the beautiful creature sitting opposite. Her grace 

and elegance grated on his senses. The blood surged around his body, hot and 

angry. It would be so easy to break her neck, but fear held him back. Her smile 

mocked him and something other than the woman, looked out of her almond shaped, 

silver eyes. 

     ‘I know what you are,’ she repeated, ‘and where you come from. The Midnight 

Lands would swallow you up in an instant, but this time you’d return as a beaten, 

degraded creature. Your former power would be withheld and you would be little 

more than a slave. You would be forced to watch others rise above you. To avoid 

this, you will do as I say.’ 

     Ezra shifted in his seat and a growl rumbled in his throat. ‘Why should I? Why 

would anyone with even a grain of sanity want to leave their child with me?’ He 

leaned forward, until his face was only centimetres from hers. Sylvan didn’t move 

and the smile remained on her lips. 
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     ‘I used to eat children and crush their bones into powder, drink their blood and 

hang their scalps on the walls of my den,’ Ezra boasted. 

     Sylvan shrugged an elegant shoulder. ‘You will, of course, refrain from doing that 

to my son or I will have your soul.’ 

    She reached out and touched a finger to Ezra’s forehead and he found himself 

unable to move anything, apart from his eyes. His gaze followed her, as she stood 

up. She raised her voice in song. It contained such beauty, every one of his nerves 

jangled. It would have soothed most people – but not him. The words imprinted 

themselves on his brain, tying him to her will, until such time as she chose to free 

him. 

     Ugliness, harshness and vitriol were all a part of his creed. He thrived on them.  

They were the very stuffs upon which his kind lived. Her voice was a torment and he 

longed for it to stop. 

     At last the song faded and took with it a small part of his mind. Memory seeped 

away and left only a sliver of awareness of his true self, buried deep within his black 

heart.  

     ‘You will keep my son and teach him the meaning of fear and when the lesson is 

learned, your memory will be restored.’  

     Sylvan’s voice seemed to come from afar, but Ezra nodded his agreement and at 

last free to move, sank back in his chair. She leaned towards him again and drew a 

brown paper parcel from her bag. With deliberate gentleness, that sent a chill 

through Ezra, she placed it on his knee.  

     ‘On his ninth year give him this. Failure to do so will bring repercussions, have no 

doubt about that.’ 

     She crossed to the door, turned and held his gaze for a second, then left.  
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     Ezra closed his eyes... 

 

 ...The fury he felt, when he realised the bargain he’d been forced into, felt as fresh 

as if only days had passed since its inception. Oh yes, she’d left him with an 

awareness that he belonged to her, that he had no choice but to obey her; well years 

spent suppressing the truth were over now.       

     He glared out the window. Almost nightfall – the only time to hunt. Darkness 

always brought terror to the narrow streets and alleyways and shrouded row after 

row of houses in a blanket of fear. Locked doors and shuttered windows did their 

best to keep it at bay – such measures didn’t always work. 

     Ezra quelled his impatience and settled down to wait. 

* 

After what seemed like forever, moonlight spilled into the darkened room. Ezra still 

sat in the armchair, the empty whisky bottle clutched in one hand.  Instincts, not used 

for decades, filled his head with images as he scoured the city with his inner eye in 

search of a suitable killing ground. Then it came - target located. 

     He stood up, nose already filled with the scent of meat as he left the house to 

seek out his prey. 

     The trail led to a dark alley. He stopped a few metres away from the entrance and 

concentrated. Two shadows lurked within, breath held and lips stretched in grins of 

anticipation of their own kill.  

     One of them moved into the glow cast by a streetlight. It illuminated the red and 

green colours of the Bridge-Street-Gangers. Heavy brow wrinkled, the Street 

Warrior’s pug nose snuffed the air. His gnarled, split nailed hands gripped a piece of 

wood studded with broken glass. A rough tongue, coated with some unspeakable 
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substance, poked from between his lips. A thread of saliva hung from the corner of 

the Ganger’s mouth. Ezra sensed the creature’s need to kill and felt a brief and 

twisted empathy with it.  

     The other Street Warrior grunted something, impatient to begin. The lead-Ganger 

gestured for silence.      

     They would get the blood they so longed for. Ezra stepped into the alley. 

     It felt as if he were looking down from a great height. The look in their eyes told 

him they saw a thing of myth and legend; something they had assumed long gone. 

     He could feel the beast’s ape-like arms stretch and flex, as it homed in on its 

prey. Cowed by fear, the Gangers retreated. The beast towered over them. Its 

clothes bulged at the seams, barely able to contain the mountain of muscles within. 

A snarl stretched the thick lips. Enormous feet splashed through stagnant pools of 

rainwater, as the creature continued its inexorable advance.  

     The lead-Ganger swung his club and whimpered when it was snatched from his 

grip. Ezra bit into and chewed on the weapon, reducing it to splinters of wood and 

shards of glass. When the lead Ganger tried to assert himself by growling, it came 

out as a squeak of pure fear. 

     Serrated teeth pierced the Ganger’s skull. Amusement rose as the creature tried 

to scream from jaws already fractured by the pressure. Even when eyes popped and 

blood oozed, and all became pain, fear and redness, the mouth remained open in a 

silent plea for help.  

     The second Ganger stood paralysed with horror, while a stain spread across the 

front of his combat trousers. Then survival instinct kicked in and the marauder turned 

to run.  

     Too late.  
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     This time there was no need to hurry. Ezra relaxed. Fingers that were already 

sticky tore chunks of flesh from the second victim, which were then chewed at 

leisure. Strangled screams died into whimpers and at last into silence.  

     After a few moments, Ezra emerged from the alley and stood on the pavement, 

shaking with euphoria. All too soon it died away into weariness. He headed for 

home, antipathy towards Jeremiah and Zeb forgotten, as was the promise made to 

pay a visit to the Bridge-Street-Gangers den. 

 

2,792 words approx 
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By the time Jeremiah reached the cemetery gate, the adrenaline had started to ebb 

and aches and pains came to the fore; bent over double, he tried to regain his 

breath. After a few seconds he straightened up and went down the path, bypassing 

the headstones without a second glance. 

     The garden of tombs held an air of festivity, a precursor to the celebrated Elwyn 

Fayre no doubt. Head down to avoid notice, Jeremiah made his way across to the 

tomb Dr Schuster used as a surgery-cum-dispensary. He paused on the threshold 

and glanced around, but it quickly became obvious Dr Schuster wasn’t there. A 

young girl, with long black hair and vivid orange eyes, gave him an enquiring look.  

     She smiled. ‘Can I help you?’ 

     Jeremiah hesitated, then pointed at a notepad lying on the table. When the girl 

frowned, he tapped his lips and shook his head. Enlightenment dawned and she 

shoved the pad and a pen towards him. 

     Where’s Dr Schuster? He wrote. 

     She squinted at his scrawled handwriting. ‘She’s out on a call; won’t be back until 

tonight.’ 

     Jeremiah clenched his fists in frustration and when the girl stepped back, realised 

he’d scared her and forced a smile. Do you know a man called Zeb? he wrote. 

     ‘Never heard of him.’ 

     From the look on her face he surmised that even if she had, she wasn’t about to 

say so. He put the pad down and left. 

     At a loss what to do next, he wandered across to the grassed area, where he 

plumped down beneath a chestnut tree. Leaning back against the trunk, Jeremiah 
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tried to think, but laughter from a nearby group of people distracted him. A man, dark 

dreadlocked hair spilling down his back, held forth to the obvious amusement of 

those around him. Skin a smooth ebony, his rich West Indian accent flowed like 

honey. Long fingered hands moved in elegant gestures, lending emphasis to his 

speech. 

     ‘Nothing promotes evil as much as those who stand back and allow it to happen,’ 

he said. 

     ‘Yes, but what does that mean?’ a red-haired woman, dressed in flamboyant 

green robes, demanded. 

     ‘What it says, Andromeda. If we do nothing, then we’re all on the road to 

Perdition.’ 

     The redhead shrugged. ‘But there’re people to deal with such things – they’re 

paid to look after the problem.’ 

     No longer smiling the man fixed her with a stare. ‘And do they? The Diablo Police 

are, let’s face it, uninterested.’ 

     This statement provoked a babble of mixed responses from the rest of the group. 

A gentle gesture brought silence. ‘It seems the general opinion is that action is 

needed and that’s where the Elwyn Fayre comes in.’ 

     Jeremiah’s eyes widened and he listened harder, determined to catch every 

word.  

      A youth, perhaps sixteen years old, leaned towards the older man, his 

expression eager. ‘So what happens at the Elwyn Fayre, Joe?’ 

     ‘Nothing that concerns you, Addy.’ When the boy looked downcast, Joe patted his 

shoulder. ‘You’re our courier, an important job. We rely on you to keep contact up 

between the outside groups. We need to know when, where and if an attack will be 
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made. It’s only a rumour about the Gangers having a go at the Fayre, but it’s best to 

err on the side of caution. That’s where you come in, Addy.’ 

     The lad nodded. ‘Yes, Joe. What about Zeb, will he be at the Weinstein 

warehouse?’ 

    ‘Sure thing, he’ll be at the Fayre tonight. After all where would we be without our 

illustrious leader?’ Joe grinned. ‘Enough of the serious, time to eat and kick back a 

little, I reckon.’ 

     A chorus of agreement met this statement and various bags and baskets were 

emptied of food and drink. A few of the group also brought out instruments. One 

strummed a guitar; another tapped a set of bongo drums. The melodious sound 

wove its way amongst the trees, drawing others to it. 

     Jeremiah couldn’t believe his luck. He knew the Weinstein Warehouse from past 

visits to the marina. He glanced towards the group again and caught the eye of the 

man called Joe. 

     ‘Hey,’ he called, ‘come join us. Everyone’s welcome.’ 

     Jeremiah hesitated. The man’s face appeared open and honest. It held none of 

the contempt usual towards an Elwyn from a Norm. He started to rise, but then 

changed his mind; there wasn’t a soul alive who could be trusted. Jeremiah decided 

to leave. In a few hours it would be time to attend his first Elwyn Fayre. 

* 

Moonlight cast a bleak light over the vast wasteland that spread down towards the 

marina. A few metres to the left lay the old abandoned rail track, part of it swallowed 

up by a tunnel.      

     Jeremiah stretched and tried to ease the kinks from his back, brought on by the 

long wait for the Fayre to begin. On the far side of the marina, lights from the 
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warehouses winked in the darkness. He regarded them with unease. It wasn’t a 

place for Elwyns, it was too Norm. Some of the buildings were converted into 

upmarket flats for the professional classes; others were made over into high-end 

shops and salons. Weinstein’s warehouse remained one of the few that still offered 

storage facilities and as a sideline, a venue for various functions.      

     Despite the marina’s exclusive appearance the water, around which the 

warehouses were built, stank to high heaven especially in hot weather. Even here in 

this place of wealth and plenty, the all-pervading pollution could not be kept at bay.     

     Jeremiah ran towards the edge of the complex. From there it was only a short 

way to the other side of the marina. The huge doors of Weinstein’s warehouse stood 

open, spilling warm yellow light onto the cobblestones. He tagged onto the end of a 

queue of people, waiting with stoic patience to enter.      

     When he peered over the heads of those in front, Jeremiah saw a gridiron 

walkway, running around the periphery of the interior. Its stark iron rail had been 

enlivened with festoons of various coloured flags. Sited at the edge of the vast floor 

space were stalls, each one different from its neighbour.  

     When the queue began to move inside, Jeremiah followed. His mouth watered at 

the myriad scents and smells of food on offer. However, hunger pangs were soon 

forgotten, as he gazed with wide-eyed astonishment at the wonders on display. 

     One vendor held up a large crystal, which glittered with scintillating colours. Her 

turquoise eyes sparkled and reflected the dazzle of her wares. The sleeves of her 

red silk robe fell back to reveal armfuls of bangles and hands bedecked with rings. 

Gold hoop earrings danced and shone as she turned her dark-haired head from side 

to side.  
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     ‘Scrying crystals!’ she yelled above the cacophony. ‘See your future, each one is 

unique to its holder.’    

     Another stall, manned by a wizened homunculus wearing a Fez, a scarlet 

waistcoat and pantaloons, held mounds of rugs and carpets, rich and opulent in their 

designs. Jewellery, hand-made clothes and shoes, animals, birds, all were on offer. 

A small gaily coloured tent housed a wrinkled old woman, offering cures for every 

ailment known to humankind. A juggler manipulated balls in a flurry of patterns that 

dizzied the eye. A bizarrely tall young man, clad only in a loin cloth, gripped a blazing 

brand in one hand and blew gouts of flame from his mouth. Everywhere was a 

kaleidoscope of colour, light and movement.  

     The crowd didn’t just consist of Elwyns. Norms too jostled and pushed their way 

between the stalls and Jeremiah again felt the same feeling of confusion he’d 

experienced at the cemetery. Both places somehow seemed detached from the 

outside world. He glanced towards the open doors. Out there lay reality, in here 

was... He couldn’t find a way to describe how he felt, even to himself. Was it good or 

bad? He didn’t know. 

     The heat and noise bore down on Jeremiah and heightened his bewilderment. 

With an effort he shrugged it off. No matter how dense the crowd or how rowdy it 

became, his determination to find Zeb remained paramount. 

* 

High up on the walkway, Joe Ambrose flicked some stray dreadlocks over his 

shoulder and stared down at the throng. He’d been reluctant to leave the peace of 

the cemetery, but duty called.  This year the turnout for the Fayre had been even 

higher than usual, which despite the current climate of gloom wasn’t all that much of 

a surprise. People might not buy, but they still needed colour in their lives.  
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     Joe braced his hands on the rail and continued to gaze out over the heads of the 

crowd. He needed to locate certain people, contacts who would bring news of the 

Night-Ganger’s movements. Along with others he’d campaigned for years against 

these marauders, petitioning for their removal. They killed and maimed virtually 

unchecked, apart from the odd token arrest.  

     A grim smile touched Joe’s lips. When he and Zeb first got together and formed 

their underground movement, they were determined the Night-Gangers and their ilk 

would be banished back to the Midnight Land. It would be simple to clear away the 

dross, they could do it singlehanded. Yet the creatures were still here, stronger and 

fouler than ever. Rumour had it they were the remnants of a demon raid made on the 

world over five hundred years ago. Tall stories of battles won and lost abounded. All 

well and good, but whatever the truth the results of the infestation were getting 

worse. If something wasn’t done, then humankind could kiss itself goodbye.  

     Joe shook his head and sighed. All the efforts, so far, had been in vain. Without 

the spells to open the gates to the Midnight Land, where the demons originated from, 

anything he and his fellow campaigners did was futile. That aside, even if they had 

the spells, the gates themselves still had to be located.  

     Again rumour said a Grimoire, or Luccia did exist. Joe yearned for this last piece 

of speculation to be true. If the book was real then hope remained. He sighed. There 

lay the problem. Fact or myth, no one knew where the Luccia was. Written by an 

Elwyn shaman, it had vanished soon after his death.  

     Joe rubbed at his face. God but he felt tired. How much longer would this 

intolerable situation last? Passionate about the cause to get rid of the demons, he 

would never abandon it, but at the same time felt as if his life had been put on hold. 

He couldn’t move forward and expand his horizons: get married, have kids, the 
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whole shebang. Then again, whilst the demons remained, so did fear. What sort of 

life was that for anyone?  

     ‘How’s it going?’  

     He turned at the sound of his friend’s voice and smiled. ‘A good crowd tonight. 

Might prove a little difficult spotting our guys, though.’ 

     Zeb clapped Joe on the shoulder. ‘No need to worry, they’ll find us.’ All of a 

sudden he peered down at the warehouse floor and swore under his breath.          

     Joe frowned.  ‘What is it?’ 

     ‘Trouble.’ Zeb pointed towards the doors where a group of merchant seamen 

shouldered their way through the mass.  

     Joe raised an eyebrow. ‘Not the sort we were expecting.’      

     ‘I know. We’d better nip it in the bud – wait!’ 

     Following his friend’s gaze, Joe saw Jeremiah standing by a stall of musical 

instruments. ‘I’ve seen that boy before. He came to the cemetery earlier on. D’you 

know him?’ 

     Zeb darted him a look, then returned his attention to the crowds below. ‘Looks as 

if we’ve got a situation.’      

     One of the sailors gestured towards Jeremiah then motioned his companions to 

surround him. 

     Zeb ran for the stairs. ‘Get the others.’ 

     ‘On it,’ Joe called back and made for the warehouse office. 
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When a large hand grabbed his arm, Jeremiah looked round into the face of the 

sailor, recognising him at once from The Den. 

     The merchant seaman grinned. ‘Well if it isn’t my old friend the Pied Piper. I owe 

you from the other night, pal.’ 

     He clenched his fist, but Jeremiah managed to jerk aside and at the same time 

whip his bag around into the mariner’s face. One of the buckles caught the corner of 

the man’s eye and he staggered back, spluttering and swearing. The hold on his arm 

loosened and Jeremiah forced his way towards the doors. The sound of protests 

from behind, as people were shoved aside, made it clear the merchant seaman and 

his cronies were in pursuit.    

     Jeremiah ran across the marina, onto the waste ground then paused to look back, 

hoping the sailors had given up. No chance of that and he started to run again, but in 

his panic tripped and fell. A booted foot thudded into his back, pinning him to the 

ground. He tried to wriggle free, but the pressure on his spine increased until he 

thought it would crack. 

     ‘Now then,’ the sailor growled and leaned down to grab a handful of Jeremiah’s 

hair, but the pressure suddenly vanished; Jeremiah scrambled to his feet.  Zeb and 

the man he’d seen at the cemetery, along with a few others from the Fayre, stood 

confronting the group of sailors. 

     ‘What the hell d’you want?’ the sailor demanded. ‘Find yer own greasy Elwyn – 

there’s plenty of ‘em back there.’ He nodded towards the warehouse. 

     Zeb grinned. ‘I don’t think so. See, I have an interest in this particular Elwyn.’        

     The sailor winked at his mates. ‘D’yer now?’ 
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     A fist landed between the seaman’s eyes and drove him back a couple of steps. It 

was the signal for mayhem to break loose. 

     Leaving the others to deal with the rest of the sailors, Zeb dragged Jeremiah 

away from the fight and nodded towards the railway tunnel. ‘Find somewhere to hide 

over there and wait for me.’  

     Jeremiah shook his head, this was his fault and he wasn’t about to let anyone 

else clean up his mess. 

     ‘Go on!’ Zeb roared at him. 

     Realising he had no choice, Jeremiah pelted towards the tunnel. He came to halt 

at its mouth and stared back at the struggling group of men. He should be helping! 

He started to return the way he’d come, but something grabbed at the back of his 

jacket and yanked him into the darkness. What the hell! He stared around, but 

couldn’t see anything. Cold fear filled the pit of his stomach. Whatever had grabbed 

him seemed to have dissolved into thin air. 

     Arms and legs feeling as heavy as lead, Jeremiah inched his way back to the 

tunnel opening. A clatter of stones from the side of the rails almost made him 

swallow his tongue and he froze into stillness. Nothing stirred. The silence bore 

down, smothering him. Breath caught in his throat, his heartbeat thundered in his 

ears. 

     Without warning, two pinpoints of red appeared in the darkness. They floated in 

the air, between him and the exit. Oh God no, please don’t let it be... Jeremiah tried 

to swallow, but a lump the size of a rock filled his throat. He backed up against the 

nearest wall. 

     Unable to get past whatever stood between him and the tunnel mouth, he 

staggered along the side of the rails. What little light came in from the outside faded 
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into total darkness. He stopped and realised how stupid he’d been. An attempt to 

reach the other end could result in a fall and serious injury. The only alternative was 

to return the way he’d come - but how?  

     Just in time he sensed a sudden dart of movement and jerked aside. A scrape of 

metal on brick raised a brief shower of sparks beside his face. A flow of annoyed 

gibberish followed. Jeremiah recognised it - Street-Speak - his unseen enemy was a 

Night-Ganger!    

     Tension mounted as neither of them moved. Then Jeremiah’s nerve broke and he 

ran, the backpack clutched in his sweaty hand. He took a chance and darted past 

the unseen presence towards the tunnel’s opening, but he paid for it, when a red hot 

line of pain scored down his left shoulder. Sheer terror of what would happen if he 

fell, kept him upright. He stumbled on, his mind filled with tales he’d heard about 

Night-Gangers. They were cannibals. They delighted in cutting their victims into 

pieces and eating them alive, morsel by morsel.  

     Sounding like some kind of giant insect, the Ganger scuttled after Jeremiah. The 

metal implement it carried made harsh scrapes against the walls and rails and raised 

another shower of sparks. Fear heightened senses told him the hunter was only 

centimetres away; this was confirmed when another line of pain ripped into his right 

shoulder and propelled him onto his hands and knees. Despite the agony, he clung 

onto the bag – he must not lose the flute.  

     Silence fell again. The Ganger lurked in the blackness, obviously content to wait 

for Jeremiah to make the next move. Then salvation showed itself in the form of a 

stream of cold air and a faint beam of moonlight shining from somewhere overhead. 

He dived towards it.     
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     The uneven silhouette of steps, cut into the wall of the tunnel, provided a promise 

of escape. Everything had become a mass of pain from the wounds on his back to 

the throbbing in his ankles; nonetheless Jeremiah scrambled upwards, gaze locked 

on a small patch of night sky. The sound of metal on stone rang out as the Night-

Ganger followed. 

     Jeremiah flung himself onto a narrow ledge and only just missed the coils of 

barbed wire strung along its length. The Ganger erupted from the stairwell seconds 

later. His grinning face, dyed yellow and orange, proclaimed membership of the 

Howler faction. Eyebrows, nose and lips were pierced with little metal balls. Safety 

pins studded his sleeveless denim jacket and tight-fitting jeans. They caught the 

moonlight and scattered spotted silver reflections like confetti. He brandished his left 

hand, which wore a spiked knuckle duster, source of the sparks, and let out another 

stream of Street-Speak. As he advanced, he waved the spikes to and fro in 

anticipation of the blood-fest to come. 

* 

Zeb felled the lead sailor with a final punch, before looking over at the tunnel. No 

sign of Jeremiah, but that was good wasn’t it? Zeb swiped the sweat from his face 

and then set off towards the rail tracks.  

     ‘Hey!’ 

     He turned back to face Joe. ‘What?’ 

     ‘Take this, you’ll need it.’ A torch was tossed over. 

     Zeb caught it and nodded his thanks 

     He scoured the bushes near the tunnel – no sign of the boy. A sinking feeling 

filled the pit of his stomach.  

     ‘Jeremiah, where are you?’ 
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     There was no response to his yell and the sinking feeling intensified. Maybe one 

of the sailors had broken away from the fight and gone after Jeremiah, chasing him 

inside the tunnel.      

     Despite the torch Zeb still needed to watch where he walked. Loose shale at the 

side of the tracks churned beneath his feet and the echo of his own breathing 

bounced back from the walls and ceiling. He tried to calm down and listen for any 

sign of life. The beam of the torch at last picked out the steps. A shadow flitted 

across the top of the stairwell. One careful footstep after another, Zeb crept upwards.   

     The first thing to meet his gaze was Jeremiah slumped on the ground, blood 

trickling from a cut on his forehead. Zeb started to reach towards him, but ducked 

back when the Street-Warrior made a savage slash with the prosthetic claw. The 

Ganger sprang again, but was driven back by the butt end of the torch rammed into 

his gut. The blow propelled him into the coils of barbed-wire. Caught in its harsh 

embrace, he screamed and thrashed about until completely entangled.  

     Zeb could have left it at that - taken Jeremiah and gone – but he didn’t. Rage 

mounted to fever pitch and the heavy-flashlight smashed into the Ganger’s face 

again and again, reducing the yellow-orange colours to a mashed pastiche of 

grapefruit pink. He only stopped when his breath ran out. Zeb lifted a trembling hand 

and felt warm flecks of flesh and blood spattered over his face. Jeremiah stared in a 

kind of petrified horror.  

     ‘I-I had to do it,’ Zeb stuttered. ‘If I left that thing alive…’ The excuses trailed off. 

There could be no justification for murder. 

     Jeremiah tried to get up, but his legs buckled and he passed out. Thankful he no 

longer had to endure that accusatory stare, Zeb slung the backpack over his right 

shoulder and then hauled the unconscious body over the other.   
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     When he returned to the tunnel, tormented thoughts buzzed through his mind. 

The torch, even if it hadn’t been rendered useless, wouldn’t have cleared the 

blackness that swamped his mind. Blind rage had dictated the killing of the Ganger.  

     One more sin to add to the list. 

 

1,530 words approx 
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Why did it hurt so much – why all this pain? Memory swam in and out of focus, the 

mashed up features of the Ganger predominating. The image swooped up and 

down, in and out. Jeremiah moved his head from side to side. Horrible – the brutality 

had been horrible.  

     But Zeb saved your life, an inner voice whispered. That was true, but he couldn’t 

get past how. Trapped in the barbed wire the Ganger could offer no more harm, so 

why kill him? Jeremiah tried to persuade himself that it didn’t matter. It was just a 

Ganger - a Street-Warrior - who’d probably done more than his fair share of killing 

over the years; but that didn’t wash. Then again, if he hadn’t been so stupid... 

Jeremiah pressed his fingers to his temples in an effort to drive away the confused 

and contradictory thoughts, but they darted back and forth, tangled into a knotted ball 

of guilt and horror.  

     Sudden fear brought him upright. Bandages, wrapped diagonally from his left 

shoulder across his chest and around his back, rubbed against the cuts. Jeremiah 

ignored the pain and looked around the small, cluttered office and at last spied his 

bag tucked in by his feet. He pulled out the pouch and checked its contents. The 

flute was safe and undamaged. He heaved a sigh of relief, something to be thankful 

for at least.  

     A cacophony of sounds, unnoticed until now, drifted in through the open door and 

he surmised he’d been brought back to Weinstein’s warehouse; from the sound of it 

the Elwyn Fayre was still in progress. Voices echoed outside in the passageway. 

Jeremiah lay back and feigned unconsciousness.  

     ’Why didn’t you tell me before who he is?’ Joe asked in a heated tone. 
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     ‘What difference would it have made? So he’s Sylvan’s son – big deal.’ Zeb 

sounded weary. 

     ‘Sometimes I just don’t understand you. Anyway, the boy needs to see a proper 

doctor. I’ve done what I can, but it’s not enough. If he gets an infection-’ 

     ‘All right Joe, no need to go on, I’ll make sure he sees one.’ 

     ‘Where? We can’t go to a private hospital; they don’t take anyone but Norms. The 

charity hospitals are a joke. He’ll die for sure inside one of those.’ 

    ‘Then what d’you suggest?’  

     ‘As it happens, I do have an idea, but you’re not going to like it.’ 

     ‘If you’re going to suggest what I think, then don’t – it’s out of the question.’ 

     ‘What the hell’s the matter with you? The boy’s life’s at stake and you’re letting 

pride get in the way. She’s the only one who can help and whether you like it or not, 

I’m takin’ him to the safe house.’ 

     A second of tense silence hung in the air, before Zeb growled, ‘Okay, fine.’ 

     ‘What about you? Are you comin’ with us?’ 

     ‘Hah! You think I want to set eyes on that cow again?’ 

     ‘That’s real mature, Zeb.’ 

     The door creaked on its hinges and footsteps crossed the room. Jeremiah sensed 

someone standing over him and wished to hell whoever they were would just go 

away – he needed time to think, to decide what to do next. A cool hand touched his 

shoulder. Jeremiah forced his eyes open and looked up into Joe’s face. 

      ‘Hey man, how’s it going?’ 

     ‘He can’t speak, remember?’ Zeb remained in the doorway. ‘Get things 

organised, will you? The sooner the better.’  

     Joe looked round. ‘Okay. I’ll see you later?’ 
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     ‘Don’t count on it.’ Zeb’s gaze came to rest on Jeremiah. ‘Nor you either,’ he 

added in a soft voice. 

     Joe stared at the empty doorway for a second then smiled down at Jeremiah. 

‘Let’s get you sorted.’ He walked out into the passage.  

      Despair washed over Jeremiah. Despite how he felt about the killing of the 

Ganger, the coldness of Zeb’s manner was like a knife in the gut. All right a life had 

been taken, but maybe there was a good reason for it. Maybe the man had been 

forced to kill in the past in self-defence and his reaction boiled down to pure instinct – 

kill or be killed. His attempt to justify Zeb’s actions left Jeremiah feeling at a loss – he 

just didn’t know what to think anymore.       

     Joe returned with two men in tow, bearing a stretcher. As he was carried towards 

the door, the realisation that he was grasping at straws settled over Jeremiah like a 

sheet of lead.  

* 

Zeb watched the stretcher go past. ‘Get them all out,’ he said to the man beside him. 

‘Fayre’s over.’ 

     ‘What’s the rush? If the Gangers wanted to attack, they’d have done it by now. 

We saw those sailors off, so why not-’ The glare he received caused him to take a 

step back. He nodded and hurried away. 

     As Zeb stared at the throng below, he gripped the handrail until his knuckles 

turned white. Why slaughter that Ganger? What did it achieve? The alienation of his 

only living relative, that’s what. He stared at his blood spattered boots. The Ganger’s 

blood had been washed from his hands and face, and he could throw the boots out, 

but the stains would remain, added to others that already marked his soul. Why did 

he have to try and stifle the past this way? There were other routes he could try, but 
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he knew it wouldn’t make any difference. What had happened had happened and he 

couldn’t change it. 

      He rubbed at his forehead. As if there wasn’t already enough to cope with, the 

prospect of meeting her had raised its ugly head. He sighed. In spite of the argument 

with Joe, he’d have to go to the safe house if he wanted to make sure Jeremiah 

would be okay; the woman couldn’t be trusted. Look at the way she threw the boy to 

the wolves when she left him with Ezra. Back then Sylvan refused to be lumbered 

with a kid and she sure as hell wouldn’t want to be saddled with a grownup son now.  

     Zeb let out a long sigh. All very well to try and blame everyone else, but wasn’t he 

just as guilty? Allowing her to persuade him the boy would be safe, that Ezra could 

be controlled by a so-called-curse, was sheer madness. Why let it happen? Oh he’d 

tried to persuade himself that Jeremiah would at least survive, that he came from 

tough stock. Tough stock! As far as he could tell the boy was weak and one thing he 

couldn’t stand was weakness. Well never again. Once Jeremiah received the 

treatment he needed that was it, the lad could stand or fall on his own. Friends and 

relatives were a luxury that could not be afforded – not in this line of business. 

     Zeb squared his shoulders and with grim determination, strode towards the stairs. 

 

1,143 words approx 
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The old transit van clanked and creaked away from the docks towards the outskirts 

of the city. Joe sat on the floor beside Jeremiah and winced each time the driver 

crunched the gears. The boy either slept or had passed out again; just as well given 

the quality of the transport. 

     Joe leaned back and contemplated the argument with Zeb. They’d been friends 

for years, but no sense denying that Zebediah Tully could be a bonehead 

sometimes. It was insane the way he cut himself off from friends and family, all in the 

name of “The Cause.” At last reunited with the single relative he possessed, what did 

he do - walk away.   

     Joe grimaced. That wasn’t quite fair. Okay Zeb was no knight errant, but he did 

believe in a square deal for everyone – well nearly everyone. Joe chewed his lip and 

gazed down at Jeremiah. Why did Zeb have to go to such extremes? It had to be all 

or nothing, never a compromise, never seeking a better way to achieve his goals. 

The man wasn’t just driven, he was obsessed.  

     Despite everything, Joe believed in what they were doing, but sometimes he felt 

more of a nursemaid than a crusader. He seemed to be forever clearing up after his 

friend. Why? What made him do it? Damned if he knew, only that if Zeb were left to 

it, something catastrophic would happen. Yes, there were other groups he could join, 

but he couldn’t betray his friend like that. Loyalty and honesty should be cherished   

     All of sudden the van lurched. Jeremiah groaned and Joe fell sideways. A tool 

box slid across the floor and toppled over. Spanners, screwdrivers and a hammer 

slewed about and clanged into the van’s walls and the side of the stretcher. 

     ‘Dammit - take it easy Paul!’ Joe yelled at the driver. 
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     He darted a look over his shoulder. ‘Sorry, but-’ His words were cut off by the 

screech of the tyres, as he turned the steering wheel hard right. Before Joe could 

ask what the hell was going on, a large and heavy object thudded into the side of the 

van, causing the metal to crumple inwards. Further bangs and crashes followed.  

     Joe peered out the rear door windows and saw several figures dressed in ski 

masks and dark clothes, yelling and screaming as they raced in pursuit. He drew 

back sharply when a barrage of rocks, bottles - anything the marauders could get 

their hands on - slammed into the glass. A spider web of cracks spread across its 

surface.  

     ‘Night-Gangers!’  

     ‘No,’ the driver shouted above the racket, ‘Street-Punks, Wannabes out on a 

spree.’ 

     ‘Whatever - just get us out of here.’  

     A high pitched whine started up and the next second sparks showered Joe, as a 

chain saw cut its way into the wall next to him.  

    ‘Move it!’ he bellowed at Paul. 

     The driver slammed the accelerator down and the van leapt forward. Unable to 

stop himself, Joe sprawled across the stretcher. He grabbed Jeremiah’s shoulder. 

     ‘Damn - are you okay?’  

     There was no response. Panic-stricken, Joe turned his sweating face towards the 

other man and met his gaze in the rear-view mirror.  

     ‘We’re almost at the city limits. Hold on.’ 

     Time passed in a nightmarish blur. Joe returned to the door windows and saw the 

Punks were still in pursuit, some on foot, others on motorbikes. Missiles continued to 

rain down on the van and the noise became unbearable. Joe hung onto the 
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stretcher, teeth gritted as the vehicle bucked and weaved under the onslaught. At 

last they outdistanced their attackers and he sat back and wiped the perspiration 

from his brow. Jeremiah rolled limply with the movement of the vehicle, other than 

that he appeared lifeless. A cold ball of fear sat in Joe’s stomach; he reached out to 

take the boy’s pulse and felt it…just. 

     ‘C’mon Paul, we need to get to the safe house fast. The lad’s fading.’ 

     ‘I’m doin’ the best I can Joe, this thing’s not built for speed.’ 

     ‘We gotta reach the safe house, Paul.’ 

     ‘I know, dammit, but how the hell am I supposed to get through that?’ 

     ‘What d’you mean?’ 

     Chest tight with unease, Joe scrambled up to the front of the van. He clung onto 

the back of the passenger seat and peered through the windscreen. Up ahead a 

barricade, made up of old tyres, wood torn from fences and even furniture, blocked 

the way. They’d been driven into a trap. Caught between their pursuers, and those 

that guarded the roadblock, there appeared to be no way out.       

     Paul stopped the van and they watched as flames blossomed amidst the mound 

of rubbish. Only the sound of the engine ticking over, and the savage ululations of 

the Wannabes, broke the silence. 

     The red-orange glare of the inferno obliterated the sodium yellow glow from the 

streetlamps. Sparks rose like fireflies, along with the acrid stench of petrol. 

     ‘What do we do now?’ Paul said at last. 

     Silence for a second, then Joe said, ‘Move over.’ 

     ‘What?’ 

     ‘You heard, get in the back and hang onto that stretcher.’ 

     Paul shook his head. ‘Don’t do it. The heat from that thing’ll blow us sky-high.’ 
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     Joe gave him a steady look. ‘Remember what happened to those guys who were 

caught out last month?’ He gestured towards the capering figures of the Wannabes. 

They danced and cavorted in front of the wall of flame, like figures let loose from a 

primitive dream. ‘That lot set light to their car and forced them out. They were strung 

up from the nearest lamppost. Now what d’you fancy, a chance of gettin’ away or 

certain death by lynching?’ 

     Paul looked out of the windscreen. ‘Okay, it’s all yours.’ He clambered into the 

rear of the van. 

     Joe slid into the vacant seat and clutched the steering wheel, gaze focused on 

the barricade. When the middle of it collapsed into a heap of embers, he slammed 

the vehicle into gear and shoved the accelerator down.  

     The engine roared, the wheels spun, and the van shot forward.  

     Joe blinked the sweat from his eyes and clung to the steering wheel, as the van 

sped towards the barricade. Bricks and stones continued to rain down on the vehicle, 

even as the Street-Punks scattered to either side of it.  

     He aimed for the middle, where the fire burned lowest, gritted his teeth and held 

his breath. The van burst through the barrier, flinging blazing rubbish up and 

outwards. Flames clung briefly to the tyres and the acrid scent of rubber and petrol 

filled the air. Then they were through and the drug-fuelled capering silhouettes of the 

Wannabes were left behind.  

     From the back of the van Paul said, ‘We made it – I can’t believe…’ 

     ‘Neither can I,’ Joe called over his shoulder. ‘How’s the boy?’ 

     ‘In a bad way. Still unconscious, thank goodness.’ 

     Joe felt his throat constrict. ‘Why thank goodness?’ 

     ‘The wounds on his back’ve started bleeding again.’ 
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     When they reached the city limits, a flood of relief went through Joe; not much 

further to go.  

     The rows of terraced houses thinned out and the streets became broader and 

better lit. Fifteen minutes later they cruised down a long, tree-lined avenue, bordered 

on each side by middle-class domiciles. Each displayed its own unique style, fronted 

by gardens with neatly mown lawns.  A few metres on the scenery became less 

refined, as Joe turned onto a road that led into a small village.  

    This district comprised of urban features mixed with rural as the industrial, along 

with the commercial, encroached on its borders. It still boasted narrow, crooked 

roads that barely accommodated the transit van. As they manoeuvred past quaint 

cottages that stood cheek by jowl with garages and supermarkets, Joe fumed with 

impatience. Then a St Andrew’s cross at the junction of what used to be a 

marketplace, marked the start of the dual carriageway. The van shook off the 

confines of the village and sped up again. Soon the area opened up and the control 

tower of the abandoned airport, where the safe house was located, came into sight.   

     ‘We’re almost there,’ Joe called to Paul.  There was no reply. ‘Paul?’ 

     ‘I-I think we’re too late, Joe.’     

     ‘We can’t be – not after everything…’ Joe’s eyes filled with tears. ‘No, you’re 

wrong. The lad’s just unconscious.’ He wiped a hand across his brow and 

concentrated on reaching their destination. 

     Sylvan would save the boy – she had to. 

 

1,417 words approx 
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Everything was red – blood red...  

     Ezra jerked awake. The echoes of screams seemed to fill the room for a second, 

before fading into oblivion.  

     He heaved his bulk upright. Zeb had been here – hours ago. The git wanted 

something, something so important he’d threatened to tell everyone the secret.  

     A quick dart across to the window revealed no sign of the Diablo police, but how 

long would it be before they turned up? Big rewards were offered for the capture of… 

No - mustn’t say it - mustn’t even think it.  

    Hands pressed to his temples, Ezra tried to block it all out. There was some task 

to be performed, if only he could remember. That was it. Tackle the Bridge-Street-

Gangers and forestall an attack on the Elwyn Fayre. He squared his shoulders. 

Everything was clear now, he remembered it all and damned if he’d take orders from 

a scum bag like Tully, the Elwyn Faye could rot. As for Sylvan and her precious 

son... Ezra’s lip curled in a snarl.   

     He looked down at his bloodstained shirt, eyes wide at the memory of his first kill 

in years. It had felt so good.  

    He glanced at the lopsided door and wondered... 

* 

Zeb watched the last of his men drive off, tugged up his coat collar and lowered his 

head against the chill wind. Gritting his teeth against the cold, he set off along the 

deserted wharf to where he’d left his car. Due to the record number of people at the 

Fayre this year, he’d been forced to park a few warehouses down.      
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     Watching his breath mist away into the night, Zeb reflected that full winter wasn’t 

far off. In some ways it proved a blessing since it usually kept the Street-Punks 

indoors, but the Night-Gangers were hardier creatures; for all they cared, any 

weather was killing weather. Inside his pockets, Zeb’s hands curled into fists. If only 

the damn spells could be located for the gates, the whole murderous shower could 

be sent back to the hell-hole they came from.  

     He drew in a deep breath, filled with dread at the prospect of seeing Sylvan 

again. 

     ‘Bloody cow,’ he muttered. ‘Why doesn’t she just sod off.’ But he knew that 

wouldn’t happen. She had become an important part of the resistance, a healer so 

skilled her talents were in great demand. Besides, even though they’d not met in 

years, the woman would take pleasure in knowing she still irritated Zeb.  

     He huffed out another breath and stamped his feet, unsure whether it was to 

warm them up or vent his anger. Then an idea occurred – maybe it wouldn’t be such 

a bad thing if they did meet again. Perhaps he could persuade her to reveal the 

whereabouts of her father’s Luccia; he was pretty sure she knew something about its 

disappearance. 

     He grimaced. Like father, like daughter. Questial had been the strongest shaman 

ever known amongst the Elwyn people. Gifted far beyond others of his ilk, he’d also 

been arrogance personified. A man who didn’t care about abuse of power, he’d 

called on dark forces to supplement his delusions of godhood. Despite all arguments 

to the contrary, he’d remained convinced that he alone could save the world. Well 

he’d reaped what he’d sown, torn apart by those same forces. Zeb looked out over 

the river, lost in memory... 
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....Parked at the edge of the forest clearing, the wooden caravan’s windows were 

filled with yellow lamplight.  Zeb looked around the cramped interior, then back at the 

two people he’d come to see. He wanted to try and dissuade them from what he saw 

as a disastrous course of action. They sat side by side, for all the world like a King 

and his daughter. Shoulders straight, they seemed to look down at Zeb, even though 

he was standing. 

     ‘You can’t do this, Questial.’ 

     The old man’s silver eyes narrowed and he fingered the heavy pendant hung 

around his neck. ‘”Can’t” is not a word I’m familiar with.’  

     ‘Then try “don’t”,’ Zeb snapped, leaning forward. ‘You haven’t got all the facts. If 

you try to use those spells, you could bring down even more demons.’ He 

straightened up and stared at Questial’s arrogant expression, knowing he’d just 

wasted his breath. ‘What about your daughter?’ he added. ‘What does she think?’ 

      Questial glanced at Sylvan, before returning his gaze to Zeb. ‘She will do as I 

wish. She knows I am right.’ Sylvan’s expression indicated her agreement with her 

father. Zeb sighed.  

     ‘Then on your own head be it,’ he said and left...     

 

...He continued to stare out over the river. That’d been two years ago and he’d not 

set eyes on either of them again. News of Questial’s death had reached him via the 

resistance grapevine and he’d immediately instigated a search for the shaman’s 

Luccia, but it had proved useless. 

     Of course he’d confronted Sylvan about it, but she’d denied all knowledge of 

where it had gone.  Zeb didn’t believe her. No way in hell would she have let 

something so important slip through her fingers, but he found himself in a minority. 
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Sylvan’s reputation as a talented healer disguised the fact she also lied and cheated 

when it suited her. Incapable of normal emotions, Sylvan loved only one person – 

herself. Zeb shook his head. Strange she chose a healer’s profession; he’d always 

understood one had to care in order to cure. 

     He chewed his lip, as he mulled over what he’d say to Sylvan, when he saw her. 

If any information was to be gained, he’d have to be careful how he approached her. 

Unfortunate, to say the least, that she mirrored her father’s personality.  

     Zeb turned away from the river and walked briskly along the wharf. His footsteps 

rang out in the frosty air, accentuating his isolation. His scalp tightened, as he 

glanced around at the looming warehouses. A smile forced itself onto his face. Talk 

about getting soft – imagining hobgoblins lurking everywhere. Nevertheless, an odd 

sense of relief flooded through him when his car came into sight. It stood isolated in 

a pool of light from a nearby lamp. He rootled through his pockets in search of the 

keys.  

     At last he found them and started to unlock the car door, when he caught a 

glimpse of movement from the corner of his eye; the next second a black shadow 

surged over him like a wave, drowning him in darkness.  

     Throat tight with terror, Zeb tried to struggle free of the unbearable weight of his 

attacker, but the more he fought the more the creature bore down on him. Rancid 

breath blasted into his face as the monster belched out laughter, taking pleasure in 

the futile efforts of its prey. Sweat ran down Zeb’s forehead and mixed with the saliva 

from the creature’s open mouth. He raked at its arms, but it felt like scratching at 

rock. His legs were pinned and cobblestones dug into his back, until he thought his 

spine would break. At the same time the pressure on his chest increased and forced 

the air from his lungs. 
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     Unable to see, it felt as if he’d been buried alive. Another waft of rank breath hit 

him full in the face and he felt teeth scrape the top of his head, as his attacker 

lowered its open mouth.  Zeb squeezed his eyes shut and waited for the inevitable, 

but a sudden blast of sound came from somewhere over the far side of the wharf; 

the creature above him bellowed in reply.  

     All at once its weight lifted. Zeb stared up at the stars, unable to believe he was 

still alive. He touched the top of his head; it stung and his chest and ribs ached. 

Disgusting slime from the creature’s mouth smeared the front of his overcoat.  

     Limbs weak with fear it took two attempts before he managed to push himself up, 

only to fall back when a concrete bollard flew overhead.  It crashed against a 

warehouse wall, shattering into lethal shards that spun through the air. One of them 

caught him on the side of the face; the rest showered down on the car, denting the 

metal and cracking the windscreen. A sudden surge of adrenalin brought Zeb to his 

feet. He wrestled the driver’s door open.  

     Well aware the interior of the vehicle provided only an illusion of safety, whatever 

had attacked him could easily crush it, Zeb hunched down in the seat. The sounds of 

a mammoth battle ripped through the night. Crap! From the sound of if there were at 

least two of them.  

     He didn’t want to look, didn’t want to see, but when he straightened up his gaze 

fell on a pair of figures at the edge of the wharf. His mouth dropped open in disbelief 

- they were straight out of legend.  

     He’d read about them whilst researching the demon invasion, but to see them in 

their natural form was incredible.  Both creatures, although massive in bulk and 

height, differed in size. The smaller of the two had cruder features and fought without 

finesse, which meant it could be a common Beta foot soldier. The larger might be an 
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Alpha. In theory it should’ve been able to put the Beta down easily, but they were 

known for their ferocity and bloody mindedness and were not so easy to overcome.   

     Transfixed with horror and fascination, Zeb wondered if the smaller beast might 

consider the other an intruder on its territory. According to what he’d read, the foot 

soldiers were fiercely protective of their dens and the area around them.   

     Muscles tensed and pulsed as the fighters grappled and tried to bring each other 

down. Seams shredded, as their clothes came apart under the strain. Oblivious, the 

monsters continued to strike out.  

     The smaller of the two had dirty white hair. The other, despite the tatters its 

garments were reduced to, somehow seemed better groomed. Zeb uttered an 

incredulous laugh. What madness, dwelling on what passed as the height of fashion 

for the well dressed monster this season. 

     He started the engine and the bigger of the leviathans turned towards the car, 

eyes glowing a virulent red. It shoved its opponent aside and bounded forward, using 

its overlong arms as an extra pair of legs. Despite its bulk it moved with incredible 

speed and Zeb knew this time there’d be no escape; then the oncoming mountain of 

destruction stopped short.     

      The white-haired monster let out a roar of triumph, as it brought its foe facedown 

with a crash that Zeb swore shook the buildings around them. It pounded its 

adversary, great fists thudding into the other creature’s back and head. Unable to 

throw off its attacker, the fallen brute’s Neanderthal brow bounced off the 

cobblestones. Grunting with effort, it tried to lever itself up again, but its attacker 

stamped it down.   

     Zeb put the car in gear.  
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     It almost overturned as it took a corner on two wheels, but he didn’t care. Death 

had been mere centimetres away tonight and while he didn’t exactly fear it, the 

manner of his near demise terrified him. He could almost feel those teeth pierce his 

skull, feel his eyes pop as those massive jaws chewed. He touched the side of his 

face where the fragment of concrete had grazed his cheek. He gripped the steering 

wheel with sweat soaked hands – boy had he got off lightly! 

     The car sped out of the city, towards the safe house. Zeb couldn’t wait to see 

Sylvan now. To leave Jeremiah in the charge of such a creature as those, to risk the 

boy being torn apart and devoured – she would pay for that decision. No matter what 

rubbish she’d spouted about it being part of her son’s destiny, she’d no right to put 

him at such risk. 

* 

As Zeb’s car roared off into the distance, the larger of the two creatures struggled to 

get free of its foe, but could feel its strength waning.  

     The beast raged against its alter ego. No not now – not now!         

     Then its thoughts were swamped by agony, as the white-haired monster sank its 

teeth into its back. The pain galvanised the beast into frenzied action and it reared 

up. The smaller brute lost its grip and landed with a thud that cracked a few more 

cobblestones.          

     Almost driven mad by pain and frustration, the beast glared down at it. Damn, 

stinking Beta, how had it got here? It’d been bad enough dealing with these 

treacherous pieces of filth in the old days. The only thing they could be counted on to 

do was turn on their masters.  

     Conflicting messages passed through the beast’s synapses, made sluggish by its 

present condition: to fight and kill, or turn and run, to let go of its present identity or to 
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allow its “everyday” persona to take over? The clearer part of the beast’s mind 

realised that the battle was lost and he turned and fled. 

     As he staggered through the dark streets, his shape shrank and refined into 

something more human. By the time he reached his destination his mass had 

dwindled into the shape of a stocky man, clad in the remnants of an expensive suit. 

With a groan of agony, he half limped, half ran up a back street until he reached a 

lockup garage.  

     His hand shook as he delved into a pocket and when his stubby fingers closed 

over a set of keys, he sighed with relief.  Fumbling the garage door open, he stared 

at the car parked inside, then sank into the driver’s seat and leaned back, careless of 

the blood stain left on the leather upholstery. A glance in the rear view mirror showed 

eyes that still glowed red. These little jaunts were becoming ever more dangerous. 

The lust to kill had all but taken over. 

     He drove towards the main road. The need to get home and rest was pressing. 

After all, hurt or not, Sir Hector Greycheck couldn’t afford to be late for tomorrow’s 

board meeting. After that, he needed to do something about that damn Beta. 

* 

Fist pressed against his chest, Ezra released a deep belch then ran a blood 

encrusted finger around the inside of his mouth. He’d seen that interloper off all right; 

it’d think twice before it invaded his territory again.   

     He started to stroll away, but then stopped as he remembered Zeb; in all the 

excitement he’d forgotten about him.   

     Ezra walked over to where the car had been parked and scowled. The scum bag 

had a good start, but that didn’t mean he couldn’t catch up. A quick look around the 

wharf revealed a lorry parked outside one of the warehouses. It took but a minute to 
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smash the driver’s window, climb inside, wrench out the wiring that connected the 

alarm, and spark the ignition wires into life.  

     Thick lips spread in a grin, Ezra revved up both his hunting skills and the lorry’s 

engine. 

 

2,500 words approx 
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Jeremiah surfaced to a world of hurt. Red-hot pain coursed along his back and his 

head felt as if it would burst. He squeezed his eyes shut; he just wanted to return to 

oblivion. The pain worsened as the stretcher lifted and worried voices added to his 

agony. 

     ‘Hurry, let’s get him inside.’ 

     ‘Okay, Joe, take it easy, it won’t help if we drop him.’ 

     Silence fell for awhile as the two men carried the stretcher a short distance. 

Although they did their best to minimise any jolting, to Jeremiah it felt like lying on 

razor blades.  

     At last they came to a stop and he became aware of flickering lights. Mixed 

odours of unwashed bodies, wood-smoke and the smell of food, filled the 

atmosphere. The men lowered the stretcher to the ground and Jeremiah opened his 

eyes to see Joe’s concerned face. 

     ‘He’s still alive, thank God.’ 

     They’d placed the stretcher in the centre of a vast floor. A roof curved overhead, 

pitted here and there with holes. Jeremiah turned his head a little and caught a 

glimpse of campfires dotted about. Shadowy figures huddled up against the 

ramshackle walls. Occasional hacking coughs and whispered conversations pierced 

the smoky air, backed up by the thin, wailing cry of a baby.  

     Joe’s companion stood beside the stretcher, his expression uneasy as he stared 

down at Jeremiah. ‘Hi, my name’s Paul.’ An awkward pause followed, before he 

added, ‘We’re at the old airport out in Spekeland district. This used to be the main 

hangar.’ 
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     This information meant nothing to Jeremiah and he closed his eyes again. Pain 

dominated every breath he took, a reminder that life went on even though he wished 

at the moment it would stop. 

    At the other side of the stretcher Joe raised an arm and called out towards a 

figure, deep in conversation with a shabby man holding the hands of two equally 

shabby children. ’Sylvan, it’s me Joe Ambrose. I need a word.’ 

     Pain forgotten, Jeremiah stared over at the figure – that was his mother? A tangle 

of emotions filled him: astonishment, fright, anxiety and above all, disbelief. He 

looked up at Joe, seeking confirmation, but the man continued to focus on the other 

side of the hangar. Jeremiah returned his gaze to the approaching woman. 

    Tall and slender, dressed in a black, ankle length lambs-wool coat, her white hair 

fell in a shining waterfall past her shoulders. In marked contrast to most of the people 

in this place she stood tall and straight, her slender figure perfect in its proportions. 

Almond shaped silver eyes graced a pale oval face. Silver shone at her ears, throat, 

wrists and fingers, like rays of moonlight in this dank, gloomy den; a goddess indeed 

to be adored and worshipped.  

     Joe squared his shoulders.  ‘Hello, Sylvan, how are you?’ 

     ‘I’m fine.’ Her voice held no hint of surprise, her expression was calm. 

     Joe swallowed, before adding, ‘There’s someone I want you to meet.’ 

     Her expression remained unchanged, as she looked down at Jeremiah. ‘You look 

like your father,’ she said, her tone now cold and uninterested, ‘but you have my 

eyes and build.’ 

     Jeremiah‘s heart raced – she knew who he was.      
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     As Sylvan brushed a lock of hair away from her forehead, her rings caught the 

light. Jeremiah’s gaze followed them, fascinated by their brightness. When she took 

a step back, he threw her a look of anguish. 

     ‘He’s been hurt,’ Joe started to explain.  

     Sylvan sighed. ‘I’ll find someone to treat him.’ She started to return the way she’d 

come, but Joe grabbed her wrist. 

     ‘He’s your son.’ 

     Looking into his dark eyes, she allowed a sneer to twist her features. ‘He hasn’t 

been that for a long time.’  

     Joe held onto her wrist. ‘You will treat him.’ 

     ‘No, there are others.’ 

     ‘Not as good as you.’ 

     The sneer resurfaced. ‘I don’t care for your Shilac judgements. Who are you to 

cast me in the role of villain, just because I refuse to be held back by a mistake I 

made in my youth?’ She held his gaze, then shrugged.  ‘Very well, if you insist.’ 

     Sylvan walked across the vast space of the former hangar to where crude 

plywood cubicles stood. Joe and Paul followed, carrying the stretcher between them. 

     A man, clad in a grey smock and trousers, waited inside. Sylvan removed her 

coat, after which she rolled up the sleeves of her long black velvet dress. She 

gestured at the assistant. ‘Help me sit him up.’ 

     Jeremiah bit back on the pain and saw his mother raise an eyebrow.  

     She inspected the bandages on his back. ‘To judge by these stains, the wounds 

are fairly deep. The problem’s how to remove the dressings without making things 

worse.’ She turned to the grey-clad assistant. ‘Fetch warm water, my herb bag, and 

new bandages.’      
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     ‘Yes Ma’am.’ 

     Sylvan turned her attention to Joe and Paul. ‘Best you go get something to eat 

and drink, this may take awhile.’ 

     Joe hesitated, before nodding agreement. ‘Okay. Send word when you’re done.’ 

     She waited until the two men were out of earshot, before moving closer to the 

stretcher. Cold fingers encircled Jeremiah’s wrist. ‘I will help because I have no 

choice, but when it’s done we will not see each other again. My destiny does not 

include the burdens you would cause me – do you understand?’ 

     When Jeremiah just stared at her, Sylvan shook her head. Saved from further 

speech by the return of her assistant, she moved round to a table next to the 

stretcher and began to prepare what was needed from the herbs he’d brought.           

     ‘Soak those bandages off his back,’ she instructed, ‘and make sure the wounds 

are clean.’ 

     ‘As you say, Ma‘am.’ 

     Ingredients needed for Jeremiah’s treatment were taken from the herb bag: a 

pestle and mortar, tincture of Calendula and lanolin. The herb and lanolin were 

placed into the bowl and mixed into an ointment. After a few moments Sylvan spread 

it onto the fresh bandages, which she then placed on Jeremiah’s back with a light 

touch. Hands outspread over the wounds, Sylvan murmured the words of an ancient 

Elwyn charm to speed the healing. 

     ‘Done,’ she said, imbuing the word with significance. Jeremiah made no 

response. Sylvan shook her head again and turned away. 

     ‘Make sure he rests,’ she said to the assistant and strode out of the cubicle. 

      

* 
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From where he stood near the soup kitchen, Joe watched her as she vanished into 

the shadows. The woman’s ego would be her downfall one day. She thought herself 

untouchable, above common folk, when in reality she was as vulnerable as anyone 

else. Zeb could be just as bad. Although more overtly compassionate, his single-

minded conviction that he alone could right every wrong would one day bring him to 

his knees. 

     Joe pinched the bridge of his nose. So tired of it, tired of them both, but what 

could he do - walk away? He knew the answer to that; he couldn’t – wouldn’t - shirk 

his responsibilities. 

     He picked up the mug of soup he’d been given and started to raise it to his lips 

when someone grabbed his arm. He looked round into Zeb’s eyes and saw the 

hatred in them and the near madness of his expression.      

     ‘Where is she?’ 

      

1,217 words approx 
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‘Where is she?’ Zeb repeated. 

     When he heard his brother’s raised voice Jeremiah struggled to sit up, but the 

grey-clad assistant shook his head and eased him down again.   

     ‘Look, she’s treated the boy; he’s going to be okay,’ Joe replied. 

     ‘I still want to speak to her.’ 

     ‘Why?’ 

     ‘I want some answers.’ 

     ‘What kind of-?’ 

     ‘Get out of the way!’  

     With a scowl of annoyance, the assistant left the cubicle. As soon as he’d gone, 

Jeremiah slid off the stretcher. When he reached the doorway, he saw Zeb shove 

the assistant aside and then charge towards Sylvan as she emerged from the 

cubicle next door.  

     Before anyone could stop him, his hands were around her throat. She stared at 

him without a trace of fear. Fury surged across his face and even as he tightened his 

grip, she continued to hold his gaze. A soundless word formed on her lips and he 

staggered back, fingers spread wide as though they’d been burnt. 

     ‘What did you do, you bitch!’ 

     Sylvan straightened her clothing and gave him a cool look. ‘Nice to see you, 

Zebediah.’ 

     He lurched forwards again, but Joe stepped in between them and pressed a hand 

against his friend’s chest. ‘That’s enough.’  

     Zeb swiped it away and glowered at Sylvan. ‘One day you and I are going to talk.’ 
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     Arms folded, she regarded him as though he was a piece of dirt scraped off the 

sole of her shoe. ‘Talk? That’s all you ever do, Zebediah Tully.’ She walked off, 

vanishing into the gloom. 

     He glared at her retreating back and took a few steps forward as if to follow. Joe 

gripped his arm. He jerked free and clenched his hand in impotent fury.  

     A cold smile touched the other man’s lips. ‘Go on, hit me, if it’ll help you calm 

down.’ He waited and when there was no response, added, ‘What the hell’s the 

matter with you? You come chargin’ in here like a tornado. What’s that all about?’ He 

looked Zeb up and down. ‘What the hell happened? You look as if you’ve been rollin’ 

around in a gutter.’ 

     All the fight and fury gone, Zeb backed off. He blew out a sigh and dragged his 

fingers through his hair.  ‘Long story. Where’s Jeremiah?’ 

     ‘Over here.’ 

     Jeremiah managed to clamber onto the stretcher, just before Zeb stuck his head 

into the cubicle. ‘He’s asleep.’ 

     ‘Good.’ Jeremiah heard Joe step forward. ‘What happened? Why d’you go at 

Sylvan like that?’ 

     Zeb heaved another sigh. ‘I dunno why you put up with me.’     

     ‘‘Cos I’m a bloody idiot. Listen, what about the boy? He can’t go back to Ezra.’ 

     ‘I know. We’ll sort it out, but there’s something I need to do first.’ 

     Voice filled with exasperation, Joe said, ‘What is it with you? The kid’s your flesh 

and blood, he should take priority.’      

     ‘What’s that supposed to mean? Everything I’ve ever tried to do is for people like 

him.’ 
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     ‘“People like him?”’ Joe’s voice grew louder. ‘Can you hear yourself? Jeremiah’s 

not just “people”, he’s your brother.’ 

     ‘I know what he damn well is. Don’t tell me how I should feel or behave. Who the 

hell d’you think you are?’ 

     Silence fell, before Joe said quietly, ‘I thought we were friends,’ His footsteps 

echoed away across the hangar. 

     Zeb kicked the bottom of the cubicle.      

     The grey clad assistant tutted, then said disapprovingly, ‘The young man in there, 

what’s to be done with him?’ 

     ‘Leave him where he is for the time being. I’ll sort something out when I’ve a 

chance.’ 

     ‘Very well.’ 

     As he opened his eyes, a knot of tension twisted Jeremiah’s guts. The coldness 

that descended on him when Sylvan warned him off, deepened. Even the 

confirmation that Zeb was indeed his brother brought no comfort. Fledgling hopes, 

first born when he met Zeb, withered and died. No one could be relied on, no one 

cared – it’d been stupid to think otherwise. Joe had been right about one thing 

though; going back to Ezra wasn’t an option.   

     He risked a quick glance at the doorway and saw Zeb had gone. Teeth gritted, 

Jeremiah eased upright, sweat pouring out of every pore in his body. His top had 

been disposed of and he looked round in dismay; impossible to leave without 

something to cover the wounds. Then he spotted a jacket slung over the back of a 

chair by Sylvan’s assistant. Jeremiah managed to struggle into the garment. That 

just left the backpack; he grabbed it up and headed for the door. Time to go. Where 

didn’t matter, just as long as he got away. 
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     He peered out of the opening. Ragged figures moved between the campfires, but 

there was no sign of Zeb, Joe or Sylvan.  

     The main entrance lay straight ahead, a distance of about fifty metres. Jeremiah 

moved over to the nearest wall. A figure slumped on the floor mumbled a protest 

when he stumbled over its feet. Raising a placatory hand he continued towards the 

exit, negotiating over and around the line of bodies that formed an impromptu 

dormitory. As he got nearer, Jeremiah saw to his dismay Joe and the man called 

Paul standing in the doorway deep in conversation. He crouched down next to one of 

the sleepers and listened. 

     ‘I should be getting back,’ Joe’s companion said.  

     ‘Okay man, take it easy.’ 

     ‘You sure things here are gonna be all right?’ 

     Joe gave him a reassuring wink and then turned away. 

     Jeremiah waited a second, before following Paul outside. He watched him climb 

into a transit van. A moment later the engine started up, coughed and then stalled. 

With a muttered curse, the driver clambered out again. When the bonnet went up, 

Jeremiah sneaked over to the rear doors. They weren’t locked and he climbed in.    

     His wounds were a mass of throbbing agony. He squeezed his eyes shut and 

willed the pain away. Paul scrambled back in, turned the key in the ignition, and this 

time the engine fired up.  

     As the vehicle bumped and jolted its way back to the main road, Jeremiah felt as 

if he might vomit. He forced the nausea down and sought reassurance in the fact 

he’d soon be back in the city. But it proved short-lived. Even assuming that’s where 

they were headed, what to do then? Ezra’s house could no longer be considered a 
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refuge – not that it ever had been – but if anyone decided to come after him it would 

probably be the first place they’d check out. No way could he go there. 

     His head drooped. Could this night get any worse? All the years he’d wasted on 

dreams about meeting his mother, only to find her a cold-hearted, callous bitch. 

Memories of how he’d idolised and worshipped the woman made the bile rise in his 

throat again. As for Zeb, he seemed to be little more than a self-centred obsessive 

who’d do anything to achieve what he wanted, including murder. How many more 

times did the trauma of bitter disappointment have to be endured?  

     Jeremiah tightened his jaw. Well from now on there’d be no more listening to 

crap, he needed to get on with his life. He frowned. There it was again, the faint 

sense that he needed to find a direction to take, one which would lead him to a goal, 

a purpose.  

     He reached out to open his backpack, but the van lurched and he clutched onto 

the doors’ safety bars.  

     Twenty minutes later the engine stuttered to a standstill. Cursing beneath his 

breath, the driver pulled over to the side of the road. Jeremiah peered between the 

seats. Where the hell were they? Nowhere near the city that much was certain.  

     ‘Tools,’ the man mumbled, followed by the crunch of footsteps as he moved 

towards the rear of the vehicle. Jeremiah glanced at the upturned tool box and 

realised if he didn’t do something, he’d be discovered. He clambered over the seat 

and then slipped around to the opposite side of the van from the driver. 

     ‘What the devil?’ the man said, when he reached the doors and Jeremiah 

guessed he wondered why they were open. As fast as his wounds would allow, he 

hobbled away. 
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     A dual carriageway, bisected by a broad expanse of grass, stretched ahead. To 

the left lay a recreation ground, to the other stood the imposing gates of a cemetery. 

The bleak white light of the streetlamps gave the gatehouse an eerie, gothic 

appearance, accentuated by its darkened windows 

     A distant glow of traffic lights winked in the distance. With no other option 

available, Jeremiah made straight for them. When he reached the crossroads over 

which the lights stood guard, he paused to look around.  

     The dual carriageway curved around in a long bend out of sight. To the left stood 

a row of houses, built on the edge of the recreation ground. On the right lay what 

appeared to be a large park. Perhaps it would offer a place to spend the rest of the 

night. Jeremiah limped towards it.       

     A high brick wall, made from uneven blocks of rough hewn sandstone, 

surrounded the area. Bits had crumbled away over the years, leaving handy 

footholds. Jeremiah guessed the main entrance would be locked at this hour and 

threw his bag over first, before hauling himself up. His back had become a mass of 

increasing agony and he clamped down on a groan. 

     He dropped onto the grass and lay there for a minute. When the pain ebbed a 

little, he stumbled towards a group of trees and collapsed beneath their shelter. 

Rivulets of sweat ran down his face and he clutched the front of the stolen jacket, 

until his knuckles turned white. 

     A breeze soughed through the treetops, carrying with it the sound of gentle 

singing. For a moment he thought he’d lost his mind, but the soft croon of a woman’s 

voice continued to drift through the night. Then she was there, a shadow moving with 

almost ethereal grace across the grass. A shaft of moonlight dappled the slender 
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figure’s hair silver-white and her dark dress swished about her ankles. Jeremiah 

froze –Sylvan! A whimper escaped him and the woman stopped dead. 

     ‘Who’s there?’ she called. When there was no response, she fumbled in the bag 

hung from her shoulder; a second later a shaft of light lanced into Jeremiah’s eyes. 

The songstress took a cautious step nearer. 

     ‘Who’s there?’ she repeated. 

     He could only stare as she stood over him, the torch’s beam now directed a little 

to the side.  

     ‘What are you doing here?  The gardens are closed.’ 

     Jeremiah’s fear dwindled when he recognised her as the violin player from 

outside the train station, the one arrested by the police.  

     ‘You’d better go,’ she said, ‘or I’ll have to call someone.’ 

     When he tried to sit up, his body felt as heavy as lead and he fell back again. 

     ‘You’re drunk.’ Her voice was filled with scorn. He waved a hand in denial and her 

eyes widened. ‘You’re hurt?’ 

     He nodded and then wished he hadn’t. The last thing he felt, before the slide into 

oblivion began, was the soft touch of her hand on his face.    

 

1, 873 words approx 
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At last allowing herself to vent the fury she’d hidden from Zeb, Sylvan flung the herb 

bag onto a nearby chair. Who was he to judge her?      

     She’d never understood emotions; they entrapped and held you back. Over the 

years it’d become easier to lay them aside, enabling her to crush any lingering 

maternal instincts. Only one reason existed for her to bear the child; he was a 

vessel, nothing more. Should she yield to other inclinations, then disaster would fall 

on this world like an avalanche.  

     She strode up and down, trying to stave off her anger, trying to regain control.     

Questial’s teachings of self-denial in order to gain the pinnacle of achievement, was 

the only creed to follow.  

     They’d never bothered to explain their philosophy, because in general people 

were too stupid to understand how important their work was. To save this world 

sacrifices had to be made and if that meant the scorn and ridicule of Shilacs like Joe 

and Zeb, so be it. Their opinions didn’t matter.  

     Sylvan closed her eyes, tilted her head back, and drew in a long, slow breath. 

The years spent freeing herself of emotions would not be wasted; she’d be triple 

damned before she allowed this marker from the past to anchor her. Yes, at one time 

there’d been a foolish need for a “normal” life, a denial of her power; how stupid to 

even think of giving into the mundane when so much more awaited. 

     A treacherous realisation snaked its way into her brain. Her son’s reaction to her 

warning to keep away had been unexpected. He’d stared through her, as though 

from that second she’d ceased to be. But what else could she expect?  
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     Despite her rationalisation, anger stirred again in Sylvan’s cold heart. So used to 

the adoration of those around her, their understanding of her needs and how special 

she was, this lack of response from her own flesh and blood felt like a physical blow. 

All those years ago, when she first gave her son away, the question: What have you 

done? tormented her thoughts. Each time comfort of a kind came from the answer 

her father gave her, when they first laid their plans.  

     ‘Sink or swim.’ Questial told her. ‘Only someone who is strong will succeed. 

Therefore the child must prove himself or perish. If he survives, his purpose will be 

fulfilled. If he does not, we must seek out another of our bloodline to take his place.’  

     The memory gave Sylvan no solace now. She took another deep breath; control 

must be maintained. The Mahali was on its way and focus must be maintained, 

otherwise the time of demons would be renewed and the world would belong to them 

forever.               

     Footsteps echoed across the hangar and she scowled, only one person she knew 

strode with such arrogant confidence. She watched Zeb come to a halt and as he 

glanced round, realised he was searching for her. Well aware that he hated her with 

every fibre of his being, she still couldn’t understand why he’d physically expressed 

that bile now after all these years. 

     She shook her head, snatched up the herb bag, and marched out to confront him. 

Even when she saw the cold dislike on his face she didn’t falter, but carried on, head 

held high.       

     Once again cool and contained, she smiled at him and when anguish showed in 

his eyes, homed in for the kill. ‘Self-pity is an ugly emotion.’  

    ‘What would you know about pity of any kind?’ Zeb replied. ‘Why d’you do it?’ 
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    She knew what he meant; he was referring to Jeremiah and her abandonment of 

him. Nevertheless she gave an answer that caused his face to redden with anger. 

     ‘What do I want - for you to go and never come back. Your absence from my life 

has been the best time I’ve ever known. Neither of us has a connection anymore, so 

why prolong the agony of hatred?’ 

     ‘No connection - what about Jeremiah?’  

     She laughed and he gritted his teeth. 

     ‘Jeremiah never bound us together, you know that as well as I. The boy has a 

destiny to fulfil, which neither of us can help him with.’ 

     Zeb towered over her, but she didn’t move. Her expression hardened, she would  

not be intimidated. Tension stretched to breaking point between them, then Zeb 

grinned. ‘You do talk a load of crap sometimes.’     

     Before she could recover from his unexpected response, he walked away. 

* 

 He felt the prickle of her anger between his shoulder blades. Sylvan couldn’t stand 

not being taken seriously. Every word that tripped from her tongue was, as far as she 

was concerned, a pearl of great wisdom. It wasn’t often the woman’s iron-bound 

sense of self-worth could be dented. Zeb felt a small glow of satisfaction, as he 

strode towards the cubicle determined to make peace with Jeremiah. He realised 

there was no point in talking to Sylvan, she would never admit to being in the wrong, 

nor would she tell him where the Luccia was. They’d just have to search harder and 

if it couldn’t be found, or it’d been destroyed, they’d have to rethink their strategy. 

     About to enter the cubicle, Zeb paused at the sound of running footsteps. 

    Joe called out, ‘Hang on, just got a message. The cathedral cemetery’s been 

raided by Night-Gangers.’ 
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     Zeb turned to face him. ‘What?’  

     ‘The cemetery,’ Joe repeated, ‘it’s being raided. I’ve ordered reinforcements; they 

should be on their way.’ 

     ‘Hell!’ Zeb made for the exit. ‘Take care of Jeremiah for me. I’ll be back as soon 

as I can.’ 

     ‘Shouldn’t I come with you?’ Joe shouted after him, but got no reply. 

     As he hurried to his car, all Zeb could think about was the huge setback this 

would cause. The cemetery had become a haven for a variety of people. Not least 

the forming of relationships between Norms and Elwyns, a thing almost unheard of. 

Whoever planned this, and there was no doubt in Zeb’s mind that the raid was 

organised, had thrown them off balance. The rumour about the Fayre being attacked 

had been a distraction. Instead the Gangers were striking at the very heart of 

everything he and his fellow campaigners held dear.   

     Trust those bastards to ruin it all.  

     Forty minutes later, he pulled up outside the gate to the cemetery. Even as the 

car screeched to a halt, Zeb could see the glow of flames; they lit up the night sky 

like a beacon. No sign of the Diablo or Civil authorities, but why would there be? As 

far as they were concerned this place was a hangout for deadbeats and time 

wasters.  

     As he exited the vehicle the sound of screams, intermingled with the ululating war 

cries of the Night-Gangers, filled the smoky air.      

     Zeb raced towards the gate and almost cannoned into a huge figure. It leant 

against the railing as if near to collapse.  Nerves strung tight, he let out a curse 

before he recognised the man. Big Fred, a long-time friend and associate, looked 

down at him from a face that was a mess of cuts and bruises.  
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     ‘We got most of ‘em,’ he panted, ‘but some are still on the rampage.’ 

     ‘How many?’      

     Fred shrugged. ‘Not sure, maybe twenty – thirty - hard to tell. It’s chaos down 

there.’ 

     Behind them a group of men and women rushed past with baseball bats, bricks, 

knives, anything they’d been able to get their hands on. Fred grinned. 

     ‘Reinforcements,’ he said. 

     When Zeb started after them, the big man grabbed his arm. ‘Might be best if you 

stay out of it.’ 

     Zeb jerked free ‘Sod that!’      

     As he hurtled down the path, he was forced to jump over several of the 

headstones that had been hurled down. Some lay in pieces and the inscription on 

others had been deliberately defaced with spray paint.. When he rounded the last 

bend, a sight met his gaze that would stay with him forever.  

     The trees were alight. Charred beyond recognition their tender young branches 

were blackened sticks, their bark peeled and blistered. Figures pelted back and forth 

through the smoke-filled-air, churning the grass into muddy ruts. It looked like a 

nightmare come to life. 

     A stocky figure, sporting a yellow-dyed Mohican haircut, almost knocked Zeb from 

his feet. Spots of blood spattered the red and green dye on his face and the same 

pattern marked his hooded jacket and jeans. His left eyebrow sported a ragged 

wound where a piercing had been ripped out, but his thick lower lip still sported 

several silver rings that glinted in the hellish light.  

    The Night-Ganger snarled and raised an arm, letting loose an acrid stench of 

sweat. Muscles bulged as he threw a punch at Zeb, his knuckles adorned with a 
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band of spiked metal. Zeb swayed aside to avoid the blow that would have ripped his 

face off had it connected. He countered with a punch of his own, but the Street 

Warrior caught his arm, yanked him forward, and enfolded him in a bear hug. Zeb’s 

spine almost buckled under the pressure and his chest felt as if it would burst. 

Darkness began to descend, but then a surge of defiance overrode it. To die here, 

where once unity and harmony reigned, was not an option.  

     Zeb butted his attacker as hard as he could. The Ganger grunted and swiped at 

the blood from his broken nose. Before he could rally, stiffened fingers jabbed into 

the base of his throat. He staggered back, mouth open in an almost comical 

expression of surprise. As he sank to his knees, a kick to the side of the head 

finished him off.  

     Without a backward glance Zeb ran on, only to pitch forward full length. He 

glanced round. He’d tripped over a body on the ground. He crawled towards it and 

found himself looking at the blood-smeared features of a man. His eyes were closed 

and he showed no sign of life. Zeb started to leave, but the “corpse” let out a groan. 

     ‘Help,’ he whispered.  

     Torn between the desire to join the battle or do the right thing, Zeb hesitated. He 

shook his head and then hoisted the man over his shoulder. 

    ‘Help,’ he repeated. 

     ‘It’s okay, I’ll take you to the doctor; she’ll see you right.’    

     Zeb jogged towards the tomb where Ellen Schuster held her impromptu surgery. 

When he stepped inside, he lowered his burden to the floor and stared around in 

disbelief.   

     The place had been trashed. The overturned table’s contents were spread across 

the floor, the boxes and crates ripped apart, whatever they held looted. A narrow 
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leather case lay open, the surgical instruments it once held most likely taken as 

weapons. Worst of all was the body that lay amidst the chaos.  

     Ellen’s sightless eyes stared up at the rocky ceiling. The white coat, dragged 

halfway down her arms, pinned them to her sides. Her lip was split and one eye 

blackened. Bruises marked her neck, where someone had squeezed the life out of 

her.       

     Blind rage misted Zeb’s vision as he spread his overcoat over her, blotting out 

that awful, lifeless stare. He turned to see the man he’d rescued propped up on one 

elbow. He pointed a finger at the body, his eyes filled with tears. 

     ‘I tried to tell you,’ he said, ‘she needed help. I…’ The man covered his face with a 

hand and his shoulders heaved with silent sobs.   

     Grimfaced Zeb walked towards the exit, preparing to wreak a little savagery of his 

own. If he couldn’t undermine the Gangers by peaceful methods, he’d match them at 

their own game. Never mind that he’d sworn not to indulge his inner demon – it was 

too late. The night he’d killed the Ganger who’d attacked Jeremiah, had brought it all 

back. The time had arrived to unleash the fury. 

 

1,986 words approx  
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17 

 

Joe sighed, pocketed his phone, and went over to the cubicle. When he found it 

empty, his gaze darted from the bloodstained stretcher to the table, still cluttered with 

soiled dressings and a bowl of red-tinged water. He stared around, eyes wide with 

shock. Where the hell had Jeremiah gone? He ran over to the soup kitchen and 

located the grey clad assistant. . 

     ‘The lad who was in that cubicle, where is he?’ 

     ‘Still in there, or was when I left.’ 

     Joe slammed a fist onto the counter. ‘Why didn’t you keep an eye on him? Never 

mind, get some others. We need to get a search organised.’ 

     Half an hour later there was still no sign of Jeremiah. Filled with a mixture of 

anger and frustration, Joe tried to decide what to do next. Think - think! The state the 

boy was in, he wouldn’t get far on foot. An idea surfaced. What if he’d found 

transport? What about the van that brought him here? Paul intended to head back to 

the city and Jeremiah might have guessed that. Joe fumbled his phone from his 

pocket.   

     ‘Hello, Paul? It’s me.’ He explained the situation and when the other man said 

he’d broken down about three miles from the airport, Joe asked him to look in the 

back of the van.       

     ‘I already did when I went to get the toolbox,’ Paul told him, then let out a curse. 

     ‘What?’ Sweat gathered on Joe’s brow. ‘What is it?’ 

     ‘The doors were open. I thought maybe I hadn’t closed them properly-’ 

     ‘Never mind.’ Joe flipped the phone shut.  
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     A search of the area where Paul had broken down would be pointless, Jeremiah 

could be anywhere. Zeb would have to be told. 

     After a breakneck journey, Joe leapt out of the car sent to fetch him, shoved open 

the cemetery gate, and raced down the path. At the bottom he came to an abrupt 

halt.  

     It resembled a war zone. Flames still licked at the grass and trees. Smoke 

wreathed the air and slithered across the ground. Bodies, some moving, most not, 

lay scattered like litter everywhere.  

     ‘Bloody hell,’ he murmured.  

     The man who’d brought him stood alongside, eyes wide in his pale face. ‘What’s 

happened?’ he asked. 

     Joe shook his head. ‘Go see if you can help.’       

     As he moved through the cemetery, his breath was taken away at the extent of 

the damage. Even the children’s play area hadn’t escaped. Swings hung lopsided, 

creaking as they twisted and turned on their chains. A see-saw had been smashed 

apart and the roundabout was covered in dark stains. Joe shuddered and hurried on 

past.  

     Over and over he called Zeb’s name, until the smoke and smell of blood made 

him choke and cough. A figure loomed up before him and he braced himself. It 

turned out to be Big Fred. 

     ‘Thanks be you’re okay,’ Joe said. 

     Ever indomitable, Fred grinned and tried to swipe away some of the soot and 

blood smeared across his forehead. ‘Joe Ambrose, as I live and breathe, haven’t 

seen you for awhile.’ 
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     ‘Yeah, yeah, it’s good to see you too man, but I need to find Zeb. Any idea where 

he might be?’ 

     Fred’s grin disappeared. ‘Last I saw, he was kicking the crap out of one the 

bastards that attacked us. Ellen Schuster’s been murdered and Zeb went berserk. 

Tried to stop him, but he seemed almost possessed.’ The big man looked down at 

the churned up ground. ‘I...’      

     Joe didn’t wait to hear anymore. ‘Where did you see him last?’ he interrupted. 

    Fred waved a hand in the direction of the tombs ‘Somewhere over there.’  

     Joe set off at a run, a dread premonition sitting in his stomach like lead. Why the 

hell was he doing this? Time after time he’d dragged Zeb out of one situation or 

another and he’d had enough. Friendship could be stretched too far; everyone had a 

breaking point, even him. All the same he couldn’t bring himself to stop searching. 

     A glimmer of light shone from the chamber Ellen used as a surgery. Inside, 

people salvaged what they could from the chaos left by the raiders. There was no 

sign of the doctor’s body, for which Joe felt grateful. He didn’t think he could cope 

with that on top of everything else.  

     At the far side of the tomb a lone figure sat with its forehead on its knees. 

     Joe leaned down and touched his friend’s shoulder. When Zeb looked up, he 

almost took a step back. He’d never seen such emptiness on a man’s face.  It was 

blank, utterly blank as if all the life within had fled - but the eyes told a different story. 

Hatred smouldered in their depths, along with a bloodlust that wasn’t quite spent. 

Zeb’s hands clenched and unclenched, his bruised and bloodied knuckles standing 

out raw. 
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     ‘Hey man,’ Joe said and wondered if his old friend knew who he was. ‘Are you..?’ 

He trailed off as he realised that to ask if Zeb was okay, would be the stupidest 

question ever. 

     ‘They killed her.' The words came out on a cracked whisper. ‘They tortured and 

then killed her.’ He lowered his head and shuddered out a long breath. 

     Joe just stood there. How could he break the news about Jeremiah? It had to be 

done, but how? He braced himself. ‘There’s something I have to tell you,’ he said, 

following Zeb outside.      

     ‘What?’  

     Gaze fixed on the ground Joe took a second, then forced the words out. 

‘Jeremiah’s gone.’ 

     A flicker showed in Zeb’s eyes. ‘What d’you mean - gone?’ 

     ‘Just that. He’s run off, done a bunk, I don’t know.’ 

     Zeb’s expression remained blank, but his voice trembled a little. ‘I ask you to do 

one thing – just one – and you manage to foul it up.’ He started to turn away, but Joe 

stopped him. 

     ‘Don’t dump this on me. How the hell was I supposed to know the kid’d run? 

Small blame to him, though.’ 

     ‘What’s that supposed to mean?’ 

     With a huge effort Joe clamped down on his temper. ‘Nothing.’ 

     Zeb got in his face. ‘Oh no, you can’t say something like that and not finish. What 

the hell did you mean?’ 

     ‘I have to spell it out for you? Okay, all right. He knows you don’t give a damn 

about him, or anyone else for that matter. Big Fred told me about Ellen. He said after 
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you found her, you went crazy and beat the first Ganger you came across to death 

with your bare hands.’ 

     Zeb folded his arms, creating a barrier between them. ‘So what did you expect 

me to do?’ 

     Joe tapped a finger against his temple. ‘Think, for once. If you weren’t so hell bent 

on revenge, we might’ve dragged some information from that piece of scum you put 

down; information about why they raided this place and who put them up to it. This 

attack was way bigger than anything they’ve done in the past. It’s been planned by 

someone. But no, you’re so determined to make grand gestures and show everyone 

what a man you are.’ 

    Joe tried to calm down, but the injustice of Zeb’s attitude rankled He smacked the 

back of one hand into the palm of the other to emphasise his point. ‘It’s always the 

same thing. You go in all guns blazing, regardless of the consequences. The minute 

I clapped eyes on Jeremiah, I could see no one ever gave him the time of day 

before. Then along you come and show the kid some attention, raise his hopes and 

then push him away, never stopping to think what that might do to him.’ 

     Zeb glared at Joe. ‘That’s not true, I do care. I’ve always cared.’ 

     ‘Huh – yeah, right. That’s why you left him with that dirt bag, Ezra.’ 

     ‘That wasn’t my decision, Sylvan called all the shots.’ 

     Joe threw his hands up in exasperation. ‘Don’t give me that! You had a choice, 

you could’ve overridden her decision, but you chose not to. You chose to go your 

own way. I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again, I don’t understand you and I probably 

never will.’ He paused for breath. ‘Oh what’s the use? I’m not wastin’ anymore time; 

I’m off to find Jeremiah.’ 

    He started to walk away, but stopped when Zeb called after him, ‘I’m sorry.’ 
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     ‘Sorry won’t cut it. ’ 

     ‘Then what will?’ 

     Cursing himself for a weak fool, Joe tried to stem the flood of pity that threatened 

to overwhelm common sense. A look of hopelessness shadowed Zeb, as if 

everything that ever mattered to him had been taken away. He stood there, a silent 

appeal on his face. Joe crumbled.  

     ‘Come with me to find Jeremiah and not only that…’ he held up a finger 

‘…promise you’ll help him for real this time.’ 

     Zeb nodded. ‘I promise.’ 

     ‘Okay. This is what I found out so far.’ 

     As Joe explained his theory about Jeremiah hitching a lift, and his subsequent 

conversation with Paul, Zeb gave him a startled look. ‘Where did you say Paul broke 

down?’ 

     ‘A place called – er – what was it? That’s it, a posh suburb called Aliston, not far 

from the airport.’ 

     ‘I know it.’ 

     ‘You do?’ 

     ‘Yeah, at least I know someone who lives there. She used to work with us a 

couple of years back, until she decided to leave.’ 

     ‘So?’ 

     ‘Don’t you see? If she still lives there, then she might know where Jeremiah’s 

likely to take cover. Come on.’ 

* 
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A lorry drew to a halt a few metres away from the cemetery gate. Ezra had followed 

Zeb’s scent this far, but there were still quite a few people about after the raid, so he 

didn’t dare try and enter. He decided to wait instead. It didn’t take long. 

     He saw Zeb and another man emerge from the cemetery in the pre-dawn murk, 

and watched as they walked towards a battered car. When they climbed in, Ezra 

switched on the lorry’s engine and taking care to keep his distance, began to follow. 

 

1,689 words approx 
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‘I know you’re hurt, but you have to help, I can’t do this alone.’ 

     No matter how hard Jeremiah tried to ignore the nagging voice, it wouldn’t go 

away, so he gave in and opened his eyes. The girl’s face hovered over him, 

surrounded by locks of hair. Strands of it were caught in her mouth and she 

struggled to spit them out, as she clamped her small hands around one of his arms. 

She tugged and pulled, but Jeremiah just didn’t have the energy to rise. 

     Panting for breath, the girl straightened up. ‘You can’t stay out here all night. Now 

come on, make an effort.’ 

     Jeremiah realised she wouldn’t give in and decided to do what she wanted. 

Anyway the pain had been replaced by light-headedness, which felt sort of good. 

With the girl’s aid he got to his feet and then stood with one hand pressed against a 

nearby tree trunk. Unbelievable just how euphoric he felt, not so his companion.  

     With a grunt of annoyance, she put an arm around his waist. ‘It’s not far, lean on 

me.’ 

     She was tiny; her head just about reached his shoulder. Jeremiah tried to stand 

on his own and almost brought both of them down. With a reproachful look, the girl 

replaced his arm around her shoulders. ‘Don’t get any clever ideas, just stick to the 

plan and we’ll do fine.’ 

     They staggered over a wide lawn, then across a gravel drive, towards a large 

building. Its bulk loomed in the darkness, massive and foreboding. It turned out to be 

a mansion, constructed from the local sandstone. Its many windows shone in the 

moonlight, like multi-faceted eyes.  
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     After what seemed like hours they fetched up against an oak door. The girl 

propped Jeremiah against the nearest wall and after a quick juggle with their bags, 

rummaged through her pockets until she found her keys. When she at last managed 

to unlock the door, they stepped into a large entrance hall.  

     The floor, tiled in a black and white geometric design, made Jeremiah feel dizzy. 

A staircase, carpeted in powder blue, swept in a long curve towards the upper 

regions of the house; beneath its shelter stood a huge blue and white vase. A chain, 

wound about its neck and fastened to a ring in the wall, ensured against theft. 

Gloomy portraits of various solemn looking men and women adorned the flock 

papered walls. They stared down, bulbous eyes filled with disapproval. Jeremiah 

scowled back. Bloody Norms, they were all the same; always looking down their 

noses. He glanced at his companion, as she strove to keep him upright. She was a 

Norm – but that was okay. 

     ‘Right,’ the girl said and took a deep breath, ‘not far now.’ 

     Where she got her optimism from he didn’t know. They climbed flight after flight of 

stairs, past rows of doors each with a shiny brass number affixed to it.  

     With one final effort they reached the top landing. The girl, now red-faced, 

breathless and hair even more dishevelled, propped him up again while she found 

her front door key. Once they were inside, she kicked the door shut and managed to 

flick on the lights at the same time.       

     ‘This is my home,’ she panted. 

     Jeremiah didn’t have time to take in details. Now they’d stopped moving, the pain 

from his wounds had returned and it seemed a good idea to lie down. He sank to the 

floor. 

     ‘Damn.’ the young woman said. ‘Are you okay?’ 
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     She heaved him onto his side and Jeremiah stared blankly at her. Her mouth 

dropped open. ‘You’re an Elwyn!’ she exclaimed, ‘what on earth are you doing in this 

neck of the woods?’ She sat back on her haunches hand pressed to her mouth. ‘I 

know you from somewhere. What’s your name?’ 

     Jeremiah just continued to stare at her. 

     ‘Never mind, it’ll come back to me. Come on, let’s get you sorted out.’ 

     A loud knock sounded at the door, making them both jump. A voice called, 

‘Helen, are you there? Let me in.’ 

     The colour drained from her face as she looked over her shoulder, then back at 

Jeremiah. ‘It’s my father,’ she whispered. ‘We have to get you out of sight, he hates 

Elwyns.’ 

     ‘Helen – I know you’re in there – open the door!’ 

     After pulling Jeremiah to his feet, she shoved him into the bathroom. ‘Stay there 

and keep quiet,’ she hissed. 

     He slumped onto the toilet seat, leant his head against the wall and wished the 

room would stop spinning. Raised voices sounded in the other room. He tried to 

block them out, but they were so loud he couldn’t help but overhear. 

     ‘How dare you come round at this time of the morning!’ Helen shouted. 

     ‘I’m your father, which means I can come round anytime I damn well please. Now 

what’s this about you getting arrested again?’ 

     ‘So that’s it. Slimy little friends been snitching, have they?’ 

     ‘Don’t speak to me like that.’ The man’s deep voice quivered with rage and a loud 

crash sounded as an object hit a wall. 

     ‘Yeah that’s right, why don’t you wreck the place while you’re here?’ 
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     The argument went on and on, until at last Helen’s father bellowed, ‘Don’t think I’ll 

bail you out this time – you can pay the damn fine yourself!’ 

     ‘I will!’ 

     The front door slammed and silence fell. Jeremiah thought how nice and quiet it 

was and decided to take a little nap. He started to slide to the floor when Helen burst 

in. 

     ‘Oh no you don’t.’ She caught him before he could complete his dive into oblivion. 

‘There’s a nice couch out here you can lie on.’ 

     The sofa proved very comfortable. As he lay back he heard her murmur, ‘I know 

where I’ve seen you before. You’re a street musician like me.’ The argument with her 

father must have reminded her. Jeremiah had passed her dozens of times outside 

the train station on the way to his own pitch.  

     He closed his eyes and floated away into the calm embrace of unconsciousness. 

* 

Joe followed Zeb towards a set of large, ornate gates. As the two men reached 

them, they started to open. 

     ‘That’s lucky.’ Zeb took a step forward, but Joe yanked him back. 

     ‘Watch out!’ 

     A large, black car screeched out of the opening, only narrowly missing the two 

men. They stared after it as it tore down the road, leaving tyre tracks on the tarmac. 

     Behind them, the gates clanged shut. 

     ‘Whoever that was needs to watch where they’re going,’ Joe remarked. He looked 

back at the gates. ‘What is this place?’  

     Zeb brushed some dirt off his coat sleeve. ‘It belongs to Sir Hector Greycheck.’ 

     ‘The Sir Hector Greycheck?’ 
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     Zeb nodded. 

    ‘But he’s-’ 

    ‘The biggest liar and cheat that ever had the nerve to call himself a benefactor of 

the people and a father to his country - in other words a politician.’ 

     ‘Correct on all counts,’ Joe agreed. ‘So what’re we doing here?’ 

     ‘This is where our girl lives, the one I told you used to work with us.’ 

     Joe frowned. ‘I don’t understand. Why would she live in a place like this?’ 

     With a wry smile, Zeb said, ‘She’s Greycheck’s daughter.’ 

     Before his friend could ask any more questions, he stepped up to the intercom, 

fixed to one of the gateposts, and pressed a keypad on its surface; a high pitch buzz 

sounded. 

     ‘Hello?’ a crackly female voice responded. 

     ‘Helen?’ 

     ‘Yes. Who’s this?’ 

     He grinned at the abruptness of the reply; still as brisk and forthright as ever. ‘It’s 

me – Zeb Tully.’ 

     Silence fell. He started to speak again, but was interrupted when the intercom 

burst back into life. ‘What the hell do you want?’ 

     Joe raised an eyebrow. ‘Charmin’.’ 

     Another grin and Zeb said, ‘Let me in and I’ll tell you.’ 

     ‘Go stick your head up your-’ 

     ‘Helen, quit it. You know if you don’t let me in, you’ll only wonder what I wanted.’ 

     Silence again, followed a second later by another buzz and a click; the gates 

swung open. 
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     As they drove up the drive, Joe gave Zeb an uneasy look. ‘Not exactly all 

sunshine and smiles, is she? What makes you think she’ll tell us anything - if there’s 

anything to tell?’ 

     ‘Because despite our – er – differences, Helen’s always been a sucker for a sob 

story. When we tell her about Jeremiah, she’ll go out of her way to help us.’ 

     Joe shrugged. ‘If you say so.’ 

     When they reached the house a figure stood in the doorway, silhouetted against 

the light from the hall. Zeb drew in a shaky breath and dug his hands in his pockets. 

As they got nearer, Helen stepped back and he could at last see her face. She 

hadn’t changed. Her green eyes were as bright as ever and her hair as golden. 

Images flooded his memory: the taste of her lips, the feel of her in his arms. They 

were so evocative he almost gasped. Then he saw the scowl and memories of 

another sort – bitter and unwelcome - drove away the sweet and left only the sour. 

     ‘Hello, Helen,’ he greeted her, surprised at how calm his voice sounded. 

     ‘Like I said, what d’you want?’ 

     ‘Nice,’ Joe murmured. 

     ‘I need your help,’ Zeb continued as if she’d not spoken. ‘I wouldn’t ask, but it’s 

important.’ 

     ‘It always is.’ Arms folded she glared at him, after which she directed her gaze at 

Joe. ‘Who’s this?’ 

     ‘A friend of mine, his name’s-’ 

     ‘Friend? You don’t have friends, just people you use until it suits you to get rid of 

‘em.’ 

     Zeb felt his face heat up, but before he could speak Joe stepped forward and 

flashed a smile that took Helen completely off guard. 
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     He held out a hand. ‘Joe Ambrose, nice to meet you at last.’ 

     ‘Er- you too. He’s told you about me, then?’ Helen nodded at Zeb. 

     ‘A lot,’ Joe lied, ‘all good.’ 

     ‘Look, can we come in?’ Zeb interrupted. 

     ‘No, I’ve a guest with me. Besides which I don’t want my space polluted by your 

presence. Sorry,’ she added to Joe, ‘nothing against you.’ 

     He smiled again. ‘We need to ask you just one question. Will you answer it?’ 

     Helen shrugged. ‘Depends.’ 

     ‘We’re looking for someone we believe is in this area. He’s hurt and we want to 

get him to a hospital.’ 

     Zeb watched Helen keenly and saw the tell-tale twitch of her lips – she knew 

something. ‘It’s a young man we’re looking for; he’s about seventeen - eighteen 

years old and he’s mixed race Elwyn.’ 

     ‘W-What? Did you say Elwyn?’ She looked from one to the other, then gestured.’ 

You’d better come in.’ 

     They followed her up to the flat. She led the way into the living room. 

     ‘Is this who you’re looking for?’ Helen gestured at the couch. 

     ‘Jeremiah!’ Joe hurried forward. He glanced round at the other two, face split in a 

huge grin.  

     Zeb glanced down at the huddled form, noting the bloodstains on the back of the 

stolen jacket. ‘Where’d you find him?’ 

     ‘Outside.’ Helen folded her arms again. ‘Who is he?’ 

     ‘His name’s Jeremiah Tully.’ 

     Her face paled. ‘You mean he’s Sylvan’s boy?’ 

     ‘Yes.’ 
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     ‘Bloody hell, the number of times I’ve seen him in town busking and I never 

knew.’ Helen let out a harsh laugh. ‘Why’s he hanging around with you? I thought 

you said-’  

     ‘I know what I said. No need to go over it.’ 

    Joe looked back and forth between them. ‘Listen folks let’s not get into a row. We 

should-’ 

     Helen stalked up to Zeb. ‘You left that boy to rot. You allowed Sylvan to dump him 

and then walked away.’ 

     ‘It wasn’t like that, I didn’t have a choice.’ 

     She held his gaze. ‘Sure you did and you made it, you cut him loose.’ Helen 

glanced over at Jeremiah again. ‘Look at the state of him.’ 

     ‘That wasn’t my fault.’ 

     ‘Huh, the same old mantra.’ 

     When she looked him up and down, Zeb just about resisted the urge to scream at 

her. She’d always been judgemental, one of the many reasons they’d drifted apart. 

“Drifted,” wrenched more like. He forced his attention back to Joe. ‘We’ll take him to 

St Benedict’s Hospital, and before you say anything, I’m not taking him back to the 

airport.’  

     Joe nodded and dug out his mobile phone. ‘I’ve a friend or two at St Bernie’s; I’ll 

let them know we’re on our way.’   

     Zeb went over to the door, paused, and looked at Helen where she stood with her 

back to him. ‘It’s been nice to see you again.’ 

     There was no mistaking the sarcasm and she turned to face him, lips parted, 

ready to hurl abuse. Zeb shook his head. ‘I’ll wait outside.’  

* 
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     He stood on the doorstep and raised his face to the early morning breeze. 

Birdsong broke out amongst the trees and a smile touched his lips; it had been a 

long time since he’d heard a sound quite so beautiful.  

     Across the lawn, the branches of the trees waved in the gentle wind. Zeb walked 

over to them. It wasn’t often the chance presented itself to get close to anything 

other than brick and stone. He leaned against a trunk and released a long sigh.  

     Looking for a distraction from the argument with Helen, his thoughts turned to the 

recent confrontation with Sylvan. If it hadn’t been for her stubbornness, he wouldn’t 

have had to spend half his life in search of her father’s damn spell book. Then again, 

if his own father hadn’t messed around with things best left well alone, he wouldn’t 

have needed the stupid book.  

     Apart from the spells it contained, it also held other information that could lead to 

a cure for his own “condition.” Zeb lowered his head and tried not to think about what 

lay deep within his very being, a part of him which went against all his beliefs. 

     Suddenly the birds fell silent, as if a switch had been thrown. A movement from 

the left caused Zeb to step back. Fear tightened his throat and his guts turned to 

water. Twin pinpricks of red glowed with evil intent and a huge pair of hands seized 

his throat. Instinct made him grab their owner’s wrists, but the pressure on his neck 

proved too much and he felt his knees begin to sag. Even as he continued to 

struggle, darkness overwhelmed him and consciousness slipped away. 
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19 

 

Waves of tension flooded the darkness, bringing with them discordant colours that 

jarred the senses. Howls fractured the silence and chased away peace, but not 

sleep. 

     Jeremiah knew he was dreaming, but it still felt real for all that. He fought against 

it but, the more he struggled the louder the sounds and the brighter the colours 

became. 

     Then a face shimmered into view - Zeb. His eyes were closed, but Jeremiah 

knew he wasn’t asleep. Dead? Maybe. Or if not he soon would be.  

     Once again Jeremiah struggled to free himself and this time succeeded. 

     He sat up with a gasp. Joe turned from where he stood talking to Helen. 

     ‘Hey, it’s okay, chill out.’ He laid a hand on Jeremiah’s arm and peered into his 

face. ‘What’s the matter – bad dream?’ 

     Zeb, it’s Zeb. He was here – now he’s gone. Where is he? Frustration rose at Joe’s 

bafflement. Helen stepped forward. 

     ‘Here,’ she said, holding out a pen and piece of paper, ‘write it down.’ 

     Jeremiah hastily did as she suggested, then thrust the piece of paper back at her. 

When she’d finished reading it, she handed it to Joe.  

     ‘Zeb’s okay. He just went outside to get some air.’ 

     Jeremiah’s shoulders slumped, why wouldn’t they listen?     

     Joe slanted a look at him. ‘I guess it won’t do any harm to check.’ He headed for 

the door. When Jeremiah tried to get up, he added, ‘No, you stay here. If anything 

has happened, I don’t want to have to worry about you as well.’ 

      Jeremiah watched him go and then sat back and closed his eyes. 
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     ‘Are you okay?’ Helen asked. He nodded and heard her move towards the 

kitchen. 

     ‘I’ll make some coffee,’ she said. 

     A door opened in his mind and Jeremiah prepared to step through it. He didn’t 

want to do this, especially after what happened when he’d been chased by the 

Wannabees, but he couldn’t wait for Joe’s return, he needed to know about Zeb right 

now.  Steeling himself, Jeremiah reached out and touched Joe’s thoughts and as he 

made contact, his inner vision swam into focus and he found himself looking out 

through Joe’s eyes. 

     Together they made their way down to the hall. Jeremiah felt Joe shiver with a 

premonition of dread. He sensed the man’s attempt to shrug it off and his failure to 

do so. 

     They reached the front door and Joe opened it. A deserted driveway met their 

combined gaze. Joe cleared his throat to call his friend’s name, but no sound 

emerged. Jeremiah almost choked on his host’s fear. Terror permeated the man, 

anchoring his feet to the ground. He unwittingly shared the sudden knowledge with 

Jeremiah that Zeb had been taken by something that would not give him up.  

     Sweat beaded Joe’s forehead as he stared over at the trees on the far side of the 

lawn. All remained still, as if frozen in time.  

     He retreated into the hall and pushed the door shut. Deep down the shame of 

cowardice reared its ugly head, but what else could he do? Whatever lurked out 

there in the grey morning light was too strong. Such power should not exist.  

     As fast as his legs would take him, Joe, along with his unseen passenger, 

returned to the apartment. 
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     Once again back in his own head, Jeremiah glared up at Joe. Find him – you have to 

find him 

     Joe surmised what he meant and shook his head. ‘No amount of searching can 

bring him back from where he’s gone.’ 

    Helen put down the tray she was carrying and fronted up to him.  ‘Zeb’s missing? 

Then what the hell’s the matter with you? We need to find him.’ 

     Jeremiah pushed himself to his feet.  Joe held out a hand to stop him. ‘Where’re 

you off to?’ 

     ‘Probably to find Zeb,’ Helen said. When Jeremiah nodded, she added, ‘me too.’ 

     ‘You wouldn’t know where to start,’ Joe protested.  

     She gave him a level look. ‘We’ll begin with the gardens and move on from there.’ 

     ‘You don’t know what you’re talking about,’ Joe shouted. He took a deep breath 

and then blew it out, as if to rid himself of something. ‘Wait, I’m sorry. Let me at least 

get some people together to help look.’ He got his phone out. 

     Helen raised an eyebrow. ‘So you know where Zeb might be?’  

     A crooked smile quirked Joe’s lips. ‘My Grandmother would be proud of me. She 

was an Obeah woman, could sense evil spirits – I think I must have inherited a little 

of her talent.’ 

     ‘What d’you mean?’ 

     His face sobered. ‘When I went outside, I felt – I dunno – a presence, evil. I could 

almost taste it, have tasted it before.’ He looked at Jeremiah, who remained in the 

doorway. ‘You were right boy, Zeb’s in real danger, if he’s still alive. I think he’s been 

taken by a Night-Ganger. It probably took him back to its den.’ 

     Helen gave an incredulous laugh. ‘A Night-Ganger, you’re joking – right?’ 

     ‘No. Now let me make that call.’ 
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     Jeremiah sat down again. As so often in times of stress he reached for his bag, 

but paused, hand outstretched and a thoughtful look on his face. Joe noticed his 

expression and at once became wary. 

     ‘What is it, boy?’ 

     He snatched up the discarded piece of paper, turned it over and wrote: I have an 

idea. If Zeb’s been taken by a Night Ganger, if we can find out where, I know a way 

to control it, to make it let Zeb go. 

     Joe stared at Jeremiah in astonishment.  ‘What d’you mean?  

     The pen skittered across the paper. Whenever I play my flute, it drives Ezra crazy, 

I mean really crazy. 

     Joe shrugged, still baffled. ‘So what?’ 

     Jeremiah braced himself. It drives him crazy because he’s an ogre. 

     Silence for a second, then Helen said, ‘An ogre - Ezra’s an ogre?’ 

     Jeremiah nodded. 

     Joe started to speak, but she got there first.  

     ‘Hang on a sec, let’s get this straight. You do mean an actual ogre – you’re not 

being metaphorical are you?’ 

     Jeremiah shook his head. 

     ‘How do you know?’ Joe demanded. 

     Again Jeremiah scribbled furiously. I’ve always known. Kids pick up on these 

things. I used to read a lot when I was younger, until Ezra found out and burnt all 

my books – except one - which I managed to hide. I’ve still got it; it’s a book of Elwyn 

fairytales. One of the stories is about a young Elwyn hero, who saves his village from 

an ogre raid. He and some of his friends drive them off by playing a magical Elwyn 

melody, called a Tripolas.   
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     Joe shook his head. ‘We knew the Gangers were the foot soldiers, kind of 

watered down versions of the ogres,’ he said, ‘but history tells us that the ogres 

themselves were wiped out in the last invasion. I thought we only had the Gangers to 

contend with.’ He sighed. ‘Makes you wonder how many more of ‘em are still out 

there.’ 

    Helen placed a gentle hand on Jeremiah’s arm. ‘Weren’t you scared?’ 

     He nodded, then wrote: There’s a melody inscribed on the flute, it might be a 

Tripolas, but I’ve always been too scared to play it.  

     Joe continued to look at him for a second, then flipped open his phone. ‘Well I 

don’t know about all this, boy, so I’m still gonna call in reinforcements.’  

      He went into the kitchenette and spent five minutes in a muttered conversation.  

When he’d finished and returned to the living room, Helen said, ‘Did you manage to 

contact anyone?’  

     ‘Yes. Big Fred said he’d get as many volunteers as he could. He’ll be waiting for 

us. We think it might be one of the Bridge-street-gangers who got Zeb. They’re the 

worst of the lot and not above a bit of trophy hunting. Zeb has a reputation amongst 

the Street Warriors. If one of them caught him, then their kudos would shoot sky 

high.’  

     He made for the door, paused and looked back. ‘Coming?’ he said. 

     Zeb’s car was where he’d left it. He still had the keys, of course, but Joe had led a 

colourful life and soon hot-wired the ignition.  

     He pulled up at a set off traffic lights and as they waited for the signal to change, 

he said to Helen, ‘You’ve known Zeb for years, right?’ 

     She nodded. 
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      ‘Did you know about Ezra too, that he’s one of the very creatures we’re 

supposed to be fighting?’ 

     She looked up, startled. ‘No, of course not. I just thought Zeb and Sylvan were 

shirking their responsibilities and had fobbed Jeremiah off with the first person they 

came across. I’ve never met Ezra, let alone knew what he really is.’         

     Joe ran a hand over his hair, exasperation and anger evident in his voice. ‘Sorry, 

but I had to ask. I was in the dark about Ezra too. All I know about him is what Zeb 

told me. He never said anything about him being an...‘ 

     ‘Ogre? Helen supplied. ‘Why would he? Anyway, right now it’s not important. 

Rescuing Zeb is, if only to get some answers out of him.’ 

     ‘Don’t you think I know that!’ Joe lowered his voice. ‘He’s betrayed everything we 

stand for. But Jeremiah’s plan is crazy. It won’t work. Granted the Gangers have 

certain similarities to Ezra’s type, but the fact remains they’re not the same kind of 

creature.’ 

     ‘You don’t know that for sure. They might be some sort of offshoot.  Anyway, 

they’re less powerful.’ 

     ‘They’re still ten times stronger than the average human,’ Joe retorted. Before 

Helen could speak again, he pointed at Jeremiah. ‘You’re in no condition to join this 

fight. I’m layin’ down the law, you’re not comin with us. I’ll drop you off at a safe 

house.’ 

     Face flushed with anger, Jeremiah shook his head and thumped the back of the 

seat.  

     Joe gave him a level look. ‘No good throwin’ a tantrum, boy. You’re not coming. 

Besides, I believe in more practical methods of attack than just playin’ music at those 
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savages.’ He reached into a pocket and withdrew a bulky metal object. ‘We have a 

few of these,’ he said and brandished a Glock pistol. 

     Realising there was no point in further argument, Jeremiah slumped back. 

     ‘Right, it’s decided, Joe said.  

     The lights changed and they moved off. 

* 

Hidden deep amongst the trees, Ezra had seen three people leave the stone den. 

His eyes were streaming with tears from the approaching daylight and he couldn’t 

make out who they were, but he wasn’t interested anyway. 

     He stared down at the unconscious Zeb, hands clenched as he prepared to claim 

his prize. Since his memory had returned, he realised just how much he’d longed for 

this moment. Buried deep in his subconscious the lust for revenge on those who’d 

wronged him had now reached fever pitch.  

     As he grabbed Zeb’s throat, the muscles in his arms flexed and tensed. Ezra 

placed his fingers just so in order to sever the head from the body. The wrench of 

cartilage, as the spinal cord snapped and, the final rip as the skull came free would 

signal the full return of his real self. 

     He shifted his feet for optimum balance, flexed his fingers and once again took a 

firm hold on Zeb’s neck - then stopped. His old persona had returned, but what to do 

next? In his other life he’d been a leader – a war leader. Could he return to being the 

landlord of a houseful of Dragash? No. If he was to reclaim his former status, he 

needed followers. 

     A grin worked itself onto his face. The-Bridge-Street- Gangers! He glanced down 

at his prisoner. For once in his life Zebediah Tully would prove useful – as a 

bargaining tool.  
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     Ezra flung the limp body over his shoulder, as though it weighed no more than a 

doll. The-Bridge-Street-Gangers would already have a Machtalie or leader, but that 

shouldn’t prove a problem. Whoever they were would not last long, not once he’d 

staked his claim. 

     A short while later Ezra parked at the top of Bridge Street, switched off the lorry’s 

engine, and then sat lost in thought. He wasn’t endowed with great intelligence, but 

did possess cunning. He’d come to realise his quest for money in this world had 

been a poor substitute for the power he’d possessed as a lieutenant in the demon 

army. He wanted that power back. 

     A few metres ahead, on the left hand side of the street, stood a row of railway 

arches, the home of the-bridge-street-gangers. Ezra scanned the deserted road and 

then jumped out of the cab. He grabbed Zeb’s inert body and once again hoisted it 

over his shoulder. 

     He loped across to the double doors that guarded the arches’ entrance and 

shoved them open with a booted foot. As he entered the semi-darkness, his eyes 

ceased to prickle and water. He took a deep breath of satisfaction and moved down 

a passage, towards a distant red glow. 

     When he reached the end, he found himself on the periphery of a circular 

chamber, in the middle of which a great fire blazed. Across the far side was a 

lopsided armchair, filled by a figure drawn from nightmare. Ezra stepped towards it. 

The other occupants of the chamber turned to stare at him; the figure in the chair 

didn’t move. 

     He threw Zeb to the ground and waited. By far the largest of the creatures in that 

place, he wallowed in his strength. The Gangers stared back at him, their 
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expressions varying from fear to cautious challenge. Ezra moved nearer to the 

armchair and its occupant. He jerked a thumb over his shoulder. 

     ‘I bring a gift for you, an enemy of your people and mine.’ 

     The figure squinted past him to where Zeb lay. It got up, walked over to him, and 

prodded his ribs with one of its feet. When he didn’t stir, the figure turned back to 

face Ezra.  

     ‘This be eater of souls,’  

     Ezra nodded. ‘You know him. For years he’s tried to drive you from this city, but 

has not succeeded.’ 

     The figure appeared to consider this and then nodded. ‘Ess. We hunt him times 

many, but no catches. Why you bring him here?’ 

     With a grin, Ezra made a short bow. ‘I bring him to you as a gift, my queen.’ 

     Again the figure appeared to consider this. ‘Youse lies to me, I rip out tongue and 

slit belly wide ways.’ 

     Ezra remained silent. He’d said enough for the moment. Gangers were 

notoriously fickle when it came to loyalty to those who led them. The only thing they 

respected was strength, which meant he’d have to challenge their queen; it was just 

a matter of choosing the right moment. 

     He smirked. No problem. 
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Sylvan reached out through the gloom. Overhead lightening flickered, electric blue 

and stark white, forcing her to squint against the brightness. Then it vanished as 

quickly as it had appeared. She stumbled forward, her usual grace stolen by the 

darkness.   

     She halted, drew back her shoulders and closed her eyes. It could be supposed 

an exercise in futility, but she needed to focus, to find out what this sightless dream 

was about.  

     The seconds ticked by and then she saw an image of her speechless son. Before 

resistance could be called up, Sylvan found herself inside his thoughts and learned 

at once of Zeb’s kidnapping and her offspring’s intentions. 

     ‘Please, Miss, you’re hurting me.’ 

     Sylvan looked down at the anguished face of the woman she’d been treating. Her 

fingers were wrapped about the patient’s ulcerated arm and she stepped back with a 

grimace of distaste. She never touched her patients if at all possible.  

     What on earth possessed her?  Meeting Jeremiah had addled her thoughts and 

tangled them about the child, now a youth. It’d been years since she’d used the 

telepathic connections, prevalent amongst pure Elwyns. Jeremiah was a half-breed 

and should not have had the ability to use the thought pathways. And how dare he 

send a message to her? Then it occurred that perhaps the boy didn’t know he 

possessed such a gift, that the message had been an unconscious effort to seek 

help. Not from her in particular, but to anyone who might be listening. 

     Sylvan focused on her patient again and started to offer practised words of 

reassurance, but then changed her mind.  
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     ‘Finish up here,’ she instructed her assistant. ‘I have to be somewhere else.’ 

     As she climbed into her car, she tried to shrug off the idea that maternal instinct 

impelled her to help her son. She focused instead on the lessons she’d learned at 

her father’s feet. Again and again he’d stressed Jeremiah must fulfil his destiny, but 

how could he do that if he was dead?  

     Sylvan divined from the brief contact that her son intended to use the Lalait to 

destroy the beast holding Zebediah Tully. Yes, that was the instrument’s purpose, to 

drive off the world’s enemies, but not in this particular instance. She had to stop him 

before he destroyed both himself and it.  

     Treachery sneaked into her brain. Let Zebediah Tully sink or swim by his own 

efforts and leave her son out of it. 

     As she drove Sylvan tried to re-establish contact with Jeremiah, but it was as if 

he’d retreated behind a brick wall. There was no sign of his presence on the thought 

pathways.  

     She glanced up at the sky. Even though it was only seven in the morning, the 

daylight had begun to fade. Lightning flashed across the sullen clouds. What she 

feared had come true, the Mahali, the day of reckoning, had arrived just as Questial 

foretold. But surely it’d come too soon? The prophecy said the Mahali would be 

brought about when the Grey one gathered his armies. There’d been no sign that 

such an event had taken place. As the realisation that things were moving too fast 

sank in, Sylvan wondered if there might not be a choice about Jeremiah using the 

Lalait after all. 

     She slammed on the brakes. A quick search through her bag produced a slim 

book bound in calfskin. The sigil of a single eye stared back from the tome’s surface; 

Questial’s Luccia or gallery of spells. She rested the book on the steering wheel and 
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sat back; it was time to call on its contents. She could only hope her father’s 

research into the Otherworld’s incantations proved more accurate than his 

predictions. 

     Sylvan got out of the car and began to walk east. Unfamiliar with these streets, 

the Mahali’s influence nevertheless drew her unerringly on. 

* 

Through a headache the size of a mountain, Zeb listened to the harsh voices grunt 

and mewl. At first he thought he was still unconscious and caught in the throes of a 

nightmare. His mouth tasted foul and he tried to swallow, but his throat was too dry. 

Despite this, after a moment or two, his head cleared and the memory of being 

attacked flooded back.      

     He opened his eyes a little and flinched, as harsh red light bored into his pupils. 

By the sound of the Street-Speak he’d been brought to a Ganger Den. Which faction 

didn’t matter, the important thing was to get out of there in one piece.   

     He discovered he lay on his side, bound hands clutched to his chest as if in 

prayer. The stench of the place reached epic proportions. The rank air hung heavy 

with the smell of raw meat, mingled with the odour of faeces and urine, overlaid by 

an unsavoury bouquet of unwashed clothes and body odour. It filled his nostrils and 

brought with it the threat of uncontrolled vomiting.   

     A ceiling arched overhead, soot blackened from the open fire in the centre of the 

floor space, littered with bones and rotting offal. Then the glare of the flames was 

blocked out by a stocky figure, as it moved to stand in front of them. 

     ‘I don’t have to lie to you, oh Queen. I caught the Dragash and brought him here 

as a gift – as a feast.’ 
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     Zeb swallowed. So Ezra had followed through on the threat made when they’d 

argued about Jeremiah and the Elwyn Fayre. 

     On the other side of the fire, a huge silhouetted figure sat in a battered, lopsided 

armchair as if it was a throne. ‘I no hafta belief you. Feast yes, but not in honours of 

turd likes you. Feast in honours of turd likes me.’ 

     This brought laughter from the other Night-Gangers scattered about the chamber. 

They hooted and howled, until the seated figure raised a hand and the cacophony 

died into silence. When the queen moved into the firelight, Zeb almost closed his 

eyes again. He’d never seen anything quite so ugly. 

     Nokitia, queen of the-bridge-street-gangers, looked around her court. Her face 

was studded with warts. Rows of tiny silver hoops arched above her eyes, replacing 

her brows. Dried snot glistened beneath her nose and the thick mouth was shiny and 

red. As she swept the assembled courtiers with her imperious gaze, her multiple 

chins wobbled. Sausage-like fingers scratched at her tangled hair, which already 

stood up in wild tufts, uncombed and unwashed. Her corpulent body had been 

swathed in a garment that looked as if it’d been made from sacks. A pair of massive, 

swollen feet, with yellowed and split toenails, shuffled across the littered floor, 

careless of what they stepped on or in.  

    When she raised a heavy mottled arm, each and every Night-Ganger looked up at 

her as if they gazed upon a thing of rare beauty, and Zeb supposed she was – to 

them. 

     ‘I speaks now, youse listens. We feast on Dragash flesh; gives us strengths to 

death-kill other dirt-bags like him. Take them down, bring them to kneeses and 

claims all land about here for selves.’ She paused and her mud coloured eyes 
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shone. ‘Bridge Street Gangers reign overalls. We eats, we eats and gains back our 

soul strength.’ 

   ‘We eats, we eats.’ The crowd echoed their queen’s decree.     

     Ezra stepped in front of her.  ‘A queen needs a mate,’ he said and waited for her 

answer.  

     Zeb held his breath. In ogre culture, “courtship” was a short and brutal affair. 

Ezra’s words were a direct challenge to Nokita’s authority. If they became paired, as 

a male he would take precedence over her. From her enraged expression, it was 

obvious she had reigned alone for some time and would not give up her autonomy 

without a fight. Zeb prayed she would take up Ezra’s challenge. A fight between 

them might distract the Gangers and gain him some time in which to escape.     

     Smile fierce, but eyes shifty, Nokitia said, ‘I likes what youse says. Youse got guts 

to front up to old Nokitia. Youse shall head feast after all.’ She placed a hand on 

Ezra’s shoulder and led him towards the “throne.”  

     The Queen glanced to where Zeb lay. ‘Make meats tender to eats,’ she ordered. 

     Just before the first booted foot crashed into his ribs, Zeb caught a glimpse of the 

malicious look Nokitia directed at Ezra and realised if she had her way, there’d be a 

choice of dishes on the menu tonight. 

 

1 409 words approx 
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Sir Hector Greycheck’s study reflected his opulent lifestyle. He sat at an antique 

Chippendale Revival desk, its surface littered with papers. A mahogany sideboard 

from the same period, stood against the wall behind him. A silver tray, with a 

Tantalus containing three crystal decanters, had been placed on top of it. Cream 

damask drapes hung at the tall windows. The crystal chandelier provided muted 

lighting, which softened the vivid green of the silk wallpaper. In the background 

Tchaikovsky’s violin concerto played.  

     He glanced over to where the CD player was discreetly housed in an antique 

cabinet. In his present form he could just about put up with the music. He took every 

opportunity to subject himself to this form of Dragash culture, in order to strengthen 

his self-control. Even though it grated on his nerves, it also enhanced his image as a 

civilised, well educated man. It was a completely different kettle of rats when in his 

natural form. Anything remotely beautiful or civilised drove him to the edge of 

madness. He looked around. Everything in the room reflected wealth and exquisite 

taste, unusual in one of Greycheck’s type.  

     The sophisticated veneer had been hard won, but the impeccable manners and 

fine clothes didn’t quite smother what lay within. It gnawed away at his psyche day in 

day out, naming him traitor, calling him weak.      

     Greycheck looked down at his hands. They were fleshy, with thick fingers. Coarse 

black hair flecked the knuckles. Even the gold signet ring on the pinkie of his left 

hand gave them no grace; they were a visible reminder of what he was.  

     He looked up at the portrait hung above the desk. It’d been commissioned some 

time ago and showed him seated in a leather armchair, fingertips steepled and legs 
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crossed. The pose was meant to be relaxed, yet dignified. The thick lips held a slight 

smile and the artist had managed to make his grey eyes look kindly. Nonetheless the 

heavy brow that overshadowed them hinted at Neanderthal ancestry and the 

massive shoulders hulked beneath the expensive suit jacket. Greycheck sighed and 

looked away. Yes, high-priced haircuts, made-to-measure clothes, and handmade 

shoes went a long way to disguise the beast within. What they couldn’t do was 

change its nature. 

     Capped teeth bared in a snarl, Greycheck pushed up and away from the desk. He 

turned from side to side, filled with restlessness. He couldn’t venture out now, no 

matter how strong the urge. He glared at the spread of papers that awaited attention.  

There was work to do, palms to be greased, wheels to be oiled; a myriad of things to 

be dealt with, but the constant nag in his guts would not go away. 

     His head throbbed with an insistent beat and he cursed his high blood pressure – 

too much red meat – far too much. Greycheck licked his lips at the thought. No - 

business first - pleasure later.   

     He started back to his seat then paused. “Business,” there was a thought. Some 

of the tenants of the houses he owned, under another name of course, down near 

Bridge Street, had become fractious. They were refusing to pay their rents until their 

demands were met. Greycheck snorted. What the hell did he care if they lived in 

squalor, with no proper facilities and roofs that leaked? They were feckless pieces of 

filth that didn’t know the value of a day’s hard work. Time they were taught a lesson. 

     Pleased with the excuse, he snagged his jacket from the back of the chair. His 

face creased with pain, as he shrugged it on. Damn wound still hadn’t altogether 

healed. He let out a breath and headed for the door. Time to pay the enforcers a little 

visit and remind them why they were on the payroll. When that had been 
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accomplished it’d be getting dark and perhaps there’d be time to get a “take-away” 

on the way home. The thought made his mouth water. 

     Only when seated in his car did Greycheck realise the urge to hunt was even 

stronger than usual. He leaned forward and glanced up at the sky through the 

windscreen. His eyes widened at the sight of the black thunder clouds. If he didn’t 

know better, he’d swear they were the precursor of the Mahali. 

     ‘No, it can’t be. It’s too soon,’ he muttered. 

     Still unsure, he tried to shrug aside his doubts and put the car in gear. 

* 

‘End of the line, you two,’ Joe said as he pulled up outside a non-descript terraced 

house. 

     ‘No way,’ Helen protested. ‘You didn’t say anything about me taking a backseat.’ 

     Joe’s favoured her with a grim smile. ‘I’m not debatin’ this with you, Ms 

Greycheck. You either get out under your own power or I’ll carry you. Which is it to 

be?’ 

     Jeremiah pressed Helen’s hand and nodded towards the pavement. She darted 

him a quick look, then said, ‘Fine, but you’re a prize idiot, Joe Ambrose.’ 

     He managed to keep the smile in place, as Helen helped Jeremiah out of the car. 

‘They’re expecting you. Just knock at the door.’  

     The vehicle sped off. 

     Helen looked up and down the deserted road. ‘So now what?’  

    When he mouthed the words, “Bridge Street” at her, she grabbed his arm. ‘You 

sure about this? You’re hurt and…’ 

     He waved a hand in dismissal and started to walk; she quickly followed. 

     ‘How d’you know that’s where Zeb’s being held? Joe was only guessing.’ 
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     Jeremiah shrugged. 

     Helen snorted out a laugh. ‘Don’t give me that mystic Elwyn crap. Anyway, you’re 

not even pure Elwyn. Joe told me you’re mixed race.’ 

     He glowered at her. It was true, but he didn’t need the reminder. All his life he’d 

been put in a box labelled damaged goods, neither one thing nor the other: mentally 

inferior, incapable of proper emotions and all the rest of the rubbish that went along 

with not being “pure.”  

     Anger made his face heat up and he felt glad of it. It differed from the usual 

despair and apathy, and gave him the spur needed to put aside any doubts. It drove 

away the fear that he was about to commit suicide by walking into the monster’s lair. 

Then again he’d lived with such a creature for most of his life.      

     Helen bit her lip. ‘I-I’m sorry I didn’t mean to…’ She hung her head. ‘I know what 

it’s like to be an outcast.’ 

     Jeremiah raised an eyebrow. What would the daughter of a rich, influential 

politician know about being pushed around and treated like dirt?  

     She gave him a wry smile. ‘I know what you’re thinking, but my father despises 

me. He considers me a major obstacle to his career.’ 

     With a shake off his head, Jeremiah turned away. It wasn’t the same thing at all. 

At least she’d known her parents, had, he presumed, lived in a decent home, been 

given a decent education; she didn’t know how lucky she was. 

     They reached the end of the street where Jeremiah paused to get his 

bearings. He dug out the paper and pen he’d brought with him and scribbled: When 

Joe said he thought Zeb had been taken by Night-Gangers you seemed surprised, 

why? 
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     Helen hesitated, then replied, ‘Because like Elwyns, Night-Gangers don’t frequent 

the area I live in.’ 

     He looked a question at her. 

     ‘I think it’s because my father pays them not to.’ 

     More scribbling: You mean he has Night-Gangers in his pay? 

     Helen shrugged. ‘Perhaps. I don’t know anything for sure.’ 

     A scowl crossed Jeremiah’s face. If it was true, and Greycheck should get wind of 

Zeb’s capture, it would be a feather in his nest. To claim the credit for having rid 

society of someone seen as a major troublemaker,  would be a huge weapon in the 

politician’s arsenal. It would bring him kudos; offset any enquiries into his behaviour. 

Greycheck would be hailed a hero – officially at least; most of the population were 

too cowed to give voice against what went on in their name. Be that as it may, there 

was no time to worry about it; they’d just have to find Zeb before Greycheck did.  

     If he was still alive. 

 

1,368 words approx 
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Fists, feet, and fingernails pummelled, ripped and clawed into every part of Zeb’s 

body. His clothes were left in shreds from the attack. The agony brought on waves of 

nausea and he almost choked on his own vomit.      

     Then Nokitia’s voice rang out. ‘Enough. Leaves meat to settle, come homage-

make to feast-bringer.’ 

     Through eyes swollen to slits, Zeb peered beyond the fire to where the Gangers 

gathered to pay obeisance to Ezra. The belt around his wrists had worked loose, but 

the second he tried to get free he almost passed out. Rage at his helplessness 

sparked a fury that built and built, until...  Zeb forced himself to stand and then to 

take a step forward. He felt his balance waver. The next second he crashed to the 

floor.  

     At the other side of the chamber Ezra sat in the place of honour and watched with 

amusement, as the Night-Gangers cavorted in celebration of the coming feast. They 

twirled and leapt around the fire, their antics accompanied by howls and ululations.  

Zeb tried to get up again. There wasn’t much time left. Once the frenzy reached its 

peak then his life would be gone, swallowed by a hundred hungry mouths. 

     As if to confirm this thought a couple of Night-Gangers set a huge iron spit over 

the fire. Another wielded a large knife, the rhythm of the blade against the 

sharpening steel providing a beat for the dancers. Yet another pair dragged a 

battered old table into view. Large enough to hold a body, its surface was scarred by 

dozens of score marks. Dark stains covered almost every centimetre. Restraints 

were attached to each corner.   

     Nokitia held up a hand. ‘Brings meat to table. Time to eats.’ 
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     Raucous cheers greeted this. Zeb closed his eyes and waited to be dragged to 

his death. The seconds ticked by and nothing happened. A roar of outrage rent the 

air and he opened his eyes in time to see Ezra surrounded by Gangers. The howl 

hadn’t come from him, but from one of the Street Warriors, lying on the floor, blood 

pouring from his nose and mouth.  

     As more of the Gangers threw themselves at Ezra, he swelled in size and ferocity 

tossing them aside as if they were toys. Nokitia stood apart from the melee and 

gawped in outraged astonishment, as the transformed ogre decimated her ranks. 

     At last those still on their feet drew back and Ezra, eyes blazing red, glared down 

at them. Nokitia’s voice broke the silence. ‘You be war leader from legend.’  She 

shook her tousled head. ‘You no takes Nokitia’s tribe, you no...’ 

     Her words were cut off when Ezra seized her around the throat, lifted her from her 

feet and hurled her clear across the chamber. She smashed into a wall, slid down it, 

and lay in a crumpled heap. A murmur arose from the Gangers as they stared at 

their queen, then as one they turned towards Ezra and bowed. 

     Zeb stared at the transformed figure and at last recognised it as his attacker at 

the marina. Terror had overcome him that night, but not this time.  

     He got to his feet. ‘Betsala’ he murmured. 

     Ezra turned to face him, lip curled in a sneer. ‘Ain’t this a surprise?’ he said, ‘the 

saintly Zeb a half Dragash. Who’d have thought it?’ He started forward, prepared to 

meet Zeb’s challenge, but stopped when Nokitia, her face wild, suddenly reared up 

and flung herself at him. 

* 

Night became day, as the Mahali rolled in on waves of thunder. People stopped to 

stare up at the livid sky with a mixture of fear and awe. An old and primal instinct 
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crept through their collective memory, warning them this was no ordinary storm. It 

would shred apart their drab existence and replace it with something even worse.      

     In the shops and streets, on the marina and around the warehouses, people 

trembled with a nameless fear. A conflux of forces had begun to gather, not just in 

the sky, but somewhere amidst their very ranks.      

     Jeremiah and Helen huddled in a doorway and watched the skies too.  

     He realised something momentous was about to happen. It felt as if doors had 

opened in his mind, allowing access to parts of his brain he never knew existed; the 

power of it filled him with terror. Images sleeted across his inner vision.  

     Without warning, an incredible force tugged at his body and his inner self broke 

free of its fleshly bonds. His mouth opened in a silent cry of agony. It felt as if his skin 

had been stripped away. Then the pain vanished, as his astral being sped up 

towards the churning mass of clouds.  

     It was incredible – he’d never experienced such weightlessness and freedom. 

Arms outspread, Jeremiah flew onwards fear forgotten as he revelled in his 

newfound prowess. 

     He looked down and his elation vanished. On the street below, he could see 

himself standing motionless, face blank and mouth slightly open. Helen had hold of 

his arms, shaking him, but he knew she’d get no response. 

     Fear rose again, as he struggled to return to his body, but the unseen force 

continued to draw him upwards. He could see the whole of the city spread out, a 

sprawling jungle of chaos and despair. Then he plunged in amongst the cold, wet 

embrace of the clouds. They writhed and churned, forming into monstrous faces that 

leered and threatened.  
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      Lightning wrapped itself about him. Thunder crashed and roared, as the storm 

voiced its fury. Like a feather caught in a gale, Jeremiah was tossed from cloud to 

cloud; but he refused to submit. It would be too easy to give in and allow himself to 

dissolve into the maelstrom, to become a part of it. The clouds closed in around him, 

constantly shifting and changing, driven by the wind that howled out its rage and 

greed, threatening to obliterate the world and everyone in it. 

     Again, he tried to return to the solid ground, but the storm would not allow it. He 

flew over the streets and saw and heard it all... 

         

 ...Joe glanced at Big Fred and the others. Their faces were pale, but determined.  

This was no longer just a rescue mission; it had gone way beyond that with the 

coming of the storm. 

     ‘Let’s go,’ he said; his voice sounding strange in the charged atmosphere. 

      Joe’s expression held a hint of bafflement and Jeremiah tried to reach his mind, 

to warn him he was being manipulated, but as always his words remained unheard.  

     When Joe and his group ran West, Jeremiah was carried away on the seething 

clouds, across the city.     

      

     ...Coming in from the south, Sir Hector Greycheck slammed his foot down on the 

accelerator and the car’s engine roared. 

     The rain sheeted down, hissing like a thousand snakes. It poured through pipes 

and spread across pavements, foaming and spluttering along gutters, swamping 

everything in its path. Heedless of the danger, he increased speed even more, 

spurred on by both his own nature and the malign influence of the Mahali.... 
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 ...The car dwindled into the distance as the storm transported Jeremiah away. He 

found himself looking down on the back alleys and hideouts of those who would 

bring the city to its knees.  

     Amongst the tangled streets and litter strewn passages, the Wannabes ceased 

their petty vandalism and emerged into the open. They moved like automaton, drawn 

towards Bridge Street by some unseen power... 

      

...As he was returned back the way he’d come, it seemed to Jeremiah’s tortured 

spirit that the Mahali was gathering all the good and bad to one place, to one instant 

of time when the gateway between light and darkness stood open; only a little, but it 

would take just a nudge to swing it wide. 

     Below him he could see the players in this unfolding drama travelling across the 

city, drawn towards Bridge Street, ready to commence battle. Even as they drew 

together, he felt the threat of despair and renewed his efforts to break free and return 

to his body – then he saw her... 

 

...Hair plastered to her head and garments clinging to her slender frame, Sylvan 

stopped at the top of Bridge Street. In her right hand she held her father’s Luccia. 

     At the other end of the street, Joe and his foot soldiers stared at the railway 

arches that housed their enemy and held their leader prisoner.  

     Wannabes marched in mindless rhythm, as Greycheck’s car screeched past them 

into Bridge Street.  

     All that were to be included in this war were now present - apart from one. With a 

final effort, Jeremiah broke free of the storm’s grip.  

* 
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He blinked and gasped. Helen was still gripping his arms, 

     ‘Are you all right? What happened?’ 

     Jeremiah patted her hand and attempted to smile. He opened his backpack and 

drew out the pouch. He hefted it in his hand. The contents felt heavy, as if they too 

carried the weight of responsibility he now bore. When the flute was assembled, he 

gestured at Helen to follow and began to walk the short distance left to Bridge Street.  

     The Mahali rode in on the wind and rain, a portent of horror. 

     As he glanced up, Jeremiah wondered what hope remained for the world. 

Someone, or something, had summoned it for one purpose only. Soaked to the skin 

he felt not just cold, but chilled to the bone by the knowledge that the day had come 

when creatures of Ezra’s ilk would triumph. There’d no longer be differences 

between Elwyns and Norms; they’d be too busy fighting for survival against a 

common enemy. 

     He looked at the silver flute and wondered if something so fragile could put a stop 

to all this. He stared along Bridge Street to where the separate groups stood in a 

frozen tableau, as though waiting for a signal to begin. Fragile or not, the flute 

remained the only thing between this world and Armageddon.   

     Overhead the sky continued to churn, black clouds roiling like water in a cauldron. 

Ears deadened by the deafening silence that suddenly descended, the gathered 

warriors looked up, then back at each other. 

     No one moved - no one so much as coughed. The tension continued to mount, 

until it was shattered by a roar of pure fury.  Later on, no one could be sure who let 

loose the bellow that triggered the battle. Names were mentioned, boasts were 

made, but it was never established for certain. However, it was of no consequence.  
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All that mattered, right there and then, was that the signal to commence battle had 

been given. 

 

1,777 words approx 
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Chapter 23 

 

Jeremiah jerked Helen aside, as the opposing groups converged on the railway 

arches in a mass of struggling, shouting bodies. As the rush for the arches 

continued, he caught a glimpse of Sylvan pressed back against a wall, trying to keep 

out of the path of a group of oncoming Wannabes. They charged past, brandishing 

broken bottles, planks of wood, anything they’d been able to grab.  

     When Joe led his followers into battle, Jeremiah’s heart clenched with fear again. 

The car that had entered the street earlier revved its engine and tore towards the 

combatants. Bodies bounced off its bonnet and flanks, but Joe and his group 

managed to scramble clear.  

     The fighting carried on regardless. Streams of blood trickled across the road 

surface and mingled with the torrential rain, but were never quite washed away.  

Sylvan clamped a hand across her mouth and started to wretch. A part of Jeremiah’s 

mind, detached from the chaos all around, wondered why. As a healer, she should 

be well used to the sight of blood.  

     She wiped her mouth and looked up, her gaze locking with his. She stared at him 

wide-eyed, almost as though she’d never seen him before. For a brief moment, he 

could taste her thoughts as they raced through her brain: bitter realisation for the 

enormity of what she’d done to him, the sour flavour of regret for the wasted years, 

gone beyond recall. Feelings held in check for decades flooded back and left her 

pinned and helpless. Then another emotion overrode them all – resentment. 

Sylvan’s expression hardened and she brought a mental shutter crashing down, 

cutting the contact between them. 

     Stay out of my head! 
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     Jeremiah flinched away from her anger, then rallied. He wasn’t here for her; there 

were more important issues at stake. 

     A rending of metal sawed through the sodden atmosphere and all three of them 

stared at the car, still surrounded by the bodies of those it had mown down. What 

emerged from the vehicle caused them to stare in petrified horror. 

     The creature fought its way clear and then stood glowering around the road. 

Jeremiah held his breath and clung onto Helen. Literally rigid with fear, her eyes 

were riveted on the nightmare figure. Sylvan too remained motionless, her back hard 

up against the wall behind her. 

     Swinging its head from side to side, the creature at last focused on the sounds of 

battle, emanating from within the arches. It let loose a growl and clenched its fists, 

before loping towards the entrance.    

       ‘Oh my God,’ Helen whispered, ‘it’ll kill them all.’ 

     Jeremiah knew she was right. He looked down at the flute and wondered. What if 

he was wrong about the instrument’s power? What if the notes inscribed on it were 

just plain music and not a Tripolas? What then? The old musician’s words came 

back to him: ...be careful if you decide to play this tune, it could lead you down 

dangerous paths. 

     No matter what the danger he had no choice. 

* 

Within the arches a distant beacon of red and orange light flickered. Joe’s breath 

rasped in his throat and sweat poured down his face as he stared at it. He strained 

his ears, listening and thought to detect the faint echoes of raised voices. Behind him 

struggling bodies spilled through the doorway, trying to get away from something 
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behind them. Whatever it was, wrenched at the doors and the sound of splintering 

wood added to the cacophony of screams, yells and the thud of weapons.  

     Joe tried to ignore it all. He needed to find Zeb before it was too late. Then a solid 

weight hit him in the back, propelling him onto his hands and knees. An arm snaked 

around his neck and a knee pressed into his spine. He managed to turn his head 

enough to glimpse the attacker. The Wannabe, face smeared with black dye in a 

crude emulation of Ganger colours, grinned down at him. 

     ‘You piece of crap,’ the punk sneered. ‘Think you can take us on?’ 

     Joe didn’t bother to answer. Instead he grabbed the arm around his throat and 

sank his teeth into it. An elbow driven into the thug’s belly, made the Wannabe fall 

back. Joe stared down at the pathetic heap he’d created. 

     ‘I know I can take you on, dirt bag.’  

     He looked around and spotted some of his group caught up in battle with the rest 

of the Wannabes. They seemed to be holding their own and he started to turn 

towards the red light when the wooden doors, hung either side of the entrance, were 

torn off their hinges. A huge bulk filled the doorway. Joe’s mouth dropped open. The 

fight ground to a halt as others too stopped to stare. 

     ‘Crap!’ a Wannabe said, ‘it’s – it’s a…’ 

     The words died in her mouth when a hand the size of a shovel reached out. The 

ogre wrung her neck and the rest of the imitation Gangers fell over each other in 

their efforts to get clear.  

     Joe continued to stare at the mammoth beast, caught in horrified fascination at its 

power and strength. It wasn’t until Big Fred grabbed his shoulder that he snapped 

out of his trance.  

     ‘That thing’s doing our job for us. Let’s move – we need to find Zeb fast.’ 
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     Joe nodded, grateful for the other man’s common sense. ‘Right, right, c’mon.’ 

     He raced towards the dot of light, thoughts tangled into a knot of panic. Would he 

be in time? Why was he doing this? He shoved the doubts aside and focused on the 

chamber a few metres ahead. Silhouetted figures stood around its periphery, but 

Joe’s gaze riveted on just two. They stood at opposite sides of the fire in the centre 

of the floor, hands at their sides.  

     One was grotesquely large and just about recognizable as a female, the other 

was a figure from legend. Joe’s mouth dropped open. It looked like a slightly smaller 

version of the creature they’d just seen.      

     A movement just behind the beast caught Joe’s attention. Zeb stood to one side, 

watching the confrontation. Joe started towards him, but when Zeb turned his head, 

he came to a halt. A stab of shock sliced through him, not just at the sight of his 

friend’s bruised and battered face, but the deeper change he seemed to have 

undergone.  

     The brown of Zeb’s eyes had changed to a deep, glowing green. He smiled and 

revealed teeth too sharp and pointed to be human. Although his stature remained 

unaltered, there was something so immense about his presence that Joe felt 

overwhelmed.  What the hell was going on here? He took another step forward, but 

hesitated when a low growl issued from Zeb’s throat. 

     ‘Stay back.’ Zeb returned his gaze to Ezra and Nokitia.  

     All around them the Night-Gangers watched and waited. They began to chant and 

the whisper of their voices filled the chamber.  ‘Betsala, Betsala.’ 

     ‘What’s happening?’ Fred demanded. 

     Joe shook his head. ‘Damned if I know.’  
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     When the big man hefted the baseball bat he carried, Joe held up a hand. ‘Don’t. 

Wait.’ 

     ‘But-’ 

     ‘No, we do nothing – not yet.’ 

* 

 Jeremiah squared his shoulders and raised the flute to his lips. This was why he’d 

been given the instrument; he could stop all this carnage just by playing the melody. 

He could no longer hide behind his fears, the truth must be faced. All right something 

worse might happen if he played the Tripolas, but risks were there to be taken. 

      Eyes closed, Jeremiah concentrated. As always he heard the music inside his 

head, clear and uncomplicated, and despite this being the first time he’d actually 

played it, the melody poured out flawlessly. Odd shaped silver flecks popped into 

existence. They sparkled amongst the rain like jewels. The music drove away the 

pain of battle and swept aside the ugliness it engendered. The silver notes multiplied 

and filled the street with a cold, pure light that transformed it into a dream realm. 

     Overhead the Mahali faltered. The dark clouds shredded into wisps, the wind died 

down and the torrential rain eased into a fine spray.      

     For the first time in his life Jeremiah could taste victory - then Helen screamed a 

warning. Sylvan’s mouth dropped open in alarm, as she pointed at something. A 

shadow fell over Jeremiah and he looked up into the monstrous face of death. 

Distracted by the melody, the ogre had abandoned its attempts to enter the arches 

and stood glowering at Jeremiah, foam dripping from its mouth.  

     The maddened ogre’s expression promised revenge for the torment of the music. 

There’d be no slap across the face or punch in the arm this time. This time would 

bring a snapping of bones and then, if he was lucky, death.  
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     Jeremiah’s fingers curled around the flute and once again he took a measure of 

comfort from its slender weight. It was the only thing in his life that ever mattered and 

just when he’d found the courage to fulfil its purpose it was too late.              

     Even though the melody had died into silence, the silver notes continued to swirl 

through the misty air. They swarmed around the ogre like flies and he turned away 

from Jeremiah to swat at them. When he failed to subdue them, he let out a snarl of 

frustration and bounded after the motes, as they swooped and darted around the 

street. 

    Thankful life had been given back, Jeremiah scrambled towards Helen, casting a 

look at Sylvan as he did so. She fled over to them, swift and light. They gathered in 

the shelter of the arches’ doorway, where the two women eyed each other with 

mutual hostility. 

     Sylvan scowled. ‘I don’t know why you’re here, Helen, but my son doesn’t need 

your help. This is his destiny, to enter the den of the enemy and lay waste to them.’ 

     Helen didn’t reply at first, too intent on watching the ogre. Then Sylvan’s words 

registered and she released an incredulous laugh. ‘What? Are you mad? This isn’t 

one of your bloody Elwyn fairytales, those things are real.’ She gestured to where the 

monster continued to snatch at the notes. Her gaze lingered for a second and a 

frown creased her forehead. 

     Jeremiah looked from one to the other, bewildered by their evident animosity. We 

need to find Joe and Zeb, he signed.  

     Sylvan nodded. ‘You’re right, let’s go.’ 

     Just as they started to enter the arches, the ogre leapt into the air after a 

particularly recalcitrant note. When he landed, the pavement cracked beneath his 

feet and something shiny flew from the lapel of his tattered jacket. It rolled and 
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bounced across the uneven road surface and at last came to a halt a few 

centimetres from Helen. Jeremiah tried to drag her away, but she shook him off, 

leaned forward, and grabbed the tiny object.  

     We need to go, he signed. 

     Inside Wannabes lay scattered about, either wounded, dead or dying from the 

ogre’s attack. Jeremiah and the two women stepped over and around the bodies, 

until they reached a clear spot. He looked around for some indication of where his 

friends might be. Sylvan touched his shoulder. 

     ‘Down there,’ she said and pointed towards the glow from the fire. 

     They raced towards it, the thud of their feet and the sound of their laboured 

breathing mingling with the distant chant of the Night-Gangers.  

     ‘What’s going on?’ Helen panted. 

     Sylvan spared her a caustic glance. ‘Sounds as if there’s a Betsala taking place.’ 

She spat to the side as if the word left a foul taste in her mouth. 

     ‘A what?’ 

     ‘A duel, a challenge. What does it matter?’ 

     Jeremiah felt the impact of his mother’s fear and faltered. She glared at him, 

daring him to weaken now at this crucial point. Filled with anger, he ran ahead. It 

didn’t matter what Sylvan’s motives were, Zeb and Joe needed him. 

 

1,995 words approx
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 Chapter 24 

 

Zeb glared at the Ganger Queen. There before him stood the bloated symbol of 

everything he despised. It reminded him of what he’d become and he longed to wipe 

out her existence. The urge grew until it could no longer be contained.  Futile to try 

and roar out his rage like his larger, stronger counterparts, he knew their power was 

not his, however their appetite to kill did belong to him.      

     His muscles started to bunch, but before he could move Ezra leapt for Nokitia’s 

throat and found it. He let loose a bellow that caused dust to drift down from the 

chamber’s roof. His fingers dug into the queen’s mottled, sagging neck.  

     Zeb flung himself forward. He knew how it must look, but ignored the gasps of 

horror from his friends. They were fools – hypocrites - their revulsion meant nothing. 

Nor did it matter when the Gangers crooned their approval. The need to expunge 

Nokitia’s existence surmounted it all. 

     But the old girl wasn’t about to go down without a fight. Despite Ezra’s hold on her 

neck, she backhanded Zeb away and then threw off Ezra’s clinging hands. Smaller 

she might be, but her strength appeared equal to his. She wrapped her thick arms 

about Ezra’s body and heaved. His feet left the ground, but only for a second. He 

drew his head back and a second later their foreheads met with a sickening thud.  

     Nokitia uttered a strangled cry and her hold slackened; it was all Ezra needed. He 

broke free, gripped her face with an outspread hand and dragged his fingernails 

down it, leaving bloody trails in their wake.  

     Nokitia retaliated with another backhanded blow, sending him flying towards the 

fire. A shower of sparks sprayed up when he hit the edge of it, their redness reflected 

in the eyes of those watching. 
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     Zeb ran forward again. His heart sang with joy when he saw the fear and 

uncertainty on Nokitia’s face - it was like a balm. But before he reached her, a shot 

rang out. A red star blossomed on the Ganger queen’s shoulder. She looked down at 

it, expression dazed, then up again. Joe lowered the pistol. 

     ‘This’s gone far enough,’ he said. 

     Ezra clambered to his feet, took one look at the weapon and ran for it, 

disappearing down another passage at the far side of the chamber. 

     Zeb glared. The demon madness blotted out everything but the need to finish off 

the enemy. Joe had become an obstacle to that goal.      

     ‘Betsala, Betsala.’ The chant rose again, as Zeb advanced. Joe’s grip on the 

pistol didn’t falter, nor did his gaze.  

     Neither man moved when Jeremiah and the two women arrived. They stood in 

the entrance, staring at the pistol now aimed at Zeb’s chest. 

     ‘Whatcha gonna do?’ Joe’s voice echoed around the vast space. Zeb remained 

silent.  

     Nokita’s former Gangers seemed to shift like reeds in the wind. Their shadows 

rippled across the walls and vaulted ceiling, almost as if they were imbued with a life 

of their own. The whisper of the chant once again wove across the chamber into 

every corner.  

     ‘Betsala, Betsala.’ 

     From the side of his eye Zeb saw Jeremiah heft the flute, but Sylvan laid a hand 

on his arm.  

     ‘The Lalait will do no good here.’ She nodded towards Zeb and Joe, ‘they are not 

the enemy.’  
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     When Jeremiah gave her an exasperated look, she held up the Luccia. Zeb’s 

throat tightened, when he realised what it was and his rage began to ebb. 

     ‘What’re you going to do?’ Helen asked Sylvan. The other woman signalled her to 

silence. 

     The standoff stretched on. The Ganger’s chant increased in volume and rose to a 

crescendo, as they urged the two men to do battle. Then Nokitia threw back her 

tousled head and howled.  

     Despite her wounded arm the Night-Ganger queen charged Zeb, face contorted 

into an expression of breathtaking ugliness. He turned towards her, eyes wide. The 

inhuman mask had vanished; all that remained was a battered and vulnerable man. 

Joe tried to take aim at the Ganger queen, but Zeb stood between them, blocking his 

line of fire. 

     ‘Sithia –Sithia!’ The hiss of Sylvan’s words took on the form of a pure white 

vapour. It streaked towards the fire and covered the hot glow in frosty whiteness, but 

instead of extinguishing the flames leapt and flared. Their redness turned to a 

virulent green that sparked and dazzled and filled the chamber with a brightness that 

seared the vision of everyone present.   

     The flames coalesced into one huge burning brand that streaked towards the 

Ganger queen. Nokitia ground to a halt and flailed her hands in a useless attempt to 

beat off the green death that encompassed her massive frame. It devoured her 

whole and she fell to the floor, chunks of her bulk falling away from her charred 

bones. 

     Squealing out their fear like pigs, the rest of the Night-Gangers fled from the 

ancient magic contained in the Luccia. 
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     Sylvan turned to face her son, a smile of triumph on her lips. Her expression 

demanded the awe and adulation that was her due. Jeremiah scowled and turned 

away. 

     Zeb returned his gaze to Joe and saw the look of betrayal in his dark eyes.  

* 

When he realised he’d been tricked, the ogre that was Greycheck felt his rage 

mount. His intellect, usually stifled when in this form, had begun to trickle back. He 

shouldered his way into the arches and loped towards the distant glow of the fire, 

swatting aside the fleeing Gangers like insects. Once within a few metres of the 

chamber, he came to a halt. Instinct dictated he charge in there and wreak havoc, 

but the clearer side of his mind told him to wait. 

     His gaze came to rest on Jeremiah and his lips peeled back in a snarl. There 

stood the cause of the untimely arrival of the Mahali. The legends had been true 

after all. The flute player! 

     Disappointment mingled with rage, as Greycheck continued to watch and wait for 

an opportunity to set things right. If he didn’t, his hard won success would crumble 

and a return to darkness would be inevitable. 

 

1,035 words approx 
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25 

 

‘Well I didn’t bloody well expect that!’ Big Fred’s voice reverberated around the 

chamber.  Sylvan threw him a disdainful look. His face reddened and he clamped his 

mouth shut.  

     Looking over to where Zeb stood opposite Joe, Jeremiah suppressed a shudder. 

It didn’t bear to think about how close they’d come to killing each other. Joe returned 

the gun to his pocket and walked over to the fire.  Zeb started to join him, but then 

turned a slow look on Sylvan.  

     Jeremiah glanced aside at Helen. She stared trance-like into the middle distance 

and seemed untouched by what had happened. Her right hand was balled into a fist 

and he guessed it held the object she’d found outside. She clutched the item so 

hard, blood stained the side of her hand. About to try and loosen her grip, he paused 

when Zeb spoke. 

    Eyes still fixed on Sylvan, he said,. ‘Why are you here?’      

    Her lips quirked in a sardonic smile. ‘Saving you, apparently.’ She gestured at 

what remained of the Ganger Queen’s carcass. 

     ‘Why would you do that?’ 

     ‘Because you still have a part to play in all this, you know that. My father foretold 

it and I passed that information on to you, when you first approached me about 

Jeremiah.’  

     He continued to stare at her. ‘As I remember it, you were a little short on details. 

You gave me some spiel about Jeremiah having a destiny and me being caught up 

in it. So what you’re saying now is that all this is down to some mystical crap thought 

up by Questial. Well let me tell you that if he’d left things alone and not tried to make 
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himself into a god, all of this need never have happened. His meddling’s brought us 

to the brink of annihilation.  He’s given power to the Night-Gangers, Ogres 

and…other things.’  

    Sylvan glared at him.  ‘That’s not true. The demon invasion took place hundreds of 

years ago – you can’t blame my father for that.’ 

     ‘True, but he strengthened their hold on this world.’ Zeb’s gaze swept her up and 

down.  ‘How can something so beautiful be so foul? Fouler than any of the creatures 

I’ve just named.’ 

     She folded her arms. ‘The same old story, Zebediah Tully. You blame everyone 

else for your own faults. You’ll never accept that my father only tried to help the 

world.’ 

     ‘Let’s get one thing clear; Questial was only interested in helping himself. Like all 

megalomaniacs he thought he knew best, that only his rule would set the world to 

rights.’ Zeb turned to look at Jeremiah. ‘Time you heard the truth, time you found out 

just who you are. You’re not the only mixed race creature here.’ 

     Jeremiah felt his cheeks flush. What did he mean by “creature?” 

     Sylvan scowled. ‘Leave him be. His mind must be clear to focus on his destiny.’ 

     Zeb smiled. ‘There’s that word again. You told me that when you decided to leave 

him with Ezra. I’m to blame too. I suspected what he really was and I also guessed 

what kind of hold you had over him. You threatened to betray him to the authorities, 

didn’t you?’ 

     She shrugged, as if bored with the subject. 

     Brow furrowed, Zeb continued, ‘I’ve seen your dirty secret for myself, twice. First 

when he attacked me at the marina and then again a few minutes ago when he 

fronted up to that.’ He gestured at Nokitia’s corpse. ‘What kind of woman would 
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conceive a child to-’ Disgust twisted his features and it took a few seconds before he 

could continue to speak. He wiped a hand across his mouth and switched his gaze 

back to Jeremiah. ‘You’re a pawn boy, a tool in the game your grandfather and 

mother set in motion over twenty years ago.’ 

     What are you saying? Stop speaking in riddles. 

     Joe moved away from the fire.  ‘Don’t do it, man. He doesn’t need this right now.’ 

     Zeb nodded in apparent agreement, then without warning clamped his hand 

around Sylvan’s wrist, forcing her to drop the Luccia. He snatched it up. ‘Just so 

there’re no interruptions.’      

     ‘Hand it over,’ Sylvan demanded. 

     With deceptive casualness, Zeb lifted the book as though about to return it, but 

when she tried to take it, whisked it out of reach. For a split second her control 

slipped and a look of fury marred the perfection of her features. After a moment she 

turned away and went to sit at the foot of a nearby pillar.   

     ‘No need for that now,’ Fred protested.  

     Zeb gave him a look that stopped the big man in his tracks. ‘There’s every need, 

if the truth’s to come out.’ He looked down at Sylvan and took a deep breath, before 

facing Jeremiah again. ‘You never knew our father, did you?’ 

     No, Ezra said he died shortly after I was born.     

     ‘Yes he did, but did anyone ever tell you how he died?’ 

     Jeremiah turned his astounded gaze on his mother. Did she kill him?        

     Sylvan opened her mouth to object, but Zeb forestalled her. 

     ‘No, she didn’t, but I can see why you might think so.’ Zeb dug his hands deep 

into his pockets. ‘Our father’s name was Abraham Tully.’ 

     ‘Look man,’ Joe said, ‘is this necessary?’ 
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     ‘Yes it is. It’s way past time he knew the truth. He’s been shoved about all his life 

without knowing why.’ 

     Filled with anger, Jeremiah kicked the base the pillar.  Pushed about, you say? Yes, 

that’s true, but at least it was interest of a sort, which is more than I can say of you. You’re my brother, 

yet you left me with that monster.                    

      ‘Yes, I did, but now I want to explain.’ 

     I don’t want to hear it. I’ve had enough of your lies. As far as I’m concerned, both you and her… 

Jeremiah jerked his head at Sylvan… can go to hell. 

     Before anyone could react he took off along the passageway that led to the 

arches’ main entrance. 

     ‘Stop him!’ he heard Helen yell.  

     The sound of footsteps told Jeremiah he was being pursued and he increased his 

speed. For years he’d been left to wonder about his origins, who his parents were 

and why they’d abandoned him. Finally it had all come out, but not in a way he could 

deal with. It was as if pus from an infected wound had spilled poison into his life, 

confirmation of what everyone had always told him: that he was worthless, a failure, 

unwanted – that’s all he needed to know. Whatever remained could stay hidden.   

     Jeremiah ran on. Somewhere along the way he took a wrong turn and plummeted 

into the blackness of an unfamiliar tunnel. All sense of fear had gone, overridden by 

the desire to leave Zeb and Sylvan as far behind as possible. Even so, when the 

darkness folded in around him, Jeremiah realised he’d better slow down.  

     He spread his right hand and tried to bring up a light. He hadn’t performed this 

small magic since he’d met Zeb at the factory and it took longer than usual before it 

worked.  
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     A glow appeared in his palm, flickered and then strengthened into a ball of blue 

luminescence, revealing time worn, dirt encrusted brick walls. The arched ceiling 

was festooned with cobwebs and the concrete floor pitted with pools of stagnant 

water - he was lost. 

     Then a small insidious noise sounded in the darkness. He directed the light into 

every nook and cranny, but there was nothing to be seen. Breath quavering in his 

throat, he strained to see beyond where the light fell and thought he detected 

movement.  

     Not again, he thought, remembering the railway tunnel. 

     Cold sweat trickled down his back and seeped under the dressings that covered 

his wounds. All at once, pain and fear descended with a vengeance. 

     He clutched the flute to him, but for once it brought no comfort. Lost and alone in 

a labyrinth of passages, with no idea which direction to go, he shook with terror.  

     Step by step, he inched back to where he thought the exit lay. It wasn’t long 

before he realised he’d headed deeper into the maze of tunnels. A draught of air 

extinguished the light in his hand and utter blackness descended.  

     Somewhere to the left a growl sounded.  Hands seized him and lifted him from his 

feet.  

     Then the darkness became empty, apart from the clatter of the flute as it fell to 

the floor. 

* 

‘It’s no use,’ Big Fred panted. ‘We’ve lost him.’      

     ‘Right.’ Joe swept his gaze over the assembled men and women. ‘Split into 

groups and let’s scour the whole place.’ 

     ‘What about me?’ Zeb demanded.     
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     ‘You’re not coming with us.’       

     ‘I can help.’ 

     Joe shook his head. ‘I don’t think so.’ He switched his attention back to Big Fred. 

‘Make sure Mr Tully sees a doctor, will you?’  

     The “Mr” and Joe’s chilly tone wasn’t lost on Zeb, but what else could he expect 

after what he’d done? Nonetheless he gave it one more try.  

     ‘Jeremiah’s my brother.’ 

     ‘Should’ve thought about that before.’ 

     Joe signalled the rest of his group to follow him.  

     Every fibre of Zeb’s being ached to search for Jeremiah. For as long as he lived 

he would never forget his brother’s devastated expression, when he admitted that he 

too had abandoned him. 

     He started after Joe, but Fred blocked the way. To try and get round the man 

would be like trying to circumvent a mountain. The strength supplied by Zeb’s inner 

demon had long gone and the wounds inflicted by the Gangers began to make 

themselves felt; his shoulders sagged with weariness and pain.      

     Helen glowered at him and Sylvan. ‘I wish you both long lives,’ she said in an acid 

tone, as she ran after the others. 

     Zeb dropped the Luccia at Sylvan’s feet. ‘She cursed us with long life,’ he said 

into the silence. ‘What could be worse?’ 

     Sylvan lifted her head. ‘A long life shared with you,’ she muttered and closed her 

eyes. 

 

1,676 words approx 
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Joe and Helen ran out onto the street. The Wannabes and Gangers were gone, as if 

evaporated into thin air; only the corpses of those fallen in battle were left strewn 

about.  

     Helen grabbed his arm and pointed. ‘That’s the car that almost ran you down.’ 

     ‘So?’ 

     ‘I think it belongs to someone I know.’ 

     ‘What?’ 

     She held out her hand. ‘Look at this.’  

     Joe stared at the tiny badge resting in the centre of her bloodied palm. He picked 

it up. ‘What is it?’ 

     ‘It’s my father’s club badge. It fell off his jacket when he was out here.’ 

     ‘What d’you mean? Come on Helen, we don’t have all day.’ 

     ‘That’s his car.’ 

     Joe shrugged. 

     Helen threw up her hands. ‘I have to spell it out for you? My father’s like Ezra, 

he’s a shape shifter. He can change into the same kind of creature.’ 

     Sudden comprehension flooded Joe’s face. ‘You mean your father’s an ogre?’ 

     ‘I-I think so.’ 

     He shoved Helen to one side, barked out orders to the others, then looked over 

his shoulder at her. ‘What’re you standing there for? We have to search the area.’ 

     ‘Joe I-’ 

     He shook her. ‘Come on!’ 
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     She threw him off. ‘Just listen will you? If that is one of my father’s cars, it means 

either it’s broken down or he didn’t have time to reach it.’ 

     ‘So you think he’s taken refuge somewhere dark?’ 

     ‘Yes.’ 

     A thoughtful expression on his face, Joe looked over at the arches. ‘That’s the 

only place round here that fits the bill.’ 

     ‘Yes, but not in the Gangers’ area, he has to be somewhere else inside. My 

guess is he might’ve stumbled across Jeremiah.’ 

     ‘You could be wrong; they could’ve left the area on foot.’ 

     ‘Okay. Some of us search the streets, the rest take the arches.’      

     Helen looked into Joe’s eyes, willing him to do as she suggested. After a second, 

he nodded. He directed half his group to search the immediate area and then led the 

rest back inside.  As she followed, Helen just hoped she was right. If they were 

wasting time it could cost Jeremiah his life. 

* 

The second Jeremiah’s eyes flickered open, bile rose in his throat. The world 

seemed to be moving and it took him a moment to realise he’d been slung over 

someone’s shoulder.  

     His head was hanging down and this made it difficult to make sense of where he 

and his captor were. The dankness of the atmosphere suggested they were still in a 

tunnel of some sort, but the smell of damp soil indicated they were no longer in the 

arches.  

     Whatever carried him grunted and shifted his weight. The creature’s heavy 

footfalls, dulled by the softness of the ground, plodded onward. It seemed to have no 

difficulty finding its way through the lightless gloom. 
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     All at once an electric blue glow pierced the darkness and the stench of brimstone 

caused Jeremiah to gasp. Unperturbed, the creature carried on until eventually the 

tunnel ended and they emerged into a cavern.  

     Stalactites, twisted like misshapen fingers, hung from the roof. The soft ground 

gave way to a sheet of black shiny rock, scattered with boulders. The glow came 

from the far side of the cavern, filling it with stark light. A high wind whistled and 

shrieked, but instead of gusting through the vast space it seemed to suck the air 

from the atmosphere. Jeremiah struggled to fill his lungs. His captor seemed 

unaffected. 

     The creature threw him to the ground. Eyes that glowed a preternatural red, met 

his. Doing his best to swallow down his fear, Jeremiah wondered what Ezra would 

do to him. Would his death be quick and painless, or protracted and bloody?  

     When the behemoth took a step forward, its movement seemed strange. Despite 

its bulk there was a certain gracefulness about it. Clad in the remnants of a suit, a 

thick muscled arm reached out and hauled Jeremiah to his feet. The creature spoke, 

its cultured voice far from the way Ezra would sound. 

     ‘My Norm name,’ it said, the words enunciated with a precision at odds with the 

crudeness of its form, ‘is Hector Greycheck. I won’t burden your feeble intellect with 

my real title. Suffice to say you have annoyed me. Today your foul music almost 

brought about my demise and I will not have it.’ 

     Jeremiah stared at the being, unable to deal with the disparity between its 

grotesque appearance and the refinement of its speech.  

     As if aware of his confusion there was a smile in Greycheck’s voice as he 

continued, ‘All my life I’ve dreaded meeting you, little man. Dreaded it because I 
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knew you may bring about my end.’ He tightened his grip and Jeremiah’s feet left the 

floor. ‘But now a unique opportunity to be rid of you has presented itself.’ 

     He swung Jeremiah round to face a chasm into which the wind poured, as if 

sucked in by an enormous source of power. At the far side of the chasm stood a pair 

of wrought iron gates; the left one stood slightly open.     

     ‘Those,’ Greycheck said in an informative tone, ‘are the gates to the Suldali or, as 

it is named in your mythology, “The Land of Midnight Days”.’   

     Jeremiah hung limp in Greycheck’s grasp. His heart thundered in his ears and he 

wondered how much longer his captor would go on. 

     ‘It is the place of my birth,’ Greycheck said, ‘and I have no wish to return there. 

However, if I am to stay in this world I need reinforcements, which is why the gates 

are opening. When the time is right an army, such as you have never seen, will pour 

through them and help me take and hold what I consider to be rightfully mine.’ 

     He stared at the gates in silent contemplation. Jeremiah looked up into his face, 

now visible in the blue light. It seemed to hang in the air like a death mask. The 

heavy brow almost obscured the eyes. The mouth was open and revealed rows of 

pointed teeth. The tattered suit sat incongruously on the ogre’s massive frame. 

     As if suddenly aware of his captive again, Greycheck’s brow lowered even further 

and this thick lips curled in a snarl. ‘You were born to see that I do not succeed in my 

goal. I will not permit that to happen. So you, flute player, must die.’ 

 

1,071 words approx 
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Big Fred placed a heavy hand on Zeb’s shoulder. ‘You look bloody awful, we’d better 

go.’ 

     Zeb gave him a caustic look. ‘Thanks.’ 

     There was a malicious gleam in Sylvan’s eyes, as she said, ‘Ever the martyr, ever 

the saint. But you’re far from being either, Zebediah Tully. You’re a fake, a liar, and a 

cheat.’ 

     He didn’t bother to respond to her jibe. Instead he walked towards the passage 

and then stopped, bent over double as if in pain. 

     Big Fred strode towards him. ‘What’s wrong?’  

     ‘Such melodrama,’ Sylvan murmured, from where she still sat at the foot of the 

pillar. 

     When Zeb shot her a warning look she stared at him in surprise. What was he up 

to?  

     The big man put an arm around his shoulders. ‘Like I said, we’d better get you out 

of here. You’ll-’ The air whooshed from his lungs as an elbow rammed into his gut. 

He collapsed in a heap, hands clutching his stomach and gasping for breath.   

     ‘Sorry Fred.’ Zeb seized Sylvan’s hand and dragged her to her feet. ‘I felt 

Jeremiah’s presence. He’s still here somewhere, but far away - if that makes any 

sense.’ 

     She felt her face heat up with indignation. ‘How can you “feel” my son’s 

presence? You’re not Elwyn, I am and I sense nothing.’ 

     ‘Why doesn’t that surprise me?’ Zeb muttered. Aloud he continued, ‘All I can think 

is that since we met again, we’ve forged some kind of bond.’ 
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     ‘I find that hard to believe.’ 

     ‘Please yourself. I’m going to look for him.’ He started towards the passage again. 

Sylvan hesitated, then with a sigh followed. 

     ‘Where are you going?’ she demanded, when they hurried past the exit. 

     ‘I told you, he’s still in here somewhere.’   

     They ran on until it became impossible to see the way ahead. 

     ‘Wait.’ Sylvan passed him the Luccia. He raised his eyebrows and she said, 

‘Keep it. It will be of more use to you than me.’ Before he could speak, she held out 

her hand, took a deep breath and closed her eyes. A ball of blue light formed in her 

palm and lit up the darkness. 

     ‘That’s a “handy” trick,’ Zeb remarked.  

     ‘Very funny,’ Sylvan said and led the way forward.  

     Although she’d never been down here before, she knew what to expect. Ever 

since she’d reached the age when she could read, her father had instructed her in 

the history of the demon invasion. She felt the presence of the Midnight Land, could 

almost taste its bitter atmosphere. As they progressed, she focused her thoughts on 

locating Jeremiah. Then she had it – a faint but discernable presence. She glanced 

at Zeb, he’d felt it too. Sylvan quickened her pace. 

     The arches’ brickwork soon gave way to a network of tunnels, hewed out of earth 

and rock. A short while later she discovered a series of heavy footprints leading 

away into the darkness of the third tunnel they came to. 

     ‘This way.’   

     As she hurried forward, something turned beneath Sylvan’s foot and she 

stumbled. Zeb carried on, too impatient to wait for her to catch up.       

     ‘Come back,’ she called and he turned round with a scowl. 
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     ‘What the hell is it now?’ 

     ‘Come look at this.’ 

     He marched over to where she stood. When he saw what she held, his mouth fell 

open in dismay. ‘It’s Jeremiah’s flute. He’d never let go of it, unless…’ 

     ‘Unless forced to.’ Sylvan handed the instrument over and then walked past him. 

     The discovery of the Lalait had made up her mind and forced her to admit what 

she’d known all along. She’d never been happy sacrificing her only child to her 

father’s delusions of godhood; but she’d made herself believe it was all for the 

common good. She’d spent far too long wavering between belief in Questial’s 

teachings and her own sense of guilt; the time to make amends, in part at least, had 

arrived. Whatever the cost to herself, if she could, she would save her son.  

* 

Greycheck moved towards the edge of the chasm, bracing himself against the 

strength of the maelstrom. The creature in his grip kicked and fought to get free, but 

its efforts were wasted. The nearer they came to the chasm, the stronger the wind’s 

pull became, until even Greycheck found it difficult to stay upright.  

     He scowled. A nuisance to have to dispose of the flute player like this, it would be 

much easier to simply tear its head off. He sighed. The sacred rites were quite 

specific. Sacrifices to the god-of-war must be alive and whole, so their essence could 

be absorbed and added to the deity’s arsenal of power.  

     He plodded on but paused as the echo of voices, amplified by the tunnel behind 

them, drifted into the cavern. Greycheck glared – the chasm was still too far away 

and the voices were getting nearer. Well he’d just have to leave the little bastard 

here and hope for the best.         
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     He looked down at Jeremiah.  ‘I’d wish you well,’ he said, his voice loud above 

the roar of the wind, ‘but I rather think it would be inappropriate.’ 

     He released his hold on Jeremiah’s arm and he fell to the ground. He tried to get 

up, but the wind seized him in its grip and began to drag him slowly, but surely 

towards the lip of the chasm. 

     Greycheck made his way towards another tunnel. He knew them well from 

previous visits and how sound carried along them. The owners of the voices were 

probably only a few minutes away, but time enough remained for the flute player to 

plunge to his death.  

     Even though underground, Greycheck could sense the arrival of dawn. Best get 

home as quick as possible. Good job he kept a spare vehicle stashed at the lockup, 

it certainly wouldn’t do to be seen in his current condition. Besides, the longer he 

stayed in this form, the greater the danger his intellect would start to dribble away.       

     He glanced over his shoulder and grinned. Human fairytales always had happy 

endings, usually for the so called “good” characters. Well this time the right kind was 

going to win. The Mahali had gone into retreat but it when it came back, he’d be 

more than ready. 

 

1,049 words approx 
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Panic clogged Jeremiah’s throat, as the tug of the wind drew him towards the chasm. 

He clawed at the black surface of the ground, in an attempt to find something to grip 

onto. His chest, where the bandage left it exposed, chafed against the rough surface, 

but he scarcely noticed.  

     He managed to turn over and kick out with his feet, in the hope of being able to 

brace himself against a rock, but the ground between him and the chasm was clear 

of debris. The stolen jacket had ridden up, leaving his back exposed. The wounds 

began to open up again and this time the agony couldn’t be ignored. He opened his 

mouth to scream, but it died on his lips when the jacket’s collar snagged on 

something and he jerked to a halt.  

     The wind continued to tug and pull and Jeremiah prayed that whatever he was 

caught on would hold. He craned his neck round and could just see the collar had 

hooked on to a small, rocky protrusion, but it could give way any second.  

     As he lay there, with the wind tugging at his body, Jeremiah realised his situation 

hadn’t really changed for the better, his fate had merely been postponed. He’d 

become caught between life and death, unable to go one way or the other. As 

though triggered by this thought, the jacket tore loose and the force of the gale 

seized him in its grip again.      

     As he jolted forwards, Jeremiah thought he could hear voices calling his name, 

but the howl of the wind made it impossible to be sure. He closed his eyes. It must 

be an illusion, desperation and fear had made him imagine it. The only thing to do 

was give up and accept the inevitable. So much for destiny, so much for purpose – 

stupid to think he’d had either.  
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     Then out of nowhere he felt a warm breath brush his cheek and looked up into his 

brother’s face. Zeb gripped him under the arms.  

     I’ve got you.’   

     He’d already removed the remnants of his overcoat and he wrapped it around 

Jeremiah, then tied one of the sleeves around a boulder and wrapped the other 

around his waist. 

     Jeremiah didn’t know whether to be glad or sorry that his rescuer had to be 

someone he now despised. The thought of how pleasant it would be to just drift 

away crossed his mind, but another hand gripped his arm and dragged him back to 

reality. Sylvan lay beside his brother, her expression daring Jeremiah to give up.  

     ‘What is this place?’ Zeb gasped. 

     Sylvan’s reply was barely audible. ‘Across there.’ She nodded towards the distant 

gates. ‘This is the pathway to the Suldali.’ She smiled and added, ‘It’s time.’   

     As she scrambled to her feet, Zeb yelled,  ‘What the hell are you doing!’ . 

     ‘Leave me be,’ she cried, as she was pulled back, step by step, towards the 

chasm. She fixed her gaze on her son and he returned her look with one of pained 

astonishment.  

     Her hair and clothes streamed in the gale as she raised her arms. Soundless 

words poured from her lips into the turbulent air. Then Sylvan turned to face the 

chasm head on. The wind wrapped itself about her. She made no attempt to fight it, 

but allowed herself to be pulled forwards. The blue glow from the gates intensified 

and filled the cavern with light. She teetered on the edge for a second longer - then 

vanished into the abyss. As though satisfied it had received its due, the wind died 

away. 
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     In the silence that followed, the sound of running feet echoed across the cavern. 

Voices demanded to know if they were all right. Tears streamed down Jeremiah’s 

face. Why? It wasn’t as if there was any love lost between his mother and him. It 

made no sense. He glanced over to where Joe, Helen and the others were gathered. 

They were too late - they were always too late. What use were they? 

     Zeb fumbled something from the folds of his tattered shirt. ‘Here, take this.’ 

     Jeremiah stared at the flute and shook his head. He’d never play again. There 

was no music left in him.  

     Zeb nodded. ‘Maybe later, when -’ A look of mortification indicated he’d realised it 

was too soon to offer any sort of comfort. 

     ‘We need to get out of here.’ Joe said. ‘Fred, help Zeb. I’ll take the boy.’ 

     Big Fred jerked Zeb to his feet. ‘This time keep your elbows to yourself,’ he 

growled. 

* 

The journey back to Bridge Street passed in a blur. With a jolt of surprise, Jeremiah 

found himself in the back of a car and wondered how he’d got there. Did it matter? 

Nothing remained solid or permanent. People came and went, tenuous as mist.  

    Helen squeezed his hand. ‘It’s going to be okay,’ she whispered. ‘Things have a 

way of working out.’ 

     Jeremiah ignored her and watched the streets fly by. They were no longer the 

familiar haunts of childhood; they’d changed beyond recognition for him. Always a 

harsh environment, filled with danger and every face a possible enemy, they’d 

changed into something even worse. The end of all things had come close today, a 

pity it’d been driven back. Best if this world had been purged from the universe and 

then perhaps something cleaner and fairer could take its place. 
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     A hand touched his cheek and he recoiled as if it held poison. And that’s what it 

was. Contact with others brought only pain and despair. 

     ‘I think he’s gone into shock.’  

     His lips curved in a bitter smile. Never a truer word said. 

     Joe glanced round. ‘Wounds might be infected. We’ll take him to one of the 

charity hospitals.’ 

     Helen leaned forward. ‘No, everyone knows they’re understaffed and 

underfunded.’ 

     ‘Then what?’ 

     ‘We’ll take him to my place. I can treat him.’ 

     Joe turned a look of surprise on her. ‘You?’  

     ‘Yes, me. I wasn’t always a spoilt little rich girl you know. I trained to be a nurse.’ 

She cast a glance at Zeb. ‘I can take a look at you too.’ 

     ‘I’m fine.’ There was a note of sourness in his voice. 

     ‘Sure you are.’ 

     The rest of the journey was completed in silence. As they left the city behind, 

Jeremiah sensed a change in the atmosphere. The blood stench of battle had gone. 

Sounds were muted and the air clearer. The crunch of gravel beneath the car wheels 

told him they were about to pull up in front of the mansion house.  

     He shivered. Sweet though the air was in comparison to the metropolis, this place 

was still part of a world hell-bent on self-destruction.  

* 

As she fell, Sylvan’s surroundings changed. The rocky walls of the chasm and the 

hellish heat that emanated from them vanished, to be replaced by a star-studded 

night sky.  
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     Few knew that the world of humankind held entrances to many places outside of 

its own universe. As soon as she’d entered the cavern, Sylvan knew it was a 

crossroads between many realms, not just the Land of Midnight. By channelling the 

wind to carry her, she’d saved all their lives. Despite what her son and Zeb might 

think, she was not going to her death. Rather she would return to where the Elwyn 

race had begun; a place she’d not seen for many a year. 

     As she continued to drift down, Sylvan knew what to expect on her arrival: anger, 

recriminations and accusations of weakness. 

     ‘The boy must sink or swim on his own,’ had been her father’s instructions.  

     He’d forbidden her to interfere and she’d stayed away so that she might not be 

tempted. But when she’d seen Jeremiah at the old airport a spark of rebellion ignited 

in her heart.  

     Why, she asked herself, had she blindly followed orders all these years? She 

couldn’t answer her own question, except that she’d been raised from birth to honour 

her father and do her duty. It had taken a great measure of courage to raise even 

this small glint of defiance against him. But it wouldn’t last. Without a doubt she 

would fall into line again; it was all she knew how to do.  

     Heat prickled Sylvan’s forehead and cheeks, but whether it was because of the 

vapour that had risen from the chasm, or trepidation at the coming meeting with her 

father, she didn’t know. 

     Her descent slowed and she spiralled down towards the treetops of a forest. A 

tiny glow shone at its centre. Her feet touched the soft, mossy earth and she found 

herself in a clearing. She looked around at the wooden caravans that encircled the 

campfire at their centre. Home!  
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     Sylvan sighed and drank in the longed for scents of pinecones and night-

blossoms, along with the laughter of children. She even welcomed the barking of the 

camp’s dogs as they sensed her presence. 

     Not able to put it off any longer, she lowered her head, gaze now directed at a 

caravan that stood apart from the rest. Its door opened and a figure stood on the top 

step, silhouetted against the yellow glow of lamplight. 

     ‘Father,’ she murmured. 

     ‘Daughter,’ Questial replied, hands held out in welcome.      

 

1,543 words approx 
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Wounds cleansed and fresh dressings applied, Jeremiah lay hunched up beneath a 

duvet on Helen’s couch.          

     The silence outside the mansion was profound, as though the world held its 

breath. No sounds of traffic or voices raised in arguments. No whining and barking 

dogs. No children engaged in raucous play – nothing. The absence of these things 

didn’t make the silence peaceful; rather it felt as if the Mahali had left a void behind.  

     The end of the world was an integral part of Elwyn folklore. How often had he 

heard the girls at The Den talking about old tales and superstitions? He’d listened 

into their discussions, as they laughed and joked about their heritage and tried 

desperately to deny the wrong turn their lives had taken.  

     Jeremiah glanced over to where Zeb sat slumped in an armchair. Beneath the 

cuts and bruises his face was stark white. Hair greasy and chin unshaved, his left 

arm was cradled in a sling. One trouser leg, cut off at the knee, revealed more 

injuries. Bandages covered his naked torso.      

     The pain from his own wounds no longer bothered Jeremiah; he’d grown 

accustomed to it, but the sense of loss that sat in his mind like a canker since Sylvan 

plunged into the chasm, did. He’d tried to put it aside, but then had to admit he was 

doing the same as Ezra’s girls. What a pointless exercise. Why try and deny the hurt 

of being cut adrift from your own flesh and blood?      

     There was just the four of them in the flat; Big Fred and the others had returned to 

the cemetery. Helen and Joe stood in the kitchenette, whispering together. Well 

whatever they planned to do, they could do it alone.  Jeremiah closed his eyes and 

shut them out... 
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 ...His mind floated in warm darkness for a second, then he found himself at the top 

of a hill that sloped down into a tree-filled valley. Dots of light winked amongst the 

foliage. The smell of food floated on the breeze and mingled with the fragrant scent 

of burning pinecones. There was no pain from his injuries as he walked towards the 

source of the smells, drawn by a sense that something awaited him.  

     At the bottom of the hill a broad dirt track wound into the woods, its surface rutted 

by the passage of wheels. The glow from a campfire lit up a clearing amongst the 

trees, filled with Elwyn caravans. All were ornately carved and painted, decorated 

over the years with scenes from the occupants’ travels. Jeremiah’s eyes widened, as 

he took in the sights and sounds of the camp. He’d heard tales of such places and 

had a strong sense he’d been here before, but he knew he hadn’t. Then all became 

clear – his picture book – this looked like a scene from his picture book!     

     A flurry of fireflies darted overhead and filled the air with sparks of light as they 

weaved in and out of the branches. He followed their flight with wonder and then 

stood aside to allow a gaggle of children past. Their faces were merry; their colourful 

clothes a reflection of their happy demeanour. They shrieked with glee, pursued by a 

pair of mongrel dogs, tails wagging and jaws wide with happiness. From around the 

fire or from the steps of the caravans, adults looked on with indulgent smiles.  

     A mixture of envy and wistfulness swamped Jeremiah’s heart. Such a childhood 

could’ve been his, if only Sylvan had kept him. He shook it off. No use longing for a 

past he could never have.  

     The silvery notes of a flute drew his attention to the far side of the campsite where 

a caravan, even grander than the rest, stood in splendid isolation. The music drifted 

towards him, beautiful and compelling.  
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     He passed through the Elwyn travellers unchallenged. Indeed, as he gazed 

around, he wondered if they could see him. Perhaps not, perhaps he was a ghost to 

them. Jeremiah straightened his shoulders. It didn’t matter whether they were aware 

of him or not, contact with others was poison; but still his footsteps led him towards 

the kingly caravan. 

     Soft yellow light glowed in the small windows. Voices sounded from within, 

whispering as Helen and Joe did back in the real world. More secrets, more plots.        

     Jeremiah placed a foot on the first of the worn wooden steps... 

 

...A hand rested itself on his forehead and his eyes opened to see Helen peering 

down at him. Jeremiah shook his head, trying to tell her to leave him be. He must get 

back to the dream-world and find out who lived inside that caravan. It was vital. 

     Helen spoke over her shoulder. ‘Just a nightmare, I think.’  

     ‘Maybe we should take him to a hospital.’ Joe sounded worried.  

     With a scowl, Jeremiah drew the duvet up over his head and heard the smile in 

Helen’s voice, as she said, ‘I think he just wants to sleep. Better let him get on with 

it.’... 

 

 ...He stood on the top step. The door swung inwards and revealed the lamp- lit 

interior of the caravan. Rich fabrics hung at the windows. The pungent smell of 

incense fragranced the air and a grass green carpet covered the floor. At the far end 

of the crowded space, a man and woman sat either side of a small round table. On 

its velvet covered top stood a scrying crystal; its multi-faceted surface glinted in the 

subdued light. The man put down the flute he’d been playing and rose to his feet, a 

smile on his lean, handsome face. 
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     ‘Welcome,’ he said, and held out a slender, well shaped hand.  

     Jeremiah remained in the doorway and waited for Sylvan’s acknowledgement of 

his presence, but she gave no sign and continued to ignore him – or so it seemed. 

Disappointment welled up. What about her sacrifice back in the cavern? She’d given 

her life for him – that had to mean something.  

     As he gazed on her, he marvelled at how much she resembled the man. The pure 

whiteness of her hair echoed his. Their faces shared the same features, although his 

was lined with age. At last Sylvan looked up, her cold beauty even more startling 

than it had been in the real world.      

      ‘Welcome to the Meriach,’ she said. ‘Let me introduce you. This is your 

grandfather, Questial.’ 

     ‘I know.’ Jeremiah raised a hand to his lips then let it fall. He’d spoken for the first 

time ever and yet it felt natural.  An enormous sense of achievement welled up, even 

though he’d always imagined his voice to be deeper. Neither Sylvan nor Questial 

seemed to find it strange he could speak and why would they? This was the dream-

realm where anything was possible. 

      His gaze went to the flute again. It looked so like his, right down to the etchings 

on its surface. He met Questial’s gaze and then realised the instrument was a 

reflection of his own. 

    Although obvious he bore many years, the man stood tall and erect. He wore a 

long robe of white wool, cinched at the waist with a belt plaited from the same 

material. The wide sleeves were embroidered around the edges with silver thread 

and around his neck hung a heavy silver pendant, embossed with the sigil of an eye. 

     Questial gestured at a stool.  ‘Sit and talk with us,’ he invited. 

     Jeremiah shook his head. ‘You have nothing to say I want to hear.’ 
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    Lips quirked in a cynical smile, Sylvan replied, ‘How like your brother you are in 

some ways.’ 

     He glared at her. ‘And if I am whose fault is that?’ 

     Questial’s face grew stern. ‘Sit and listen.’ 

     Fear wormed itself through Jeremiah’s guts. The old man’s features had become 

hard and chiselled, almost akin to the face of a statue carved to resemble some 

pagan god. Jeremiah sank onto the stool. 

     ‘The Mahali will return,’ Questial began, ‘and soon, the constellations foretell it. 

The signs are all there to read if you know where to look.’ He leaned forward and his 

face softened a little as he reached out to touch Jeremiah’s arm. ‘You must play your 

part.’ 

     Even though unfamiliar with the word, somehow Jeremiah knew his grandfather 

meant the storm and his gaze darted to where the flute lay on the table beside the 

scrying crystal. ‘I’m done helping others. I’ll never play that thing again.’    

     ‘You don’t have a choice,’ Sylvan stated.  

   He started to protest, but stopped. What Sylvan had said was right, he didn’t have 

a choice. Mere chance hadn’t brought him to this strange place, he’d been 

summoned. If they possessed the ability to do that, what else were they capable of? 

As he looked from one to the other, he saw from their demeanour the truth of it. 

Sylvan lounged in her chair, the epitome of indifferent power. Questial resumed his 

seat, an expression of confidence on his patrician features.  

     What had Zeb said? ‘If he’d left things alone and not tried to make himself into a 

god, all of this need never have happened.’  

     It seemed the old man had succeeded, in part anyway. Jeremiah glanced at 

Sylvan. Father and daughter - they were two of a kind. This place was their private 
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kingdom where they reigned supreme and sent their presence into the real world, via 

whatever pawn they chose to use. 

     Jeremiah pressed his fingertips against his temples and willed himself to wake 

up. 

     ‘It’s no use. You can’t leave until we let you.’ Sylvan’s voice was icy. Jeremiah 

looked into her silver eyes and flinched.  

     She smiled. ‘I’m not in that chasm anymore,’ she added, as she reached down to 

pick up a bejewelled casket from the floor. ‘I’m here with my father in the Meriach, 

the world between worlds.’   

     As she raised the lid of the casket, glittering motes rose from its interior. The 

lamps flickered and died, their light replaced by the brilliance of the casket’s 

contents. The motes swirled about the cuddy in a hypnotic spiral, some to settle on 

Jeremiah’s hair and face. He flinched, as his skin tingled and the wounds on his back 

stung.  Questial gripped his wrist and forced him into stillness. The old man’s eyes 

were bright with cunning. Somewhere in the forest a wolf howled in reflection of his 

sharp, white smile. 

     ‘You must do your duty boy and rid your world of the demons.’ 

     Jeremiah had never felt so helpless. ‘How?’ 

     His mother sat back, hands clasped over one knee. ‘We’ll give you what aid we 

can.’       

     With a surge that made his stomach roil, Jeremiah felt his hatred of her renewed. 

So smug, so sure he’d do what he was told. 

     ‘The answer to all lies within the pages of my spell book, boy. Do your duty or be 

forever cursed,’ Questial said. 
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     The words spun through Jeremiah’s brain, as the caravan and its occupants 

swirled into a mixture of colours and fractured images… 

 

...‘Are you ok?’ Helen hurried over, an anxious look on her face. 

     Jeremiah pushed the duvet away and considered her question. He did feel okay, 

in fact, physically, he felt wonderful.  

     ‘What’s that in your hair?’ Helen brushed at the top of Jeremiah’s head and 

dislodged sparkling motes of silver.  

     He opened his mouth to speak, but no sound emerged. Disappointed, he 

slumped back and glanced over at Zeb, who still stared into space. Jeremiah looked 

down at the motes, then back at his brother.  

     Helen leaned in closer. ‘You look much better. How d’you feel?’ 

     He held up his hand, the first finger pressed against the back of his thumb. 

     She gave Jeremiah a thoughtful look. ‘Can I check your back?’ 

     With a sigh he nodded and leaned forward. Helen fiddled with the bandages, then 

said to Joe, ‘There’re no bloodstains.’ 

     ‘What? Jeremiah does your back still hurt?’ 

     He shook his head. 

     ‘Take the dressings off,’ Joe told Helen. 

     Silence fell for a second as Jeremiah braced himself for the expected pain when 

the bandages were removed.  

     ‘The cuts are gone,’ he heard Helen say, as she dropped the last of the dressings 

onto a nearby table. ‘It’s as if they were never there.’ 

     Jeremiah tried to see, but couldn’t. It didn’t matter, the fact his movements 

brought no pain was enough to know she spoke the truth. He probed at his forehead 
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and found no sign of the cut placed there by the Ganger.  His fingers closed over 

some of the silver particles scattered on the duvet and he looked across at Zeb 

again, who glared at them all. 

     ‘Can’t a man get some rest without you lot acting as if you’re in a circus?’ His 

voice held a wealth of weariness and he closed his eyes. 

     Joe took hold of Helen’s arm and guided her back to the kitchenette. ‘We need to 

talk about this,’ he murmured. 

     When they took up position behind the worktop with their backs to him, Jeremiah 

pushed the duvet aside and crept closer to his brother. Maybe he was right, maybe 

he was wrong, but it seemed more than possible that the silver motes were the 

reason for the miraculous disappearance of his injuries.  

     He stood in front of Zeb, held his hand out flat, and then blew on the contents. 

They drifted towards the recumbent figure and increased in size as they settled over 

the man’s hair, face and chest. As Jeremiah watched, the bruises faded and the cuts 

sealed themselves up. Even the shadows beneath Zeb’s eyes and the stubble on his 

chin disappeared.   

     After a second or so he looked up at Jeremiah with a grin. ‘What did you do? I 

feel…’ He got to his feet, stretched, then stared at his hands, touched his face and 

looked down at his leg. Every trace of the Gangers’ attack had gone.   

     Zeb reached behind him, down the chair cushion. ‘Feel like taking this now?’  

     At the sight of the flute, Jeremiah took a step back. What had once comforted 

now brought fear and revulsion, but it was the only weapon available.  

     His fingers curled around the slim, silver body. 

 

2,362 words approx 
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Sir Hector Greycheck stood in front of the full length cheval mirror in the master 

bedroom; his reflection stared back with smug satisfaction. His appearance was so 

different from when he first arrived in this world – very different. The black silk 

evening suit, with a fine linen handkerchief peeking from the breast pocket, offset the 

pristine whiteness of the dress shirt and did much to streamline his stocky physique. 

When he thought back to what a savage he’d been – albeit an intelligent one – it 

made him blush. But it hadn’t been for long. He’d used his cleverness to adapt and 

grow. No one, apart from a select few, would ever guess what he’d once been. 

     The dinner he was about to host would see a number of influential and wealthy 

people at his table. On the surface a charity function to raise funds to help inner city 

regeneration, it was in reality a means to gather money to arm and feed Greycheck’s 

private army.  

     He adjusted the ring on his little finger and looked over his shoulder at the valet. 

The man stood like an automaton, waiting for instructions.  

     Greycheck flicked a hand. ‘Just give the back the once over again, will you?’ 

     As the valet drew the clothes brush across the shoulders of the jacket, Greycheck 

noticed the slight tremble of his hands. The aura of the beast had not quite dispelled 

and the stupid Dragash obviously sensed something. Greycheck fiddled with his bow 

tie and strove for calm. Everything was going well. The flute player had been 

disposed of - all that remained was the ceremony. 

     A knock on the door interrupted these thoughts. Greycheck glanced at the valet. 

‘Answer it.’ 

     ‘Yes sir.’ 
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     The man’s state of unease increased at the sight of the person on the threshold. 

He turned a sweat soaked face to his employer. ‘It-it’s…’ 

     Greycheck scowled. ‘I can see who it is. Clear off.’ 

     When the servant had scuttled past the waiting figure, Greycheck smiled. ‘So 

you’re back at last. What news d’you have?’ 

     Hubert Frenchbanks, Chief of the Diablo police, stepped into the room, closed the 

door, and sat down on the edge of the four poster bed. ‘You won’t like what I have to 

say. I’m afraid things haven’t worked out quite as well as we’d hoped.’ 

     ‘Go on.’ 

     ‘My sources tell me the flute player survived.’ 

     A growl rumbled in Greycheck’s throat, he quelled it. ‘How?’ 

     ‘Seems he was rescued. Also you were rather careless.’ 

     Greycheck raised an eyebrow. ‘Does it really matter? He’s an insignificant, 

illegitimate half breed.’ He knew that it did matter, but didn’t want his unease to 

show. 

     ‘Yes it does, I’m afraid. You know it does. He’s capable of driving back the 

Mahali. The storm is our ally, but only if we keep the flute player out of its way. His 

music is beyond mere beauty, beyond what any other musician is capable of, 

therefore it’s against everything we understand and want.’ He paused for breath. ‘Of 

course if you hadn’t left the flute itself behind, then maybe the subject of its owner 

could have been put off until another day. As it is, he’s reunited with it and that 

means...’ Frenchbanks spread his hands and shrugged. 

     Tension strung the air as Greycheck considered this. Finally he nodded. ‘You’re 

quite right, stupid of me. What’s our next move?’ 
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     His companion relaxed. ‘I suggest we keep this between ourselves for the 

moment, no need to cause dissention amongst the rank and file. However, and I 

know you’re not going to like this either, I suggest you need help in locating the flute 

player.’ 

     ‘What sort of help?’ 

     The Diablo Chief leaned forward, voice lowered. ‘The Beta ogre, the one we 

discovered gave the flute player shelter. It’s unlikely the boy will return there, but we 

can still utilise the creature to help find out where he is now.’ 

     ‘Out of the question!’ The edge in Greycheck’s voice caused Frenchbanks to hold 

up a placatory hand.  

     ‘You need to think about this, before you dismiss it outright.’ 

     ‘The suggestion is outrageous. His type is entirely unreliable. Yes, they’re good in 

a fight, but they switch sides at the drop of a rat.’ 

     ‘Don’t be so hasty. All right he’s a Beta ogre, but he does possess a certain kind 

of low intelligence. For instance, he has several – er – shall we say “enterprises” in 

hand. He owns a nightclub for one, nothing in comparison to your own endeavours of 

course, but even so…’   

     Silence again as Greycheck mulled this over, then with a visible effort he nodded. 

‘Very well.’ He forced himself to lay a hand on the other man’s shoulder. ‘You’ve 

done well, I couldn’t ask for better. A pity my own child doesn’t show the same 

devotion.’ 

     A grin split Frenchbanks’ thin face. ‘Yes, a pity. Talking about Helen I’m afraid I 

have more bad news.’ 

     Greycheck frowned. ‘Tell me.’ 

* 
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After the meeting was over, Frenchbanks hurried downstairs, across the vast 

entrance hall, and out into the night. His face wore a scowl.  

     Nothing had changed over the years; the sod still treated him like a piece of crap. 

He either hurled accusations of incompetence about, or patronised Frenchbanks as 

if he was a child. Him – incompetent! He wasn’t the one who’d failed to kill the bloody 

flute player. Not only that, but to add to that incredible piece of stupidity, the man had 

the actual instrument within his grasp and left it behind. Well once Greycheck had 

played his part in the forthcoming ceremony to open the gates to the Midnight Lands, 

he would be expendable. Frenchbanks drew in a deep breath. This city, indeed this 

whole world, would be his. He had plans for it – big plans. 

     He got into his car, started the engine, and shot down the drive in spray of gravel, 

towards the main road.  

     The blame for the early arrival of the Mahali lay squarely at Greycheck’s door. If 

he’d done as suggested and got rid of the flute player the minute they identified him, 

then everything would have remained on schedule. Okay, things were almost back 

on course, but it still meant certain elements of the ceremony, which needed careful 

planning, would have to be rushed in case things went wrong again. 

     If there was one thing Frenchbanks disliked, it was being hurried. The next step 

shouldn’t have been necessary for at least another month, but now it had to be 

brought forward. He squared his shoulders and slowed the car down to a more 

sensible speed, best to arrive at his destination in one piece. After all the next move 

in the game was crucial, which meant he had to be in the right frame of mind for the 

summoning. If he got it wrong, then that was it – game over. 

     A grim smile stretched his lips. No matter what it took, he wasn’t about to let that 

happen.                                                                                     1,161 words approx 
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31 

 

Jeremiah looked up from his plate to see Zeb emerge from the bathroom, hair damp 

and face aglow, his chin as smooth as a baby’s bottom, the man had never looked 

so clean.  

     Coming out from behind the kitchen counter, Helen evidently thought the same. 

‘You almost look handsome.’ As soon as the words left her mouth, her cheeks 

reddened.  

     There was an awkward silence, then Zeb plucked at the oversized green t-shirt 

he wore. ‘I thought you got rid of all James’s stuff when he left?’ 

     Helen kept her head down and muttered, ‘Not all of it. When Mum took off with 

her fancy man, James went off the rails, said he needed to get away and clear his 

head. So I took what he left behind before Father could chuck it out.’ She forced a 

smile and when Zeb returned it, her shoulders slumped with relief.  

     ‘He’s been gone awhile, hasn’t he?’ 

     ‘Three years.’ 

     Who’s James? Jeremiah signed. 

     Zeb translated this and Helen replied, ‘My brother.’ She gave Jeremiah a mock-

critical look. ‘His stuff’s even bigger on you than it is on Zeb.’ 

     The dark blue shirt hung on Jeremiah’s slender frame like a tent and the 

borrowed jeans were secured by a belt, cinched as tight as possible. The looseness 

of the garments didn’t matter, it just felt wonderful to be pain-free and clean again. 

     ‘Have to burn these.’ Helen picked up Zeb’s discarded trousers between thumb 

and forefinger. Something fell from a pocket and hit the carpet with a dull thud. She 

looked down at the slim book. ‘What’s that?’ 
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     ‘I’d forgotten about it. Sylvan left it behind when she-’ Zeb scooped the volume up 

and then held it out towards Joe. ‘It’s what we’ve searched for all these years. It’s 

Questial’s Luccia.’ 

     Jeremiah stared at the book; it must be his grandfather’s collection of spells. The 

old man’s dream words echoed inside his head: ‘The answer to all lies within the 

pages of my spell book…’   

     Zeb tossed the volume over to Joe. ‘You saw the gates to the Suldali when we 

were down in that cavern. Maybe the rest of the information we need is in this.’  

     Joe didn’t bother to raise his head. He ran a thumb across the book’s worn 

surface. ‘You reckon the spells for the gates are in here?’      

     ‘Probably.’ Zeb turned away, expression downcast. ‘I’ve already taken a look, but 

I can’t make head or tail of the contents.’ 

     What’s so important about these gates? Jeremiah signed. 

     ‘It’s the reason why Joe and I formed our merry little band of followers, to try and 

get rid of the Gangers and their ilk. They were part of the demon invasion that took 

place so long ago most people have forgotten about it and accept the scumbags as 

a necessary evil.’  He smiled bleakly. The gates lead to their world and if we can find 

the right incantations in that,’ he nodded at the book, ‘we can send them all back. ‘ 

     Joe nodded and said, ‘If the gates are opened by us, we can send the Gangers 

and their ilk back through them, but if they’re opened by them, they can bring more 

of their own kind out; at least that’s the theory. ’  

     Zeb ran a hand through his hair and when he spoke, his voice held a note of 

exasperation. ‘Our problem is we don’t know how to control the gates, the Gangers 

do. The fact that they’ve started to open again, means more of the bastards are 

getting ready to invade. If they do, we can wave our backsides goodbye.’  
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    Joe looked up from the Luccia. ‘And that’s not all. We also know that actual ogres 

still exist. The Gangers are a minor nuisance in comparison.’ He finally met Zeb’s 

eye. ‘Well if there’s an answer in here,’ he tapped the book, ‘we might never find out; 

it’s written in Elwyn. Can anyone read it?’ He sent an expectant look at Jeremiah, 

who shook his head. He could understand the language, read the music, but not the 

text. 

     With a heavy sigh Joe tossed the Luccia onto the couch.  

     Jeremiah flicked through the pages. It was beyond frustration to have come this 

far, dodged every obstacle in their way, only to stumble at the last hurdle because no 

one could read the damn thing. Then an idea occurred. He attracted Zeb’s attention.  

     I know someone who can read this. 

     When Zeb translated, Jeremiah swallowed hard as they all looked at him. It was 

true he knew someone who could read Elwyn, whether they would was another 

matter. 

     ‘Who is it?’ Joe asked.      

     A girl who works at Ezra’s drinking den. She calls herself Kelly. 

     He signed a brief description, which Zeb wrote down and then handed to Joe. He 

scanned the scrap of paper, nodded and dug out his mobile phone. 

     ‘I’ll get Fred to pick her up,’ he said as he punched in a number. ‘The sooner we 

find out if there’s any useful information about the gates in that thing…’ he indicated 

the book, ‘…the better.’ 

     As Joe walked to the other end of the room to make the call, Helen sank onto the 

nearest chair, wrapped her arms about herself and started to rock back and forth. 

Zeb knelt in front of her, placed a hand on her knee, and drew her to a gentle halt. 

‘What’s the matter?’ 
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    Her troubled gaze met his. ‘I can’t help but think this’s something to do with my 

father.’ 

     Zeb frowned. ‘What d’you mean? 

     She looked past him to where Jeremiah stood. ‘The ogre that kidnapped you, it 

wasn’t Ezra was it?’ 

     He shook his head. He said his name was Greycheck. 

     Helen brought her gaze back to Zeb. ‘It was my father.’      

     His grip on her knee tightened. ‘I think you’d better tell me everything.’ 

     She lowered her head into her hands. ‘I don’t think I can.’ 

     ‘It could be important.’ 

     She looked up, fury in her words as she cried, ‘Don’t you think I know that? I’ve 

spent years trying to forget the things I saw when I was child; I can’t just dredge 

them back up.’ 

     Jeremiah sat next to her. Let me help you. 

     She looked at Zeb and when he’d relayed Jeremiah’s meaning, said, ‘How d’you 

mean?’ 

     With Zeb translating as he went along, Jeremiah signed, It’s difficult to explain, but I 

think I can go with you into your memories and protect you from them, stop them harming you, but also 

help you to explain them. 

    Helen uttered a half laugh and shook her head. ‘More Elwyn mysticism?’ 

     Jeremiah shrugged. Something I think I inherited from my mother. 

     Zeb scowled. ‘Something Sylvan taught you? What did she ever teach you, 

except pain and misery?’ 

     No, not something she taught me. She’s talented, more talented than most Elwyns in magic and I 

think she passed it onto me. 
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     He took Helen’s hands.  Close your eyes, concentrate and think back. 

     The minutes ticked by and nothing happened. Then the light in the room seemed 

to dim and when Helen’s grip tightened, Jeremiah knew she felt the same sensation 

of falling that he did. They drifted down in a long spiral and merged to become a 

single entity. When Jeremiah opened his eyes again, he knew he was seeing 

another time, another place through Helen. His physical being was no longer 

present. He sat in her mind, a mote of thought… 

 

…The tousle-head child peeked around the edge of the door frame, afraid of what 

she might see, yet at the same time unable not to look. Her gaze fell on her mother 

where she lay sprawled on the floor. Blood trickled from her nose and split lip, one 

eye was already half-closed. 

     At the back of the room, silhouetted against the window, her father stood, a 

massive, hulking shadow. He stared out at the view and ignored the groans from the 

fallen woman. When he turned his head, five-year-old Helen shivered. Her father’s 

eyes glowed red in his shadowed face, as he looked down at his wife. When he took 

a step forward, the child‘s vision wavered and the scene shimmered into obscurity to 

be replaced by another. 

     This time she was older, pigtails replaced by a sleek ponytail. She sat outside the 

same door, knees drawn up to her chest, fingers jammed into her ears; useless, 

since she could not block out the bangs and crashes.  

     Fifteen-year-old Helen flinched as a table crashed into the door and wedged in 

the opening. A hand wrenched the broken piece of furniture away and a second later 

a figure staggered out into the hall. Its shoulders heaved as it panted out its rage and 

glared down at her. 
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     ‘One day I’ll beat the old git, you’ll see.’ 

     Helen watched her brother stumble away towards the stairs. Grunts and snarls 

issued from the room he’d just quit. She tried not to look, but couldn’t resist.  On 

hands and knees she crawled forward and then peeked inside to watch the 

transformation of her father from beast back to man.  

     He saw her and straightened up as much as he could. He still didn’t look human. 

His heavy brow almost obscured his reddened eyes. His lips were overfull and his 

arms too long. He held out his left hand, the signet ring digging into his fleshy finger.  

     Helen shook her head and started to back away. The beast snarled, reached for 

her and seized her throat. ‘You have no right to despise me.’ The voice was still his, 

though thickened by bestiality and simmering rage. ‘You will learn to respect your 

heritage or…’ Warm spittle flecked her face and she turned her head aside. 

     The grip on her throat tightened. She fought to break free: kicked, pummelled, 

even raked at his face with her nails, but to no avail. She tried to cry out for help. 

Then the pressure vanished. A gentle tug at her thoughts whisked her away from the 

past, back to the present...    

 

...Helen opened her eyes to see both Jeremiah and Zeb peering down at her. She 

smiled and reached up to touch Jeremiah’s face. ‘Thank you,’ she murmured and 

slumped back against the cushions. Her eyes closed and she became lost in 

exhausted sleep. 

     Zeb looked at his brother. ‘You kept her safe,’ he said, ‘thank you.’ 

     It still cost her though. 
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     ‘Yes, in more ways than one. No wonder she didn’t want to remember. She spoke 

about it, described everything that happened. What a childhood. Who wants to live 

with the fact that their father is an ogre?’ 

     Jeremiah shook his head. Not just her father. 

     Zeb gave him a sharp glance. ‘What d’you mean?’ 

     Jeremiah sighed. Didn’t you hear what she said about her brother? He’s one too, which 

means... 

     Face pale with shock, Zeb gawped at him, then stared wide eyed at Helen.  

     You said it yourself, Jeremiah signed. 

     Zeb shook his head. ‘What?’ 

   Jeremiah gazed down on Helen’s sleeping face.  How can something so beautiful be so 

foul?      

 

1,849 words approx   
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32 

 

Jeremiah pushed a dish beneath the surface of the soapy water and looked over to 

where the others sat on the couch. The Luccia lay open on the coffee table in front of 

them. He glanced up at the wall clock and wondered just how much longer Big Fred 

would be. As though he’d read his thoughts, Joe strolled into the kitchenette. 

     ‘Try not to worry, everything’s gonna be okay.’ 

     As he placed the dish in the rack, Jeremiah shrugged. 

     Joe’s good natured face creased in a frown. ‘Yeah, well, we can but hope.’ 

     When Jeremiah pointed to where Zeb sat next to Helen, Joe understood what he 

meant. ‘What can I say? A lot’s gone on the past few days and maybe I’ve had 

enough.’ 

     Hands held out in appeal, Jeremiah held Joe’s unwilling gaze. 

     ‘Look man, like I said a lot’s gone on and Zeb’s pushed the boundaries. There’re 

things I didn’t know about him, things that should’ve been discussed.’ He paused, 

licked his lips then said, ‘things like what went down in the Gangers’ den.’ He half- 

turned away and added, ‘maybe we should look within our own for trouble.’ 

     Jeremiah grabbed Joe’s arm and looked a question at him. 

     ‘You know what I mean, boy. It’s obvious Zeb’s, well, “tainted”.’ 

     Anger caused Jeremiah’s cheeks to flush. He strode past Joe and went and 

plonked himself down in a seat opposite Helen and Zeb. They regarded him with 

mild surprise. 

     ‘What’s wrong?’ 

     Do you want to sort this situation out? 
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     Zeb looked at Helen, an uncertain grin on his face. ‘What a thing to ask, of course 

we do.’ 

     Jeremiah jabbed a finger at his brother. No, not we, you. 

     The grin disappeared. ‘What’re you saying? That I’m not committed, that I’m a 

traitor?’ 

     ‘Maybe you are.’ Joe’s hands were in his pockets, but his stance indicated he was 

ready for trouble. ‘Maybe it didn’t start out that way. At first you were prepared to do 

whatever it took to rid our world of the Gangers, but you maybe took it too far. Maybe 

you wanted to feel how they felt, so you could get inside their heads.’ 

     Helen laid a hand on Zeb’s arm. ‘I think,’ she spoke as though she stood on 

broken glass, ‘that things would be clearer, easier to understand, if you told us what 

happened to you.’ 

     With a slow, deliberate movement he removed her hand and stood up. ‘It’s out of 

the question.’ 

     ‘That’d be right,’ Joe sneered.  

     ‘There’re some things best left unsaid.’ 

     ‘Bloody hell, here we go again, the great Zeb Tully centre stage.’ 

     Jeremiah saw the murderous intent in his brother’s eyes and leapt up to stand 

between them. Stop this.  

     Zeb’s voice became cold. ‘Stop what - people like you trampling around inside my 

head?’ He turned back to Helen. ‘That is what you were going to suggest?’          

     She gave him a weary look. ‘Not anymore.’      

     Jeremiah resumed his seat. He didn’t dare look at his brother for fear that the 

glimpse of the beast he’d seen was still present. Whatever had gone on in Zeb’s past 
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made him a very dangerous person to be around. Joe was right, maybe they should 

look within their own for trouble.  

     The buzz of the intercom cut through the silence. Joe answered it. ‘Who is it?’ A 

high pitched feminine scream issued from the speaker and caused him to jump back. 

‘What the hell?’      

     The sound of a scuffle, as though two people were engaged in a struggle, came 

through, followed by Big Fred’s deep bass; he sounded desperate. ‘It’s me, I’ve 

brought the girl.’ 

     Helen stared at the intercom. ‘What sort of person is this Kelly?’ she demanded. 

     Jeremiah reddened and shrugged. She can read Elwyn... she’s one of Ezra’s hostesses. 

    Zeb laughed, as he translated this. Helen gave him an indignant glare. ‘What’ 

d’you mean?’ she demanded.  

     He smiled wryly. ‘Don’t be dense Helen, Jeremiah means she’s a working girl.’       

     ‘Oh, I see.’ A little flustered, Helen gestured at Joe. ‘Better let them in.’ 

     He grinned and pressed the button again. ‘Come up to the house, I’ll meet you at 

the front door.’ 

* 

Footsteps echoed through the empty chamber, their rhythm occasionally interrupted 

by piles of bone and ash. The fire had dwindled into embers and the smell of death, 

faeces, and spoiling corpses filled the air. The owner of the footsteps paused and 

sniffed with approval; he loved the occasional bit of chaos and disorder. It was a part 

of his makeup, usually submerged beneath the need to appear “normal.”. He moved 

on until he reached the centre of the floor. 

     He looked back along the dark passage by which he’d entered. After a moment, 

the sound of muttering voices and shuffling feet filtered towards him. A second later 
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the first few of the Bridge-Street-Gangers trickled into the chamber. The once proud 

Street Warriors were cowed by fear. Their queen was dead, they were leaderless 

and adrift, yet still they were drawn back to this place – it was the only home they 

knew.  

     A raised hand caused them to turn wary gazes on the newcomer’s wiry figure. 

Once sure he had their full attention he strode towards the battered armchair, sat 

down and leaned back, the epitome of confident authority.  

     ‘Me speaks, youse listens.’ The coarse sound of Street-speak focused the 

Gangers’ attention. Murmurs broke out, only to be silenced by an imperious gesture. 

‘I be your leader now, youse follows me.’ 

      One warrior, a little braver than the rest, straightened his stooped shoulders, a 

look of challenge on his beefy, dye-covered features. ‘Says who?’  

     His fellow warriors nodded their approval of this boldness, but at the same time 

put some distance between themselves and him. 

     The self-pronounced king rose from the “throne.” ‘Says I.’ He looked around the 

assembly. ‘Youse be beaten by Dragash, not wants revenge? Not wants teaches 

them lessons?’ 

     When there was no answer, the new king raised his arms. ‘We be creatures of 

power, we no bows down to Dragash filth. The mighty Bridge-Street-Gangers 

conquers all, defeats all.’      

     The first Ganger spoke again ‘What youse wants us do?’ 

     Frenchbanks resumed his seat. ‘Gather round, listens to all I speaks and do all I 

says.’ 

     As they shuffled towards him, Frenchbanks smiled. Disorganised and chaotic as 

they were, with little or no intellect, the Gangers left to their own devices would soon 
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turn on each other. That would never do. The news of Nokitia’s demise, brought to 

him by his extensive spy-network, had filled him with joy. Her Gangers would prove 

useful; they were a welcome addition to the ranks. The old queen would never have 

agreed to a liaison, not without a high price to pay. As leader, she’d lacked the skills 

to form a coherent force; she hadn’t even possessed the low cunning of an ogre 

lieutenant. Oh yes, the Bridge-Street-Gangers were the best of all the Street 

Warriors, simply because they were the most ruthless. All they lacked was discipline, 

which he’d soon instil. The old queen’s death had been a definite bonus. 

     It was almost too easy. 

     He walked towards the dead fire, paused and looked around. His gaze swept the 

assemblage and silence fell like a blanket. He raised his arms and power, in the form 

of streaks of brilliant white light, coursed along them down to his fingertips. It lit up 

the whole chamber. Once again shadows cavorted across the ceiling and slid over 

the littered floor. A gust of wind carried a hint of whispering voices that offered dark 

enchantments and blood-soaked promises.   

     Filled with renewed fear at this display of deep magic, the Gangers cowered and 

moved back towards the tunnel. They jostled, kicked and punched each other in their 

haste to get away. Then Frenchbanks lowered his arms, the light dimmed and the 

voices died into silence. Calm descended. As if caught in an invisible net, the Street-

Warriors halted in their flight and moved into a circle around the Diablo Chief. 

     ‘This night a god shall lead us into battle. We will forge a new era, one where the 

Dragash shall be swept aside and we will rule... our time has come.’ 

     The Gangers began to sway, murmuring their approval of their king’s edict. They 

broke out into a chant not spoken aloud for many a year. The language was crisper 

than the coarse Street-speak and filled with raw energy. The chant had been learned 
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by rote and was meaningless to this generation. It’d been passed down the years, 

from father to son, mother to daughter and had lost its meaning - until now.      

     ‘Sera toc tach, sera ach toc.’  

     It was a summons to a god, or at least to a creature that thought itself so. It 

mattered not, just so long as the so-called-deity kept its word and gave Frenchbanks 

the means to bring about the right and proper Mahali and so claim his place in 

history. 

     He regarded the Gangers’ blank expressions with satisfaction and knew he had 

them under his control. 

     When he looked down at the cold ashes of the fire, Frenchbanks grinned at the 

sight of the tiny sparks at its centre. They blossomed and grew until the flames leapt 

high. 

     The “god” had no choice but to obey the final summons. 

* 

Sylvan looked out at the perpetual twilight and smiled. It was so peaceful here. The 

meeting with her son had done her good. That didn’t mean she felt any true affection 

for him, just a kind of bond that held them together; albeit unwillingly on his part.  

     With deliberate self-delusion, she pushed aside the emotion that had driven her to 

defy her father and intervene when it looked as if Jeremiah would die.  

     Now that he’d met his grandfather, and seen his power, he would do as he was 

told and bring the others round to her and Questial’s way of thinking. Although she 

did not regret saving her son, she no longer had any doubts about her father’s plans. 

They were right and fit and in the end would save the world from terror and 

destruction. 
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     A choking sound caused her to turn and stare at her father in astonishment. 

Questial’s face was congested and his hands were at his throat, as if he couldn’t 

breathe. Sylvan took a step towards him, but he waved her back. After a second or 

so he straightened up and the redness that swamped his face was replaced by the 

pallor of rage. 

     ‘What is it Father?’ Sylvan eyed him warily, all too familiar with Questial’s 

occasional bouts of anger. He glared at her. 

     ‘I have been summoned.’  

     Sylvan felt the colour drain from her own face, as she watched her father’s fury 

build and gather like an oncoming storm. His anger carried him towards the caravan 

door. Sylvan tried to block his way. 

     ‘Wait, Father. Perhaps it would be better-’ 

     He thrust her aside and started to leave, but then stopped and turned to face her. 

‘Such blasphemy will not go unpunished.’ 

     Too taken aback to answer straight away, she simply stared at him before she at 

last found her voice. ‘What do you mean, Father?’ 

     The whites of Questial’s eyes showed all the way round, as he spat, ‘You’re a 

fool, girl!’ He struck her across the face. His signet ring cut into her cheek, but here 

in the Meriach the wound healed instantly - not so the hurt to her feelings. She 

stumbled away from him, one hand out flung, the words of an old Elwyn protection 

spell on her lips. Crackling white power arced towards Questial; he fended it off with 

ease.  

     Insanity showed in his expression, as he pointed a trembling finger at her. ‘I am a 

god; you can do me no harm.’ 

     Realising the truth of this, Sylvan fled. 
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* 

After giving the Gangers their orders, Frenchbanks returned to Greycheck mansion, 

he had other rats to fry. 

     In the magnificent guest room appointed to him, he brushed a speck of dust from 

the sleeve of his black sweater and then picked up a pair of leather gloves from the 

bed. Even though dressed for nefarious deeds, he shared the same penchant with 

his host for immaculate appearance no matter what the circumstances. 

     He stretched his bloodless lips in a cadaver’s grin and reflected that despite his 

air of cultivation, Greycheck was not averse to letting rip from time to time. The 

Diablo Police Chief pulled on his jacket and shook his head. Now Helen, pretty little 

Helen – so sweet and fey – she never, ever allowed her dark side to show. Apart 

from the odd bout of foul language, when she became annoyed, she took after her 

late mother in almost every way. But then Lady Greycheck had been a Dragash, so 

what else could one expect? It was a shame though; the girl had so much potential.  

     Frenchbanks checked his watch and strode over to the door - time to make the 

acquaintance of one Ezra, Beta ogre, and no doubt a fount of valuable information.    

 

2,186 words approx                              
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33 

 

Jeremiah took an involuntary step back from where Kelly stood between Joe and 

Fred. Her hair had come loose from its clips and hung in tangles around her face. 

The girl’s eyes were rimmed with smudged mascara, giving her a wild, insane 

appearance.  She started to struggle again, screaming and kicking out at her 

captors.  

     Zeb shook her. ‘Shut up!’ 

     ‘Don’t!’ Helen tried to pull him away. 

     He let go. ‘All right, all right.’  

     Kelly made a spirited attempt to slap his face, but Fred held her back. Thwarted, 

she twisted and squirmed in his grip, at the same time letting rip a string of Elwyn 

invective. 

     ‘Enough!’ Joe grimaced with pain from a kick in the shin and all but threw her onto 

the couch. ‘Stow that row and listen, will you?’ 

     ‘Why should I?’ she shrilled. ‘You send that bloody great gorilla to kidnap me…’ 

she jerked a thumb in Big Fred’s direction ‘…and then have the gall to tell me to shut 

up!’ She half rose, only to be shoved back down. Joe looked over his shoulder at 

Jeremiah, desperation written all over his face. ‘Can’t you reason with her?’ 

     Kelly curled her lip. ‘That dumb moron? He can’t even speak, let alone reason.’ 

She tapped a finger against her temple. ‘He’s a simpleton, as well as a piece of 

mixed-race crap!’ 

     ‘You little bitch!’ The quiet words brought Kelly’s tirade to an abrupt halt. Helen, 

arms folded, glared down at her. ‘You think you’re so superior? What is it you do for 
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a living? Hmm, let me think - oh that’s right - you’re a tart without a heart. Correct me 

if I’m wrong.’ 

     Kelly hunched her shoulders and pressed back against the cushions. ‘No need for 

that,’ she mumbled. ‘I’m just trying to survive like everyone else.’ 

     ‘Same goes for him, you narrow minded idiot.’ 

     Mouth open in sheer astonishment, Kelly stared from Helen to Jeremiah and then 

lowered her head. ‘I wasn’t always this way. I was going somewhere once, had 

prospects.’ She wiped away a tear. ‘I didn’t choose to be like this. I suppose it’s 

easier not to think about how bad your own life is when you have someone else to 

pick on.’ 

     With sudden clarity, Jeremiah realised the reason for the girl’s antipathy - 

jealousy, pure and simple. Why? Because he was gifted in the ways of magic and 

she was not. But that wasn’t entirely true; she did possess magic of a sort, although 

she’d probably laugh in his face if he told her so. He’d seen some of her paintings, 

when she still lodged at Ezra’s house; to say they were beautiful would be an 

understatement. He looked down at the dishevelled girl and suppressed a sigh. 

Where had all that talent gone? A bitter taste filled his mouth. It’d been washed away 

by the ugliness that was now her life. 

     She looked up. ‘What d’you want from me anyway? Why am I here?’ 

     Joe sighed and without any real conviction, said, ‘We hoped you could help us.’ 

     Kelly laughed. ‘You want help - from me?’ She sprang to her feet and strode up 

and down, waving her arms. ‘You think you can drag me down here and demand I 

help you - what’s in it for me?’ She glowered around at her silent audience and then 

flounced back to the couch. 
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     Jeremiah crouched down in front of her. The unshed tears in her eyes, combined 

with her grubby face, made her seem a child again. He glanced up at Zeb and when 

he nodded, began to sign.  

     ‘You are somebody,’ Zeb relayed, ‘you always have been; you just lost sight of 

that fact. Right now you’re the only person here that can help, not just us, but 

everyone in this city.’ 

     A hand pressed to her chest Kelly stared at Jeremiah. Then something seemed to 

give and her body slumped back against the cushions, all the fight and rage gone. 

      After a moment she straightened up. ‘Thank you,’ she whispered, ‘it’s been so 

long since…’ She took the tissue Helen proffered. When she’d wiped her face and 

blown her nose, she said, ‘How can I help?’ 

     Joe held out the Luccia. ‘Read this.’ 

     She took the book, opened it and flicked through the pages. A short while passed 

before she said, ‘It’s a book of spells. Some are so old I’ve never heard of them.’ 

Kelly grinned. ‘Not that I studied Elwyn magic that much, not having the talent to use 

it.’ She tapped a page near the back. ‘This section’s different though, it’s a kind of – 

well – a prophecy of some sort.’ 

     Zeb huffed out a sigh. ‘Get to the point, will you?’ 

     Joe got in his face. ‘Hey man - either change your mood or take it outside.’ 

     Tension filled seconds passed as they squared up to each other, then to 

everyone’s surprise Kelly brought her hands together in a slow, deliberate clap. 

     ‘Well done,’ she sneered. ‘You drag me out here, tell me only I can help save the 

world, and then behave worse than some of the dross I deal with at The Den.’ 

     Jeremiah slid a hand over his mouth to hide a smile. The look of sheer 

astonishment on the two men’s faces was almost comical.  
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     Joe stepped back. ‘Sorry.’ 

     Kelly turned her gaze on Zeb. ‘And you?’ 

     His stance relaxed and his grim expression turned to one of embarrassment. ‘Me 

too,’ he muttered. 

     Jeremiah eyed Kelly again and wondered if she was quite as devoid of Elwyn 

magic as she appeared. She’d defused the situation in a matter of seconds, 

incredible considering how much anger she contained herself.  

     She lifted the book. ‘Now then, let’s see what this says.’ 

     A few moments later Kelly looked up from the pages, cheeks flushed with 

triumph. ‘There’s to be a conflux of demons,’ she told them. 

     Joe cocked his head to one side. ‘A conflux?’ 

     ‘I think it means a get together of ogres or demons.’ The girl looked down at the 

book again. ‘As far as I can make out a confluence of the Alpha and Beta is to take 

place. The coming of the – the, I think it says Mahali - which is some kind of storm - 

will foretell it. I assume “Alpha” means the leaders and “Beta” their followers.’ 

     They all glanced at each other. 

     ‘A storm?’ Helen’s eyes widened.  

     ‘Yes, but the Betas have to be gathered well before then, because a ceremony is 

held to bind them together for one purpose.’ Kelly chewed her bottom lip, as she 

continued to scrutinise the pages. ‘I can’t believe this,’ she said at last. 

     ‘What?’ 

     ‘They intend to open the gates to the –the,’ she squinted at the page, ‘Suldali, I 

think that’s how you pronounce it.’ Face pale beneath the grime, she stared up at 

them. ‘They intend to bring an army through and take over this world...’ She stuttered 

to a halt, coughed and with a hand to her throat, finished, ‘They intend to wage war 
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on us and any who survive will be enslaved.’ Her finger tapped the page again. 

‘That’s what it says here.’ She stared round at everyone. ‘You know how the 

Gangers operate; they don’t fight in the “normal” sense. They rip people apart – 

literally.’ 

     Joe held up a hand. ‘Okay, we get it. It all fits. The fight at Bridge Street. There 

were Norms, Gangers, Ogres and Wannabes involved. It seems as if we were all 

drawn to the same place at the same time. That storm wasn’t normal; it was more – 

intense. It didn’t occur to me at the time but now I think about it, it almost felt like the 

end of the world.’ He shrugged, a little embarrassed. ‘I know it sounds crazy, but 

when you and Sylvan...’ he nodded at Zeb, ‘...rescued Jeremiah, I think you 

interrupted it and stopped the gates from opening properly.’  

     ‘You’re right. Sylvan kept going on and on about destiny and Jeremiah and me 

being caught up in it. This Mahali business must’ve been what she meant. But I 

guess it came too early. Whoever’s in charge didn’t have a chance to rally their 

troops and we got in the way too when we rescued Jeremiah.’  Zeb turned to Kelly. 

‘Who’s behind all this?’  

     ‘They’ll be led by…’ she peered at the spidery handwriting, ‘… “by one who 

possesses great intelligence and guile. He will be broad of shoulder and grey shall 

be both the colour of his eyes, hair and name”.’ 

     Helen drew in a sharp breath. ‘Then it'll start all over again, if he has his way.’ 

    Zeb put a hand on her arm. ‘What’s the matter?’ She hunched her shoulders, 

muttered something, and turned away. 

     Jeremiah felt a shiver run through him. Helen’s worst fears were confirmed. Not 

only did she have to face up to what her father was, after years of suppressing the 
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memories, she was forced to confront the fact he could bring about the end of 

humankind. 

    She shook her head ‘I can’t do this; it’s too much to ask.’ 

     Zeb placed a hand on her arm again. ‘I know how you feel, but you have to be 

strong. ’ 

     When she whipped around, her eyes held such a vicious gleam, he stepped back. 

     ‘You know how I feel? How could you possibly?’ She thumped her chest with her 

fist. ‘You don’t know what you’re talking about. What do you think “Grey shall be the 

colour of his hair, eyes and name,” means? That’s my father named in that book. 

He’ll be the one to lead the gathering.’ Helen pressed a hand to her mouth, then let it 

fall. ‘I’m sorry, I – I didn’t mean to…’ 

     Kelly got to her feet. Lips a thin, tight line, she threw Zeb a furious glare. ‘He does 

know how you feel, because he’s one of ‘em.’  

     For a split second fury flooded his face. Then it died away to be replaced by a 

sadness so deep, it broke the heart to see it. ‘You’re right, but not in the way you 

think.’ 

     Joe stepped forward. ‘We need to stop Greycheck in his tracks and we need to 

do it soon; we can’t do that without all the facts,’ he said and glanced aside at Helen. 

‘She had the courage to tell us about her father, it’s your turn to spill.’ 

     With a heavy sigh, Zeb nodded. He glanced at Jeremiah, as if seeking 

understanding for what he was about to say. Jeremiah braced himself to hear the 

truth. 

     ‘I’ll need your help.’ Zeb could barely look at his brother, as the two of them sat 

down on the couch.   

     Jeremiah nodded and took his hand… 
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…The front door slammed and sixteen-year-old Zeb looked up from his book, filled 

with instant dread. To judge by the force used, the day hadn’t gone well for his 

father. Heavy footsteps sounded on the uncarpeted stairs. He shot to his feet and 

backed up against the nearest wall.  

     Abraham Tully entered the room with the impact of a tornado. His massive frame 

oozed tension and his lined face was creased even further with fury. Zeb waited for 

the explosion that would follow the dramatic entrance.     

      ‘I don’t know why I bother!’ Professor Tully screamed.  ‘I told the morons I had 

the answer to all their problems and they laughed in my face – laughed! Can you 

believe it?’ 

     Zeb didn’t move, didn’t even blink. Hard to believe his father had once been an 

eminent professor of anthropology, respected in his field for his logic and 

intelligence; but all that had turned to crap now. Ever since he’d branched out into 

investigating the demon infestation, Abraham’s reputation had gone down the pan.      

     ‘I showed them proof – rock solid evidence that I’m on the right track. Their 

answer?’ Abraham’s chest pumped in and out, as he strove to get his breath. ‘They 

told me I’d be arrested if I didn’t destroy it. Said the only reason I hadn’t been 

brought in already was out of respect for my previous work.’ He glared red-eyed at 

his son. 

     Zeb shuddered and his gaze went to the floor. Down in the cellar, his father’s 

“experiment” rampaged. He could almost hear her bellows of rage, as she pounded 

on the unbreakable door and crashed into the thick stone walls in a futile attempt to 

escape.  Abraham’s hand slammed across his cheek, focusing Zeb’s attention back 

on him.  
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     ‘And you! You’re useless. All you do is slob around. Why don’t you do something 

to help me? You’ve always been a burden, always sick, always held me back.’ He 

beat one hand against the other as he continued to verbalise his frustration. ‘Maybe 

if I use a different combination; Elwyn and demon might work. The calming influence 

of the Elwyn physiology might stabilise the destructive tendencies of the demon 

genes. It could culminate in a being with superior strength, but with the intellect to 

control it. All my research into Elwyn folklore indicates this could prove viable. The 

digs up north discovered evidence of interbreeding between the two factions in the 

past, so…’  

     On and on it went, theory after theory, until Abraham stopped in his tracks and 

turned to face his son. Zeb flinched away from direct eye contact, reluctant to see 

the madness on his father’s face.  

     Abraham shook his head and sorrow replaced the rage. ‘Why son? Why haven’t 

you taken on at least some of your mother’s traits? She’s an Alpha, the best I could 

find.’ 

     Zeb couldn’t take anymore. This memory was too real – too painful. He squeezed 

his brother’s hand…    

 

...Released from the nightmare, he slumped back, drained of energy. ‘He mated with 

one of those – those …’ he trailed off, unable to put a name to it. He looked up at 

Kelly. ‘You were right. I am one, or at least part of one.’ 

     She nodded. ‘Half human, half ogre?’ 

    ‘Yes.’     

     Joe regarded his friend with a mixture of sympathy and wariness. ‘I’m sorry man, 

sorrier than I can say.’ 
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     A haunted look shadowed Zeb’s face. ‘I was weak as a child, always ill with 

something.  But after that night, it was as if my father’s rage acted as a catalyst. I 

grew in strength, found it harder to keep my temper under control.’ He shrugged. ‘I 

tried to fight it, tried to force the beast out of me, but I couldn’t.’ He glanced aside at 

Jeremiah. ‘Our father became even more determined to bring his theories to light, 

when he saw the “success” he’d had with me. He ignored the fact that I wasn’t 

completely in control of my emotions, that I’d become a potential killer, not just of the 

Alphas and Betas, but humans too if they looked at me the wrong way.’ 

     ‘Did your dad continue with his work?’ Helen asked. 

     Zeb nodded. ‘He expanded it, decided to go with the Elwyn theory, convinced that 

by merging the breeds he could refine their behaviour. I’d left home by the time he 

met Sylvan, but when I heard about their relationship, and the fact she’d become 

pregnant, I came back.’ Again he glanced at Jeremiah. ‘He wanted to use you as a 

guinea pig, wanted to wait until you were old enough and then…’ 

     Filled with repugnance, Jeremiah turned away. 

     ‘What happened?’ Joe didn’t look as if he wanted the answer, but nonetheless 

waited for a reply. 

     ‘I persuaded Sylvan to take Jeremiah somewhere safe and I thought she did. As it 

turned out she dumped him on Ezra. When I found out I confronted her, but she 

refused to give a proper reason, just some rubbish about it being his destiny.’  Zeb 

wet his lips. ‘I know what you’re all thinking, that I should’ve done something about 

it.’ 

     ‘Why didn’t you?’ Joe asked. 
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     ‘Sylvan threatened to blow our whole organisation up to the authorities, I couldn’t 

risk that.’ He shrugged. ‘I did what I could, paid Ezra to look after Jeremiah properly. 

But then the demon thing escalated and I lost touch.’ 

     ‘And your father?’ 

    The pause that followed had everyone holding their breath. At last Zeb squared 

his shoulders and in a dull monotone said, ‘I killed him.’ 

     Heat rushed into Jeremiah’s face. You killed our father, why? 

     ‘Isn’t it obvious? He would’ve gone on and on, so I stopped him the only way I 

could.’ Zeb spread his hands in a gesture that encompassed everyone in the room.  

‘I’m the culmination of Abraham Tully’s work.’  

 

2,764 words approx. 
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34 

 

Frenchbanks paused at the top of the cellar steps. He took his time surveying the 

crowded room, until he spotted what he’d come for. He’d never set eyes on Ezra 

before, but that wasn’t a problem. The Diablo Chief’s long, thin nose wrinkled. He 

could smell the creature from here. He rubbed his hands together and then flexed his 

fingers in anticipation of what was to come. 

     Despite his skinny frame people parted before him, instinctively distancing 

themselves from his aura of fear. He came to a halt beside his prey. 

     He took care not to make eye contact, not until he had himself under control. It’d 

been years since he last hunted this type of beast. In his former life it had been his 

job to bring to heel deserters and traitors from the demon army. Frenchbanks stifled 

a smile; how he’d missed the chase and eventual capture of such creatures. He 

hated being a paper pusher and aide to Greycheck. It felt good to be his real self for 

once. 

     In spite of the Diablo Chief’s caution, Ezra shifted uneasily and looked around as 

though sensing the danger he was in. Frenchbanks could feel the beast’s fear and 

knew it would bolt if he didn’t act soon. 

     ‘Brandy,’ he said to the barman and when the glass thumped onto the counter, he 

snatched it up and downed the contents in a single gulp. Ezra started to move 

towards the main floor and without even glancing aside, Frenchbanks clamped a 

hand over his arm. 

     He turned a furious glare on the Diablo policeman. ‘What the..? Move it or lose it.’ 

He started to add something more, but when Frenchbanks tightened his grip Ezra 

swallowed hard. 
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     ‘Who are you?’ he whispered, face now devoid of colour. 

     ‘You know who I am. You sense it, don’t you?’ 

     Ezra’s head bobbed back and forth, but whether in a nod or tremor of fear it was 

hard to tell. Frenchbanks decided to interpret it as agreement. ‘Good. We need to 

talk.’ 

     ‘W-what about?’ 

     ‘A certain young man left in your charge.’ 

     ‘Jeremiah?’ 

     Frenchbanks patted Ezra’s cheek, in a gesture of deliberate humiliation. ‘Clever 

dog, you’re not quite as stupid as you seem. Let’s retire to your office, shall we?’ 

     Without a word of protest, Ezra led the way. 

     When they entered the small room, Frenchbanks looked around with disdain and 

then took the seat behind the desk. Ezra hovered in front of the battered piece of 

furniture, a mixture of fury and hesitation on his features. Frenchbanks sat back, 

steepled his fingers, and regarded the brute with amusement. An expert in 

intimidation, he revelled in his victim’s discomfit. 

     ‘Why don’t you sit down, Ezra?’ the Diablo Chief suggested in a faux-kindly tone. 

     Startled at the mention of his name, he nevertheless obeyed. 

     Frenchbanks leaned across the narrow expanse of the scarred desk. ‘About this 

young man, where is he at the moment?’ 

     Ezra shrugged, the nonchalance of the movement spoilt by the trembling of his 

hands. ‘No idea. Haven’t seen the little git in days.’ 

     ‘I see.’ Frenchbanks believed him, but had to be certain. ‘You must have some 

idea,’ he prodded. ‘Where does he hang out? Who’re his friends?’ 
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     This brought a bark of laughter. ‘Friends? Jeremiah doesn’t have any. He’s a sad, 

pathetic piece of crap.’ 

     ‘But he must have associates at least, what can you tell me about them?’ 

     Another shrug, this time more assured. ‘I know sod all about his “associates”.’ 

     The sneer in Ezra’s voice indicated a return of confidence. In the short time since 

they’d entered the office, he seemed to have lost his fear of the Diablo Chief. 

Frenchbanks decided to ramp things up a little. He reached into a pocket, closing his 

fingers around an object. 

     ‘I think you’re lying to me, Ezra.’ 

     Sharp teeth showed in a snarl. The beast had risen to the surface. It showed in 

Ezra’s thickened voice, as he growled, ‘What if I am? Whatcha gonna do about it?’ 

He pushed himself to his feet, hands spread on the desk’s surface. 

     Frenchbanks’ arm lashed out and like a snake’s fang, the knife pierced the back 

of Ezra’s right hand, pinning it down.  Taken off guard, he couldn’t even howl out his 

anguish. 

     The Diablo Chief smiled into the stricken face. ‘This is just the start.’ He sat down. 

‘Let’s begin again shall we?’ 

     Sweat ran down Ezra’s forehead. He clutched the wrist of his pinioned hand, face 

contorted in agony. ‘I-I tell you I don’t know anything,’ he gasped. ‘The boy doesn’t 

have any friends, there’s no one.’ He gritted his teeth. ‘Please, I don’t know 

anything.’ 

     Leaning forward again, the Diablo Chief grasped the knife’s handle. Ezra closed 

his eyes in agony. 

     Frenchbanks released his hold. 
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     Ezra almost sobbed with pain. ‘All right, I might know something that’ll help you 

track the boy down.’ 

     Frenchbanks got to his feet and stared down at his victim. Ezra stared back, eyes 

wide with fear. The Diablo Chief gripped the knife’s handle and with one cruel 

wrench, pulled it free. Ezra slumped back, injured hand cradled against his chest. 

     ‘Well?’ His tormentor tapped the tip of the knife’s blade on the desk’s surface. 

     ‘Zebediah Tully,’ Ezra mumbled. ‘He’s Jeremiah’s half brother.’ 

     ‘The Zebediah Tully?’ 

     ‘Yes.’ 

     ‘Hmm.’ Frenchbanks rubbed his chin. ‘I’ve been after that swine for years, but he 

covers his tracks well – never been able to get enough on him to force the civil police 

to act. What makes you think the boy would go to him?’ 

     Ezra’s breath rattled in his throat, as he told his tormentor about how Zeb and 

Jeremiah met. ‘As soon as he heard Tully’s name, the nosey little sod started asking 

questions. Then he took off after him. Haven’t seen hide or hair of him since.’ 

     ‘And where can Tully be found now?’ 

     Ezra shrugged, then winced from the pain the movement caused. ‘Try St James 

cemetery. That’s where he hangs out when he’s in town.’ 

     Frenchbanks frowned, started to speak, but instead walked around the desk. Ezra 

clutched his wounded hand and tried to suppress a shudder when the Diablo Chief 

whispered in his ear, ‘Thanks for all your help.’ 

     He didn’t even have time to react, when the blade sliced across his throat. His life 

blood poured down his neck onto his already stained shirt. He slid from chair to floor, 

mouth open in a silent gasp. Frenchbanks walked away without a backwards glance. 
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     Once outside the fetid little office, he paused to wipe off the knife. The mention of 

Zebediah Tully had given him an idea. He’d been after the slippery sod for years, to 

no avail. Every time he came close to his elusive quarry something got in the way. 

Just a few days ago he’d ordered the attack on St James Cemetery and yes it 

proved useful in weeding out some of Tully’s associates. What it hadn’t achieved 

was the capture of their leader. 

     Reports stated that he’d turned up at the last moment and wreaked havoc, killing 

some of the Diablo Chief’s best agents. The civil police refused to get involved, 

stating that no evidence existed to indicate Tully was actually present at the time. All 

that really meant was the people they’d interviewed had kept their mouths shut. 

Frenchbanks scowled. Human filth – they weren’t fit to wipe his boots. He shook off 

his anger and focused on what his next move should be. 

     The knife went back into his pocket as he made his way across the cellar. By the 

time he reached the bottom of the steps an idea had occurred. Earlier on in the 

evening, Greycheck had grumbled about his recalcitrant daughter. If memory served 

she had, at one time, been involved with Tully. Maybe information could be gleaned 

from her as to the man’s whereabouts. Despite what Ezra had said it was unlikely 

the man would be at St James cemetery, not after what had gone on. 

     Once again Frenchbanks lips twitched in a smile. Yes, a little chat with Helen 

might prove fruitful.  

     As he emerged onto the street, he looked up at the dark, cloud filled sky. A blood-

red moon rode the wind and the Diablo Chief grinned, filled with joy. The-bridge-

street-gangers had obviously followed his instructions – everything was coming 

together. 
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     More than satisfied with his night’s work, he left The Den, got in his car, and 

headed back to Greycheck’s mansion.   

* 

Hard to see, hard to breathe. It hurt so much. 

     Move, move! The door, just get through the door and it’ll be all right. 

     Out into the corridor one step at a time, then out through the rear exit. The air felt 

cool and soothed the pain, but the world continued to spin. Never mind – just move! 

     Throat clogged with blood - tastes of iron.  Never mind the wound will heal itself. 

Focus on revenge that’s all that matters now. Yes, revenge. 

     Nonetheless it was almost not enough. Each footfall felt as heavy as lead, each 

breath a dagger in the chest. Hands, pushed flat against the greasy bricks of the 

alleyway at least helped the effort to remain upright. Then out onto the deserted 

street where the wind howled and the moon shone red, almost as red as the eyes 

that glared up at it. 

     Slowly those same eyes took in the empty street. The gale screamed instructions 

into ears almost deafened by pain. Then instinct took over and the agony receded as 

the call of the renewed Mahali made itself felt. 

     Even as Ezra clambered into the stolen lorry, parked at the back of The Den, his 

gashed throat sealed itself closed. 

 

1,614 words approx 
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35 

 

The Gangers stood in rows before the tenuous outline of the god. It had answered 

the summons of their new king. Heads bowed, their voices rose and fell as they 

continued to chant. 

     Mist rose from cracks in the floor and drifted down from the arched ceiling. It 

wrapped itself around the pillars and then drifted towards the “throne,” where it again 

took on the shadowy shape of the god. The deity’s power flowed into the 

assemblage, filling them with the strength and resolve to carry out their mission. 

     Then the god was gone. The lead Ganger approached the old armchair and with 

unaccustomed care, picked up a large and heavy object. With it clasped beneath 

one arm, he barked out an order and his fellow Street Warriors filed back along the 

passage out onto Bridge Street, where transport awaited them. 

* 

All around the city the sky darkened and people paused to look up. 

      ‘It’s snowing,” someone whispered. He held out a hand. What landed in his palm 

was not snow, but ash. Others soon realised the same and searched in vain for 

signs of fire. Their gazes turned heavenwards again, where a dull red glow lit up the 

sullen clouds. 

* 

Helen stood at the window. ‘Look at this,’ she told the others. They crowded about 

her and stared up at the sky. 

     ‘It’s the end of the world,’ Kelly murmured, voicing all their fears. 
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     Jeremiah looked at the flute, lying on the coffee table. The instrument called to 

him and his fingers twitched in response. The first note would herald the start of a 

war and he’d be triple damned before he became a harbinger of such doom. 

     Do your duty, boy. 

     Jeremiah struggled to block out his grandfather’s imperious demand, but it 

refused to be quelled. 

     Joe dragged one of the curtains back to get a better view of the livid sky. ‘It looks 

like Hell out there.’ 

     ‘I think it’s time we moved,’ Zeb said. 

     Helen took a stance in the middle of the room. ‘You’re right, the Mahali, or 

whatever it’s called, needs to be stopped.’ Her expression challenged them all. 

‘Anyone game?’ 

     ‘I hate to pour cold water on all this,’ Joe said, ‘but don’t we need a plan?’ 

     She arched an eyebrow. ‘Sure. We stop my father.’ 

     ‘Simple as that, huh?’ 

     ‘Simple as that.’ 

     Jeremiah’s stomach felt leaden, as he realised he had to face up to the inevitable. 

Greycheck must be stopped – sooner rather than later. 

     ‘Okay, so how do we go about it?’ Joe asked. 

     ‘The Luccia’s made it obvious who the leader of the conflux is,’ Zeb said, ‘so we 

tackle Greycheck head on in the hope that if we manage to stop him, it’ll all fall to 

pieces and the Mahali will be driven back.’ 

     Joe rubbed his chin. ‘Hmm, sounds too easy.’ 

     ‘Time being short, there’s no other option.’ Helen interjected. 

     ‘True, but Greycheck’s bound to have security, how do we get through it?’ 
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     Kelly stood up. ‘There won’t be any. The accords of the ritual state that no 

Dragash technology can be within the circle of the rites.’ 

     ‘Why?’ 

     ‘’Cos it’s considered a kind of rival magic that could cause disruption.’ 

     ‘So?’ 

     ‘The energy from such a powerful ceremony will disrupt electricity supplies and 

cause all kinds of problems; the ritual must be completed without interruption. If it 

isn’t, it’ll fail and God knows what the consequences will be.’ 

     ‘Could be even nastier than what we’ve got now.’ 

     ‘Right.’ 

     ‘Okay, so we know some of what to expect.’ Zeb turned towards Fred. ‘Gather as 

many of our people as you can. Set up patrols throughout the city. Get them to 

clamp down on any panic or trouble that might sprout up.’ 

     ‘Will do. What about this Greycheck guy, won’t you need help with him?’ 

     ‘No, it’s best we keep it small. We’re gonna have to break into his house, the 

fewer people involved the better.’ 

     Fred nodded. ‘All right, I’ll get going.’ He paused at the door. ‘What about her?’ 

He indicated Kelly. 

     Hands on hips, she squared up to him. ‘What about me? You think after all this 

you’re gonna leave me out – not on your life!’ 

     Jeremiah glanced back to where the flute lay and noticed Kelly had placed the 

Luccia next to it; he picked it up. It remained open at the page about the confluence; 

a footnote had been written in common at the bottom of the page. 

Music is the fruit of life. 

Let it blossom and bring all things good to the world.  
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     Why would Questial have done that, when he’d written the rest in Elwyn?   

     Only one conclusion could be reached and Jeremiah didn’t like it. The footnote 

was meant specifically for him. It confirmed his belief that war was inevitable and like 

it or not, he and his flute were part of it. He steeled himself and turned to face his 

friends. 

     I need to tell you something, he signed. It’s about a dream I had about my grandfather and 

mother. They told me I had to lead you into battle. He held up a hand to forestall his brother’s 

protest. I know how you see me, as someone weak, someone who’ll hold you back, but I was strong 

enough to survive Ezra, strong enough to come this far. I hold the key to the gates of the Suldali; I can 

lock them and keep the demons back. 

     Zeb gripped Jeremiah’s shoulder. ‘What you say may be true, but we still need 

more than just music.’ 

     ‘Yes we do.’ Joe brought out his Glock pistol. 

     Zeb grinned. ‘That should help. Now is everybody ready?’ 

     ‘Give me a minute,’ Helen said, as she headed for the bedroom. 

     ‘Hurry up,’ he called after her. 

     She ignored him and closed the door. 

      ‘Women,’ he snorted. 

* 

The summons of the renewed Mahali grew in strength. It called on its army to do 

battle and the Night-Gangers answered. Clan differences were shoved aside, as up 

from the sewers, from beneath railway arches and bridges, they hopped and 

clambered. Through the streets and down from rooftops, they poured through the 

city and its environs. Anyone caught in their way either fled or perished beneath a 

legion of marching feet.  
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     Frenchbanks’ personal recruits had already boarded the transport that awaited 

them. His second-in-command, the Ganger who’d spoken out first, glanced up at the 

sky with a smile of satisfaction.  

     Their new king had kept his promise. 

 

1,082 words approx 
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36 

 

Greycheck waited with barely concealed impatience while Frenchbanks removed his 

gloves, smoothed back his hair, and tugged his jacket straight.     

     At last the man seated himself, crossed one elegant leg over the other, and 

settled back. ‘With regards to the Beta, I’ve disposed of him so that’s one less 

obstacle to deal with.’ 

     Greycheck filled two glasses with brandy. ‘Did you learn anything useful from it 

before you did so?’ 

     ‘Indeed. It seems the flute player has a sibling.’ Frenchbanks smiled at the look of 

alarm on Greycheck’s face. ‘No need to worry. His skills are not – shall we say – 

equal to those of the Elwyn half-breed.’      

    Greycheck managed to keep his tone even, as he said, ‘who is he?’      

    A smug smile stretched the Diablo Chief’s lips. ‘I believe you already know him.’ 

    ‘Who-is-he?’             

     It was Frenchbanks’ turn to look alarmed and this time he answered with alacrity. 

‘Zebediah Tully, erstwhile friend of your daughter.’ He paused, moistened his lips, 

then added, ‘I think we should have a little chat with her.’ 

     ‘Why?’      

     ‘My dear chap, surely you can see the connection? We know she’s made contact 

with him again. That being the case, we may be able to extract information from her 

as to his whereabouts. Once we have him it won’t take long to trace the flute player.’ 

     ‘Even if that’s true, it’s far too late now. The ceremony must be performed 

tonight.’ 
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     ‘Yes, of course, but what about afterwards? Even if we succeed in opening the 

gates, the flute player could still send the army back later on.’ Frenchbanks leaned 

forward. ‘We don’t just need to take power, Hector, we need to hang onto it.’      

      ‘Hmm,’ Greycheck picked up the brandy glasses, ‘you may have a point.’  He 

nodded. ‘Best proceed. The sooner this is contained, the better.’     

     ‘Very well.’ Frenchbanks closed his eyes.  

     His thin hands clung claw-like to the arms of the chair and his lips thinned to such 

a degree they almost vanished. With a shake of his head, Greycheck turned away. 

Frenchbanks’ subtleties revolted him; he preferred a more direct approach when 

dealing with enemies. That said, he could appreciate the need to tailor the method to 

a particular situation.                

     The Diablo Chief let out a long breath. ‘Done,’ he said. ‘She should be with us 

shortly.’ His eyes had become dark hollows. The skin on his face sagged and his 

jacket hung loosely on him; somehow he seemed even more gaunt than usual.          

     Despite his revulsion, Greycheck couldn’t help but be curious; it had been 

decades since he last saw this kind of sorcery performed. ‘How d’you feel? I know 

this sort of thing takes it out of you.’ 

    ‘Don’t worry about me; I’m more than capable of holding up my end of the 

bargain.’      

     ‘Didn’t say you weren’t.’ 

      Greycheck strolled over to the window. The sight of the hellish sky restored his 

good humour and he smiled.  

     At last the age of the ogre had arrived. 

* 
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Helen leaned against the bedroom door and blew out a sigh. She almost regretted 

her earlier words of encouragement. Things were moving too quickly, hence the 

need for a few seconds alone to get her thoughts in order; she turned the key in the 

lock. 

     It was so hot. She tugged at the neck of her sweater, before flinging open the 

French windows. 

     Bathed in the ruddy glow from the blood moon, she suddenly realised the 

enormity of what they were about to do. The memories Jeremiah helped bring to the 

surface, also brought with them the terror of that time. How could they go up against 

her father and hope to succeed? He was an Alpha ogre, for God’s sake. She huffed 

out a dry laugh, may as well send a flock of sheep against a lion. 

     Helen stepped out onto the iron walkway of the fire escape that zigzagged its way 

up the face of the house and drew in a lungful of air. At once her throat felt as if it 

was on fire and she staggered over to the railing, coughing and choking.  It tasted as 

if the atmosphere had been poisoned. She clung to the railing to steady herself.     

     Further up the walkway a creak of metal sounded. Helen squinted into the gloom. 

‘Who’s there?’  

     Silence, heavy and ominous greeted her question. Her flesh rose into goose 

bumps. She rubbed her arms and started to return inside. The walkway creaked 

again and she stared wide eyed at the tide of blackness flowing towards her.  

     Too late she tried to scramble through the doors.  

*  

Frenchbanks looked over at Greycheck, where he stood with one arm resting on the 

mantelpiece, as he stared into the fire.  

     ‘The reinforcements should be here soon.’ 
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     ‘Good.’ 

     Outside, tyres crunched to a halt on the gravel drive. Greycheck looked up ‘It 

seems they’ve arrived.’ 

     The Diablo Chief went to meet his recruits. The lead Ganger grinned at him. They 

exchanged a few words and the item left on the “throne” was passed over. After 

shoving it inside his jacket, Frenchbanks directed the army of Street Warriors into the 

cellars beneath the mansion.  

     Back inside the house, his footsteps echoed across the vast tiled floor of the 

hallway. They carried him past the foot of the grand staircase and then right down a 

passage carpeted in deep purple. Portraits of his master’s so-called-ancestors hung 

on the walls to either side. He smirked at them. Not one of the po-faced morons was 

real. Greycheck commissioned the oil paintings a few years ago to reinforce his 

status as head of an aristocratic family.  

     Frenchbanks’ smirk broadened into a grin. Head of an aristocratic family indeed! 

Very soon the fool would find himself relegated down the ranks, perhaps even 

obliterated. He patted the left side of his jacket and smiled when his hand came into 

contact with the object. No one would ever know just how much it cost him to obtain 

it or how much he still had to pay. The strength “borrowed” from the god would not 

last forever. However, that problem could be left until later; right now he needed to 

concentrate on the ceremony, after he’d dealt with one last chore. 

     He entered the study to be met with an expectant stare ‘Well?’ 

     ‘All done. We can move whenever you’re ready.’  

     Greycheck’s lips curved in a rare smile. ‘Well done.’ He paused, then added, 

‘About Helen is she here yet?’ 

      ‘Yes, she’s in her old room.’ 
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      ‘Let’s pay her a visit, shall we?’      

     When they reached the first landing, Greycheck led the way to the third room 

along. ‘Here we are.’ 

     He regarded the door with a cold look. ‘I remember the night I shut her in here, 

after she disobeyed me yet again. She climbed out the window and ran off.’ 

     ‘She has courage,’ Frenchbanks remarked. ‘Three floors up and yet she still 

managed to escape.’ 

     ‘Hmph. Her courage is misplaced. When she became homeless and began 

begging for money on the streets, a journalist got wind of it and rumours started to 

spread. They could’ve damaged my reputation and so I had to provide her with a 

place to live.’ 

     The Diablo Chief raised an eyebrow. ‘Not a bad reward for disobedience, a luxury 

apartment in a mansion house.’ Ignoring his companion’s scowl, he added, ‘why 

didn’t you simply wring her neck? After all that’s how you’ve dealt with such 

problems in the past.’ 

     ‘Two members of my family have already “vanished”, losing a third could be 

considered careless.’ 

     Greycheck turned the key in the lock and they both stepped up to the threshold 

and peered inside. A pair of frightened green eyes stared back from where Helen sat 

huddled in the middle of the floor. Her hair, face and clothes were splattered with a 

viscous blackness that stuck like tar. Strips of it also wound around her arms and 

legs, leaving her unable to move.  

     As if reacting to the light from the landing, it writhed and split into thin slices and 

then flowed from her towards the doorway. Greycheck took a step back, lips pursed 

in distaste and watched as it stopped at Frenchbanks’ feet. The Diablo chief inhaled 
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deeply and the blackness slithered up and over him and then sank into his skin, hair 

and clothes.  

     He let out a long sigh. ‘That’s better, I feel quite restored.’ He grinned at Helen.  

‘You and I are going to have a little chat.’  

     ‘Let me know when you’re finished,’ Greycheck said and walked away. 

     Helen wrapped her arms around her knees and lowered her head. 

     Frenchbanks kicked the door shut, and then hauled her to her feet.  

     She stared at him, petrified and tried to resist when he pulled her closer. He 

slapped her hands aside and shoved her back to the floor. 

     Moments ticked by as Frenchbanks considered how best to deal with her. He 

could use dark magic of course, but it lacked the tactile pleasure to be gained from 

simple brutality. To hear her pleas for mercy, to see her blood – the very prospect 

sent a thrill through him.  

     He knelt beside Helen, grabbed her wrists, and barked out a barrage of 

questions. Where was Zebediah Tully? Did she know the flute player? Was she still 

part of Tully’s pathetic little gang of hoodlums? When she refused to answer, he 

smacked her face over and over. The ring on his little finger, twin to Greycheck’s, cut 

her lip and cheek but despite all he could do Helen remained silent.            

     After ten minutes he sat back on his heels. This could go on for hours and the 

ceremony had to be underway soon. Perhaps she’d be more amenable given time to 

reflect and he knew just the place to stash her while she did so. It should soften the 

girl up nicely. 

     Frenchbanks gripped a handful of Helen’s hair and forced her to look up at him. 

She regarded him with hatred. Stung by her contempt, he slapped her face again. 
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     ‘You think you’re better than me?’ he spat. ‘Well you’re not! At least I 

acknowledge who and what I am, while you hide behind your pathetic mother’s 

heritage.’ He shook her and felt a small measure of satisfaction when she 

whimpered. 

     ‘Did you ever wonder where she went – your mother I mean?’ He saw the look in 

her eyes and recognised the heartfelt desire in them. He dragged her to her feet. 

     Out on the landing she almost fell and Frenchbanks, impatient to see if his 

experiment would work, flung her over his shoulder. 

     Down in the hall, he strode over to the wood panels set beneath the staircase. A 

jab at a piece of beading, followed by a click and a hidden door sprang open to 

reveal the narrow entrance to a priest hole. 

     ‘Go see your mother,’ Frenchbanks said and flung Helen through the gap.  

     Greycheck stood in the doorway of the study, a look of disapproval on his face. 

‘D’you really think that’ll work?’      

     The Diablo Chief dusted his hands together. ‘She’s a traitor both to herself and 

us. She needs time to reflect on these faults. A little while alone will do her the world 

of good. After that I’m sure she’ll realise the error of her ways and tell us what we 

need to know.’ He turned towards the back of the house and the steps that led to the 

cellar. ‘If there’s one thing I can’t stand, it’s disloyalty. Shall we get on? There’s a lot 

to organise.’ 

* 

Helen tumbled down the narrow stone steps and ended up in a heap at the bottom. 

A square of light way above was blocked out when the panel slammed shut. Total 

blackness descended.  
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     Tears poured down her battered cheeks. So this was it, time to leave a life full of 

regrets and missed chances. She drew up her knees, rested her forehead on them, 

and closed her eyes. Her end would come here in this tiny space, all alone.  

     Every bone and sinew ached and throbbed. Her thoughts were crowded out by it, 

churned up into a mass of incoherence. Sobs, muffled by the dusty environment, 

racked her body and despair set in. 

     Her left hand slipped down and came to rest on something thin and bony. It was 

then Helen realised she wasn’t alone after all. She turned to face the unseen 

presence and cold dread swept over her. She felt her invisible companion stare back 

and opened her mouth to scream.  

     Then she felt her fingers enfolded in a gentle grip. Her senses began to ebb and 

she offered no resistance. Why retain sanity, when the rest of the world wallowed in 

madness?      

     Her unseen companion tightened its hold on her fingers, as if to lead the way to 

the halls of dissolution where pain would never touch her again. 

     With a sigh Helen closed her eyes and stepped over the threshold. 

 

2,163 words approx 
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37 

 

Zeb glanced at his watch. ‘What the hell’s keeping her?’  

     Stomach churning with sudden unease, Jeremiah stared at the closed bedroom 

door. He placed a hand against it, then reeled back when the shock of Helen’s 

psychic trauma coursed through him like an electric shock. He felt the blood drain 

from his face, as he turned to face his brother. 

     Zeb at once picked up on Jeremiah’s sense of urgency. He rattled the door 

handle. ‘Helen! Are you ok?  

     ‘What’s the matter?’ Joe said. 

      When Zeb threw him a pleading look and he ran over to help force the door 

open. It took a few minutes, but it gave way at last and they staggered into the empty 

bedroom. 

     ‘Try out there.’ Kelly pointed to the French windows. 

     Zeb raced onto the balcony. ‘She’s not here.’  

     Mouth dry with fear, Jeremiah stepped onto the balcony too. The sole of his boot 

stuck to the surface of the walkway. He squatted down and peered at a small pool of 

blackness and dabbed at it; the tip of his finger tingled, as if he’d been stuck with a 

needle. He scrambled to his feet. 

     She’s been taken, he signed. 

     ‘What the hell d’you mean?’ Zeb demanded. 

     What I say - I can feel it. 

     He grabbed Jeremiah’s shoulders. ‘You’d better be sure about this. Where is she 

now?’ 
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     The sense of Helen’s presence had faded, as though she’d been cut off from the 

world, or worse still, was dead. Jeremiah shuddered. I don’t know. I can’t feel her anymore. 

She’s gone - vanished. 

    ‘You’re useless!’ Zeb shoved him back, then ran a hand through his hair and 

looked around as if he might find Helen hidden in a corner.      

     ‘Calm down man,’ Joe said. ‘What’s happened? Where is she?’  

     ‘He says she’s been taken, but how – and why? She wasn’t gone above a few 

minutes.’ 

     ‘Maybe she’s had second thoughts?’ 

     ‘No. She wouldn’t run out on us. Anyway...’ Zeb gestured at his brother. 

     ‘All right, sorry.’ Joe thought for a second. ‘Then it’s gotta have somethin’ to do 

with her father. Who else would want to kidnap her? Maybe he needs her as part of 

the ceremony. Let’s go find out.’ 

     ‘It’s not possible, it’s just not! She must be here somewhere.’ 

     ‘There’s no point in this,’ Kelly said, ‘why don’t we do as Joe says.’  

     Zeb hesitated, before nodding agreement. ‘Okay, all right. Let’s go.’ 

     As they moved out of the bedroom, a glint of colour amongst the items scattered 

on the dressing table, caught Jeremiah’s eye. He snatched the object up and then 

followed the others downstairs. 

* 

The wheels of the car spun as it tore down the drive, sending up sprays of gravel. 

Jeremiah shuddered and closed his eyes. It wasn’t Zeb’s driving that caused the 

sudden feeling of debilitation in his stomach – he’d found Helen again. His hands 

tightened into fists.   

      Zeb gave him a sideways look, ‘What’s up?’  
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      ‘He feels something,’ Kelly said, ‘something to do with your Helen.’ 

     Jeremiah saw the fear in his brother’s eyes, as he said, ‘I-is she still alive?’  

     Yes, but we need to hurry. 

     ‘On it.’  

     ‘Listen to this,’ Kelly said, into the tense silence. 

     ‘What?’ Joe asked. 

     ‘Says here,’ the girl indicated a page of the Luccia, ‘that the ceremony, which has 

to be performed before The Grey One can assume control of his army, is called a 

Shilash. That means a bringing together of forces. It has to be performed at the 

highest point of moonrise.’ She closed the book with a thud and looked out of the car 

window. ‘Could be any time now, the moon’s almost at its zenith.’ 

     ‘Best get a move on then.’ Zeb pushed down on the accelerator again. 

     They reached the road outside Greycheck’s mansion in record time. As they all 

piled out of the car, Joe frowned at Kelly. ‘I don’t think so,’ he said; she glared and 

put her hands on her hips, ready to fight her corner 

     In vain he argued with her to stay put, but she remained adamant about going 

with them. After all, she alone could read the Luccia and some of the spells it 

contained might be useful. There was no answer to that and with an exasperated 

sigh, Joe gave in. 

     Greycheck’s mansion stood amidst vast acres of land. The high walls were 

topped by metal spikes and overlooked by security lights, 

     Joe glanced at Zeb. ‘We really didn’t think this through. I know what Kelly said 

about the security, but would Greycheck really be that stupid? Surely he’ll have 

guards at the very least?’ 
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     Zeb waved a hand at one of the lights; it remained dark. ‘We could try the 

gatehouse. If there’re any security personnel still around, we’ll take ‘em out. There’s 

bound to be a console that controls the house’s defences too. We could try to 

sabotage it.’ 

     ‘I admire your optimism. How’re we gonna get through the gates themselves?’ 

     Zeb shrugged, obviously not concerned about the how-tos and what-abouts. ‘Any 

sign of Helen?’ he asked his brother. 

     Jeremiah didn’t reply straight away, his inner vision was focused on the house 

and its environs. The place seemed empty, as if its occupants had dissolved into thin 

air. Despite this, a faint sense of Helen’s presence hung in the atmosphere.  With an 

effort, he dragged himself back to the immediate situation. 

     The gatehouse is empty. All the security is down. 

     ‘You sure?’ 

     He nodded. 

     ‘What about Helen?’ 

     She’s here somewhere, but I can’t pin her down, not yet. 

     Zeb relayed the information about the gatehouse to Joe, who then led the way. It 

looked hopeful. In place of the useless electronic locks, a chain and padlock had 

been threaded through the bars of the gates. Gingerly Joe grasped them and when 

no alarm sounded, hauled himself up.        

     Once they were all inside, Joe checked the gatehouse and found it deserted. He 

cast a quizzical look at Jeremiah and then examined the security console. 

     ‘It’s dead,’ he said after a second. ‘Nothing’s online.’ 

     Zeb grinned. ‘All right, let’s go.’ 
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     ‘Hang on; we can’t just blunder in. There’s got to be a reason for this. Maybe it’s a 

trap.’ 

     ‘There is a reason. Kelly’s told us why the security’s down. Besides, what choice 

do we have? The moon’s almost at its zenith, which means Greycheck’s about ready 

to start the ceremony.’ Zeb gripped the other man’s shoulder. ‘We have to do this 

now; if we don’t then it’s all over and any chance of finding Helen will be gone.’  

     Joe looked far from happy, but nodded his agreement. ‘Okay, let’s go.’  

    They followed Zeb as he led them towards a small copse of trees on the left side 

of the drive. As they progressed, Jeremiah felt his stomach turn. For a brief second 

the image of the cavern and the chasm flashed into his mind. He saw the gates to 

the Midnight Land on its far side - they were wide open. Although he realised it was 

only an illusion brought on by stress, it could also be a sign that if he and his 

companions failed, Greycheck and his ilk would rule the city.  

     Jeremiah glanced up at the treetops, silhouetted against the sky. Ever since 

they’d entered the copse a feeling of claustrophobia had stolen over him. He wasn’t 

even sure if it was his own fear of enclosed spaces, or Helen’s projected feeling of 

suffocation. Try as he might, he couldn’t make contact with her. Yes, there were 

flashes, but they slipped away beyond his reach. All he could be certain about was 

that she was somewhere dark and small. He had to find her – had to.  

     He became so fixated on this that he failed to keep sight of the others. When he 

realised what had happened, he came to a stop. Jeremiah looked around helplessly 

and wished he’d brought a flashlight, but Kelly had advised against them. Even 

though they were only a minor piece of technology, they could still alert the enemy to 

their presence. He held out his right hand, but it shook so much that the chances of 

calling up his magic were nil. 
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     Up ahead someone crept over the layers of fallen pine needles. A surge of hope 

went through him and he took a step forward. The figure snuffed the air, as if it had 

caught his scent. Too late he realised what it was. 

     The Night-Ganger surged forward, the grin on its dye covered face illuminated by 

a shaft of red moonlight. Jeremiah ducked and rolled clear, only to have his shoulder 

stamped on by a booted foot. The Ganger grabbed the back of his neck and then 

pushed his face into the ground. A mixture of soil and pine needles filled his nostrils 

and mouth; he couldn’t breathe and couldn’t fight free of the Street-Warrior’s grip. 

Then the pressure disappeared. Something thudded to the ground beside him, 

followed by a squeal of protest, which died away into a groan. 

     He turned onto his side and spat out the soil and pine needles. The sight of Zeb 

stooped over the fallen Ganger, one knee pressed into its back, met his bewildered 

gaze. After a second, his brother straightened up and wiped the bloodied blade of a 

knife clean on his victim’s shirt.  

    ‘Try and stay in line and watch where you’re going; the place is crawling with 

these damn thugs. C’mon, we need to catch the others up’ 

     He broke into a jog and Jeremiah followed close on his heels. The trees thinned 

and then parted to reveal a stretch of lawn, black beneath the red moon. They could 

see the house from where they crouched. 

     ‘Almost there,’ Zeb whispered and started to rise, when every single light in the 

mansion winked out. He grabbed Jeremiah’s arm. ‘Bloody hell, they must’ve started. 

Let’s go and pray we’re not too late.’    

     Jeremiah gripped his backpack as if his very life depended on it. When the time 

came he would play as he’d never played before and drive the foe back to where 

they belonged. 
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* 

With an elegant wave of his arm, Frenchbanks ushered Greycheck into the cellar. 

The Gangers stood in ranks. Over three hundred of them filled the huge space from 

end to end, their gazes fixed on the newcomers.  

     By the end of the night he’d be in sole charge of the city. He smiled.  ‘Well let’s 

get started. What else needs to be done?’ 

     From the inside pocket of his voluminous coat, the Diablo Chief produced a book 

bound in scarlet leather. Its surface had been embossed with a single eye, picked 

out in gold leaf. ‘Everything’s in here,’ he said. 

     Instantly recognisable as a grand Grimoire, Greycheck’s eyes widened at the 

sight of it. Hand outstretched, he took a step nearer. ‘Where did you get that?’ 

     Frenchbanks moved the book out of reach. ‘Best not. The less it’s handled by 

others the better. I called upon the Grachlach and he answered.’ 

     ‘The god of the Suldali? Why should he answer you?’ 

     ‘Because he wants the same thing as us. He wants the gates opened and the 

armies released upon the Dragash.’ 

     For a moment Greycheck hovered between admiration for his companion’s 

achievement and jealousy at his apparent influence with the god of the Suldali; he 

pushed the emotions away.  ‘What do we do next?’ 

     He should have perhaps questioned the sleek smile that curved Frenchbanks’ 

lips, as he replied, ‘You are integral to the ceremony, Hector; without you we can’t 

proceed.’ He made another elegant gesture, this time to indicate that Greycheck 

should move to the centre of the floor.  

     Without hesitation or thought, he obeyed.     

1,957 words approx 
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Kelly pushed at Joe’s shoulder. ‘We can’t wait here all night, y’know.’  

     ‘All right, all right – let me think.’ He returned his attention to the distant copse of 

trees. He and Kelly had taken cover behind the flimsy shelter of a statue in the 

middle of the lawn. They’d managed to evade the lumbering presence of three 

Gangers on patrol duty, but Joe didn’t fool himself. It hadn’t been skill that had 

brought them this far, but sheer luck and the fact they were quicker on their feet than 

the Street Warriors. He peeked out across the lawn towards the trees again. Where 

the hell were Zeb and Jeremiah? 

     He swiped the sweat from his face and tried to consider what their next move 

should be; Kelly was right, no good hanging about they had to do something. 

     In sheer desperation he gestured at the Luccia. ‘Isn’t there anything in there that 

could help us?’      

     ‘Probably, but there isn’t time to find out.’ 

     ‘What the hell d’you mean? You were the one who-‘ 

      ‘Never mind that – look!’ 

      A pale glow illuminated the house windows. 

     Joe glared at the mansion. ‘What’s happening now?’  

     ‘How many more times?’ Kelly said, exasperated. ‘Remember what I told you 

about Dragash technology?’   

     ‘Candles!’ Joe exclaimed. ‘They must have had them ready for when the 

electricity went out.’ He turned to look at the girl. ‘Which means...’ 

     ‘The ceremony’s started,’ she finished for him. 
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     Just then a loud crash, as of falling bricks, sounded somewhere to the left. Kelly 

grabbed Joe’s sleeve. ‘What was that?’      

     He shook his head. ‘Dunno, but whatever it is, it ain’t good. ‘C’mon, let’s go.’       

     They reached the mansion at the same time as Zeb and Jeremiah. 

     ‘Nice to see you two again,’ Zeb panted. 

     ‘Likewise,’ Joe said and flashed a grin. ‘Look out,’ he warned, as yet more 

Gangers pounded past.  

     They flung themselves flat on the damp grass and when the last Street Warrior 

had gone, scrambled up again. 

     ‘What d’you reckon all that’s about?’ Joe said. 

     ‘Did you hear that crash just a second a go? They’ve probably gone to see what’s 

caused it. Anyway, it’s distracted them. Let’s just find out where Helen and 

Greycheck are an’ worry about it later.’ 

     They scuttled towards the open front door of the house in single file. The entrance 

hall was deserted and lit only by candles, placed on a round table in the centre of the 

floor space, and side tables that stood in the spaces between the windows.   

     ‘What now?’ Joe whispered. 

     ‘We look for Helen first, then find out where Greycheck is,’ Zeb whispered back. 

‘Jeremiah and Kelly can find somewhere to hide and wait for us.’ 

     ‘Now hang on,’ Kelly objected. ‘I didn’t get dragged into this mess just to be 

sidelined.’  

     ‘D’you think we’re gonna have a chance of getting out of here alive with you two 

hanging around our necks? We need to find Helen and we need to find her fast.’ He 

turned away dismissively.  
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     Kelly opened her mouth to argue, but was forestalled by Jeremiah’s hand on her 

arm. When she turned a surprised look at him, he frowned and shook his head. 

     Zeb started to move off, but Joe said, ‘Hang on a sec, Greycheck has to come 

first.’ He grimaced at the other man’s pained expression. ‘I know you’re worried 

about Helen, but look at this place.’ He gestured at the candles. ‘The fact there’s no 

electricity can only mean one thing – the ceremony’s started. We have to make 

Greycheck our priority. If we don’t, then anything we can do for Helen would be 

pointless.’ He paused to take a breath and held Zeb’s gaze. ‘You do see that, don’t 

you?’ 

     For a second Zeb just stood there, then nodded. ‘Okay, you’re right. Let’s go.’      

     Joe looked back at Jeremiah and Kelly. ‘All right you two, find somewhere outside 

to hide. I’ll whistle when we need you. If we’re not back in twenty minutes, get out of 

here, don’t wait for us.’  

* 

Ezra climbed from the wrecked lorry and stood amidst the chaos and destruction 

he‘d caused. Dust from the broken wall drifted down around him, but he paid it no 

heed. Something else claimed his attention, an incessant itch that refused to go 

away. The need for revenge had kept him on his feet. Instinct, primal and savage, 

but nonetheless powerful, had led him to this place. He lifted his gaze to the blood 

red moon and stared at the storm tossed clouds surrounding it.    

     A sudden clamour claimed his attention and he looked down again. Night-

Gangers streamed towards him. Their yells and the way they shook their makeshift 

weapons, infuriated him; they were an unwanted distraction. Insects, that’s all they 

were, something to be crushed into obliteration. He reached out and the war cries of 

the Street Warriors became screams of terror. 
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     Once done Ezra strode across the lawn towards the house.  

* 

Jeremiah waited until the two men had made their way down a passage to the side 

of the staircase. Once they were out of sight he took a step inside, but stopped when 

Kelly said, ‘Why did you agree to stay behind?’ 

     He shrugged. How could he explain? She didn’t use sign language and there 

wasn’t time to write it all down. He started forward again, Kelly would follow or not, it 

was up to her. Now he was actually in the house, he could sense Helen somewhere 

close by, but her trail remained tenuous; he needed help to locate her. He pulled out 

the hair-slide taken from the dressing table.     

     Kelly peered over his shoulder. ‘What’s that?’ Comprehension dawned. ‘That’s 

hers, isn’t it? You’re going to use it like a-a dowsing stick to track Helen down. 

Right?’ 

     Thankful she at last understood, Jeremiah nodded.  

     ‘Well let’s get on with it then.’ 

     He turned in a slow circle, the hair ornament held out before him. He moved 

towards the grand staircase and a sudden influx of the girl’s presence, like a mild 

electric shock, flowed through the slide and into his hand. He reeled back. Drowning 

- she was drowning in darkness!       

     He placed his hands flat against the panels beneath the stairs and felt a tingle 

pass through his fingertips. A faint click followed and one of the panels swung 

outwards 

     ‘Jeremiah!’ 
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     Irritated, he swung round to face Kelly and froze at the sight of the two huge 

figures standing in the front entrance. Kelly kept her gaze fixed on the Gangers, as 

she reached inside her left sleeve. 

     ‘Get behind me,’ she instructed. 

     One of the creatures stuck out his forked tongue, as he and his fellow Street 

Warrior started towards them. With breathtaking grace and power Kelly spun, one 

leg extended. Her foot slammed into the nearest Ganger’s chest, propelling him into 

his companion. Snarls contorted their already ugly faces, as they scrambled back to 

their feet.  

     She ducked the first punch, came up under the outstretched arm and plunged the 

knife she’d taken from her sleeve into her attacker’s thigh. She tore the blade free 

and whirled again. Her right arm came up to thrust the weapon into the second 

Ganger’s bicep. It went straight into the brachial artery, just below the shoulder joint. 

He fell to his knees and stared up at her open-mouthed, blood spurting from between 

his fingers, where he clutched his shoulder. 

     His companion looked down at him, then back at the girl. When she bared her 

teeth he ran for the door, but skidded to a halt when something huge filled the 

opening. Jeremiah at once recognised the distorted and bloodied features of Ezra. 

He grabbed Kelly’s arm and dragged her towards the priest-hole.      

     They were halfway down the steps, before the first scream followed. Determined 

not to be left in darkness this time, Jeremiah quelled his panic and held out his right 

hand. The blue glow of light flickered into life, growing stronger as he forced his will 

into it. With the light held aloft, he led Kelly down the steps to whatever awaited 

them. Behind them the panel banged shut, as a body slammed against it.  
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     The further down they went, the fainter the screams became. At last they reached 

the bottom and there, as Jeremiah knew she would be, Helen lay huddled on the 

floor.      

     Kelly stared at what sat beside the unconscious girl. ‘What the-?’ she began. The 

skeleton sat hand in hand with Helen.  

     Jeremiah stooped over the two figures and tried to separate them, but was 

impeded by having to keep the light alive. Frustrated, he stood back and signalled 

Kelly to try. She looked less than enthusiastic, but nonetheless knelt down in front of 

Helen. Her breath shuddered in her throat, as she tried to pull the skeleton’s hand 

away, but its grip proved unbreakable. Kelly continued to tug and pull until she fell 

back with an exclamation of pain.  

     ‘I’ve cut myself,’ she muttered and stuck her finger in her mouth.  

     Jeremiah leaned forward. Something gleamed back at him from one of the 

skeleton’s fingers; he reached out to touch it. It was a ring - a woman’s signet ring. 

When he saw the coat of arms etched on its surface, coldness swept over him. He 

didn’t actually recognise them, but could guess whose they were, just as he could 

now guess who the skeleton had been. 

     He gestured at Kelly again and when she shook her head, pulled her towards the 

silent figures. It was imperative they were separated, before Helen became trapped 

in whatever place her mind had fled to.  

 

1,605 words approx 
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Zeb paused outside a green baize door and pushed it inwards with his fingertips. 

     ‘What’re you doing?’ Joe whispered. 

     ‘This leads to the kitchen.’ 

     ‘So what? You figure Greycheck’s havin’ a little party down there? Maybe a finger 

buffet, just to get the old demonic juices flowing?’ 

     Zeb grinned. ‘Sarcasm doesn’t suit you, my friend. I’ve been here before, when 

Helen and I were still an item. She sneaked me in, while Papa was away on one of 

his election campaigns, gave me the guided tour. It’s got a wine cellar and we can 

get to it through the kitchen. Greycheck won’t want to alert the neighbours about 

what he’s up to, so my guess is his little shindig’s taking place down there.’ 

     ‘And if not?’ 

     ‘D’you have any better ideas? No? Well shut up and c’mon.’ 

     Down in the deserted kitchen pots and pans, hanging from a ceiling rack, winked 

dully in the subdued light of the candles spread around the room. Without a word the 

two men split up to search for the entrance to the cellar; Joe found it. 

     ‘Over here.’ Zeb joined him where he stood with his ear pressed against the 

door. ‘Guess you were right, I think I can hear some kind of chanting.’ 

     ‘I think I can hear it too, let’s go.’ Pausing only to pick up a large carving knife, 

Zeb followed Joe. 

     They eased the door open and crept down the narrow stairs until they reached a 

bend. They crouched down and peered into the cellar. 

     ‘Looks like you were right,’ Joe whispered. 
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     Below them, the Night-Gangers’ voices rose and fell in a chorus of summoning. 

Greycheck stood in the centre of the circle formed by the devotees. Streaks of bright, 

white light wove themselves around him, arcing and crackling. His eyes were closed 

and his face raised in supplication. Then he began to change. 

     His muscles bulged, as his body morphed into his alter ego. He looked down at 

his followers, an expression of rage distorting his transformed features. 

     ‘Bloody hell,’ Zeb whispered, as he stared at the ogre, eyes wide with horror. He 

suppressed a shudder. To think Helen’d had to live with that thing, still lived with the 

knowledge of what her own flesh and blood really was. He blinked and leaned back, 

trying to make sense of it all. Joe’s hand rested on his shoulder in sympathy.    

     ‘I don’t think he expected that,’ he murmured, indicating Greycheck’s grotesque 

bulk.  Zeb nodded agreement. 

     ‘Guess not,’ he whispered back. 

     They fell silent, as the ogre’s eyes came to rest on the stick thin figure that stood 

in front of it. 

     Zeb’s eyes widened. ‘That’s Frenchbanks, he’s the head honcho of the Diablo 

police.’ 

     ‘Seems we were wrong,’ Joe shifted uneasily. ‘I reckon he’s the real boss around 

here and if that’s the case, we’re in more trouble than we thought.’ 

     Zeb eased himself forward. ‘Well, trouble or not, we’d better get on with it.’ He 

grinned at Joe, knowing that from the moment they’d entered the house together, 

their friendship had been renewed. 

     His faith in Joe was confirmed, when he grinned back and said, ‘Let’s go.’ 
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     They started forward, but halted when a roar reverberated around the walls. From 

below came a tremendous thump, thump, thump, as the ogre pounded the floor with 

its feet.  

     They exchanged glances and then stared down at the scene below. The attention 

of the gathered Night-Gangers centred on the massive figure in their midst. Their 

collective fear was almost palpable. Whimpers and murmurs of terror replaced their 

chant. 

    They watched the monster glare around with reddened eyes.  

     ‘Be calm Hector, the transformation is only temporary.’ Frenchbanks’ smooth 

voice cut through the fury of the ogre. It ceased to growl and stamp, but its enormous 

hands continued to clench and unclench.      

     ‘If Frenchbanks is the real power behind all this,’ Zeb whispered to Joe, as they 

watched the gaunt figure approach the enraged beast, ‘if we stop him…’ 

     ‘True enough,’ Joe agreed. ‘But if he controls that thing and we take him out, 

how‘re we gonna handle it?’ 

     ‘Damned if I know, but we’ve got to do something. If we don’t, we’re screwed.’ 

     The unspoken thought hung between them that they were about to commit 

suicide, but at least if they took the ogre or Frenchbanks with them, it wouldn’t be an 

entire waste. Those they left behind wouldn’t stop until the rest of the demon horde 

had been wiped out. 

     Joe reached into his pocket, brought out the Glock, and looked at Zeb. ‘After 

three.’ 

     They didn’t even get as far as two, before Joe’s mobile phone suddenly rang. Its 

tinny ring-tone echoed around the cellar like the gunshot that never was. The 

occupants of the cellar turned towards the stairs. 
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     ‘Oh crap,’ was all Zeb had time to mutter, before all hell broke loose. 

     Fortunate indeed that the passage containing the cellar steps was narrow. A 

bottleneck developed at the bottom, when several Gangers all tried to climb them at 

the same time and gave the two men a chance to get back up to the kitchen. Grunts 

and squeals of rage erupted from the mob, as they fought to be the first up the steps. 

Blows were exchanged, accompanied by guttural bursts of Street-speak, but it 

wasn’t long before the sound of booted feet warned Zeb and Joe the hunt was on. 

     They emerged into the kitchen just ahead of their pursuers. Dropping his knife, 

Zeb threw himself against the door. It slammed shut in the face of a Ganger, then 

shuddered under the impact of myriad blows and kicks.  

     ‘Why didn’t you turn that damn phone off!’ he yelled. 

     ‘Does that matter right now!’ Joe shouted back and flung himself up against the 

door as well, but even their combined effort couldn’t prevent it from inching open. 

     The first warrior through could’ve been the Ganger queen’s sister. A little younger 

than Nokitia, she was twice as ugly.  She ran at them, lips peeled back from teeth 

that were rotten but still deadly, filed into points as per Ganger custom.  

     Zeb stared at her. If he engaged her in hand to hand combat, it might very well 

trigger the demon within and he couldn’t afford to lose control. So he did the only 

thing he could. He snatched the Glock from Joe and shot the female down. Her 

fellow Gangers stared at the corpse then back at Zeb. He levelled the automatic at 

them. 

     ‘First one to move gets it right through the head,’ he warned. 

     No one stirred, or even breathed, and the moment seemed to stretch to infinity. 

Zeb signalled Joe to back off, but as they reached the door and turned to go through 

it, in that split second one of the Gangers snatched up a meat cleaver. Even as he 
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started to pull the trigger, Zeb knew it was too late. The blade sliced across his 

forearm. He managed to jerk back, so the cut was not as deep as it might’ve been, 

but it sure hurt like hell. The gun went off and the bullet ploughed into the wall behind 

the Gangers, before the weapon fell to the floor. Only the adrenalin pumping through 

his system kept Zeb from collapse. Nonetheless he knew they were dead. Vastly 

outnumbered, it wouldn’t take long for them to be torn apart.  

     One of the Street Warriors went for Joe. He whacked it in the face with a heavy 

rolling pin, grabbed from a nearby work surface - it didn’t even slow the Ganger 

down. Joe ducked beneath a punch and rammed the rolling pin into his adversary’s 

groin, which did slow him up. He slumped to the floor, curled up around his own 

private world of agony.  

     Blood poured from Zeb’s wound as he tried to grab the gun, but a Street Warrior 

kicked it out of reach and he found himself caught in the grip of another of the 

Gangers. He sank his teeth into his attacker’s hand, but the thug grabbed a handful 

of his hair and jerked his head back. 

     The rest of them gathered in the cellar doorway, waiting for the chance to join in. 

From behind came another mighty roar and the staircase shook, then collapsed 

beneath a weight too great for it. Some of the Gangers fell back into the cellar, the 

rest crowded into the doorway to see what had happened.          

     Joe took the opportunity to use the rolling pin again and brought it down on the 

skull of the warrior attacking Zeb. When the creature turned on him, he used all his 

strength and shoved it towards the cellar door. It crashed into its comrades and sent 

them after the others. 

     Joe grabbed Zeb’s good arm. ‘Let’s get out of here.’ 

     As they fled back up to the hall, Joe’s phone rang again. 
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* 

Desperation threatened to overwhelm Big Fred. People, filled with nameless fear, 

ran about and screamed out their terror. Shop windows were smashed and their 

contents looted. Fires bloomed and made the already hellish light of the Mahali even 

worse. Cars roared along the roads, horns blaring, and headlights ablaze. 

     The big man, mobile phone pressed to a blood encrusted ear, coughed and spat 

the smoke from his lungs. The city fed on itself, caught up in the malevolent 

influence of the Mahali. It blanketed the streets, an almost tangible evil that wound its 

way into every man, woman and child’s soul. It was a frenzy of madness that 

couldn’t be quenched. Fred swore, spat again, and shoved the mobile back into his 

pocket. 

     A Wannabe rushed at him and the big man clenched his fists, the scarred 

knuckles standing out, and waited… 

* 

Joe gave a sigh of relief when the phone in his pocket, fell silent and struggled to 

keep Zeb upright as they made their way across the hall, towards the open front 

door.  

     Blood oozed from between Zeb’s fingers, from where he clutched the wound on 

his forearm. His balance wavered and despite his friend’s support he slipped and fell, 

cannoning into a table. It toppled and the candles on its surface spilled onto the 

polished floor.  One rolled towards the hem of the heavy drapes at a nearby window. 

Zeb tried to blow it out, but Joe dragged him to his feet. 

     ‘Leave it - let the place burn!’ 

     ‘Helen, what about Helen?’ 
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     Joe looked back at the flames, as they spread up the curtains and along the 

wooden picture rail. ‘I’m sorry, it’s too late.’ 

     They reached the front door and Joe let out a low, soft whistle, but there was no 

response. ‘Where the hell are they?’ 

     He stared out into the darkness. To lose one person was bad enough, but if 

they’d lost Jeremiah and Kelly too, how would he live with that? 

     He renewed his hold on Zeb and they stumbled across the drive and onto the 

lawn. 

 

1,830 words approx 
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40 

 

‘At last!’ Kelly gave one last tug and the skeleton’s fingers loosened their grip. She 

dragged Helen’s arm around her shoulders and nodded at Jeremiah to lead the way. 

When he reached out to help her, Kelly shook her head.   

     ‘You need to keep that light on,’ she gasped, as she lugged Helen towards the 

steps.  

      At the top, Jeremiah pressed his ear against the panel and listened – silence. It 

seemed Ezra had gone on to pastures new, but when Jeremiah tried to push the 

panel open it refused to budge; the body of the dead Ganger was blocking it. Forced 

to extinguish the light, Jeremiah prepared to try again. Behind him Kelly swore as 

they were plunged into darkness. He ignored her protests and braced his shoulder 

against the panel, then pushed as hard as he could. It inched open and a sliver of 

candlelight spilled through the gap. He pushed again, but it refused to budge any 

further. 

     Backing down a few of the steps, Jeremiah stared up at the panel, determined 

this time he would get it open. He started forward, but stopped when he saw smoke 

curling through the gap in the panel.  

     ‘What is it?’ Kelly asked from behind. ‘Get a move on, will you, your friend here 

weighs a ton.’ In answer, Jeremiah indicated the smoke. 

     ‘Oh, bloody hell!’ Kelly stumbled back, almost sending herself and Helen down 

the stairs. ‘What’re we gonna do?’ 

     Your knife, Jeremiah signed. 

     ‘What?’ 
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     When he made stabbing motions, Kelly at once produced the weapon from its 

place inside her sleeve. Old and desiccated, there was a chance the panel could be 

hacked away. 

     The smoke had thickened and stung his eyes and throat. He did his best to ignore 

it and continued to saw away at the bottom of the panel. At last his persistence paid 

off and he managed to make a hole large enough to get his hand through. Jeremiah 

felt about until he made contact with the deceased Ganger’s arm. He shoved with all 

his strength, but without proper leverage it was impossible to move the dead weight.   

     Then an idea struck. 

     He shrugged off his backpack. The flute was already assembled and it took only a 

second to poke it through the hole. With the instrument gripped in both hands, 

Jeremiah pushed as hard as he could. When the corpse toppled aside, he kicked 

and pounded on the weakened wood until the panel at last gave way.       

     Carrying Helen between them, they stumbled out into the hall. The smoke made it 

difficult to see and caught the back of their throats, causing them to cough and 

choke.  

     The heat had become so intense the windows began to crack. Above them the 

chandelier swung wildly in the updraft, until its chain came away from the ceiling and 

it crashed to the floor. The crystals shattered and spread across the polished surface 

like ripples on a pond. The faces in the portraits of Greycheck’s “ancestors” peeled 

and blistered, as if actual flesh was being seared from their bones. 

     A draught blew across the hall from the open front door; they stumbled towards it 

with their burden.  

     Jeremiah and Kelly ran outside and didn’t stop until they reached the middle of 

the lawn, where they slumped to the ground and gulped down great mouthfuls of air. 
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     Helen lay between them. Despite her bruised and battered face, her expression 

was serene as though she merely slept, but Jeremiah knew it was much more than 

that. She still lived, but there was no sense of presence. Even if he knew how to, he 

sensed It was too late to bring her back. Despite this, instinct told him that wherever 

her spirit dwelled it would be safe. That would have to do for the time being.      

     He handed Kelly her knife and as she tucked it back in her sleeve, she said, ‘I’m 

sure Helen’ll be okay, once we get her to a doctor.’ 

     Jeremiah nodded and turned towards the burning mansion. He hoped Joe and 

Zeb had escaped too, but it didn’t look hopeful. The fire had guzzled its way through 

the house, consuming anything in the way. He lowered his head in despair, but 

brought it up again when a familiar, tinny ringtone sounded a few metres away. He 

scrambled to his feet and peered in the direction of the copse. Gesturing at Kelly to 

stay with Helen, he ran towards the trees and as he got nearer, heard his brother’s 

voice raised in complaint. 

     ‘Not again,’ Zeb groaned. 

     ‘Damn!’ Joe scrabbled around amongst the leaf mould. ‘Bloody thing must’ve 

dropped out my pocket.’ 

     As Jeremiah stepped forward, his foot came to rest on a small object; he picked it 

up.  

     Joe sprang to his feet. ‘Oh, it’s you.’ He snatched the, still ringing mobile, pressed 

“accept” and barked, ‘What!’ He glared at Jeremiah. ‘Where’ve you been?’ For 

answer Jeremiah turned away and beckoned them to follow.  

     He took them to where Kelly waited beside Helen.  

     As he stared down at her, Zeb’s face contorted and he swiped a hand across his 

eyes. ‘Where is she?’  
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     Jeremiah understood at once what he meant. I think she’s in a place of peace, a 

sanctuary.  

     ‘Will she come back?’ 

     I don’t know. 

     Joe hurried towards them, breaking the tense moment. ‘I’m sorry, but we have to 

move. Stopping the ceremony hasn’t stopped the chaos, if anything it’s worse.’ He 

shook his head. ‘That was Big Fred on the phone. He says he and the others can’t 

cope. I said we’d meet him at the cathedral. We’ll drop Helen off at a safe house on 

the way.’ 

     Despite his wound, Zeb scooped the unconscious girl into his arms.  

     The car was where they’d left it. Jeremiah sat in the passenger seat next to Joe, 

the flute laid across his lap. The Elwyn musical notes glowed red, a sure sign the 

time to play them had arrived.      

     He glanced round to where Zeb sat on the back seat with Helen cradled in his 

arms, he looked as if he’d never let her go. Kelly sat beside them, squashed into a 

corner. Jeremiah sighed. So simple a process, the passing of life into death, or in 

Helen’s case, near death. As to whether she would return, or even want to, the 

answer to those questions would have to wait. 

* 

The fire hadn’t yet spread as far as the cellar. When the steps collapsed beneath 

Greycheck’s weight, Frenchbanks fled towards the door at its far end. The second he 

realised his enemy had gone, the ogre roared out his displeasure and turned his 

attention to the Gangers lying in a struggling heap at the foot of the wrecked 

staircase. Far beyond any kind of control now, he tore his way through the squealing, 

pathetic mob that dared try to confine him.  
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     Then it was over, no more prey to chase and consume – apart from one. In the 

dim recesses of his mind, the lust to kill the creature who’d betrayed him was 

paramount.  

     Greycheck loped over to the door. His shoulders jammed in the narrow opening, 

but he shrugged it aside and emerged in a cloud of dust. The rest of the Ganger 

army fled from his rage, scattering far and wide in their panic to get away.  

     He paused to glare up at the red moon and let loose a roar that reverberated 

through the darkness.  

* 

Frenchbanks glanced over his shoulder at the burning mansion, surprised at how 

fast the flames had spread. Greycheck must have perished; no one would get out of 

that inferno alive.  

     A group of Gangers pounded past, stopped and then doubled back. He shrugged, 

who could fathom what went on in their heads - they had no intellect to speak of. 

Anyway, he had more important things to think about, such as how to salvage the 

situation.  

     The Diablo Chief turned to go, but found himself confronted by Ezra’s distorted 

features; his mouth fell open. The creature should be dead, gone; but there it stood, 

large as life and twice as grotesque. A kind of numbness descended as he realised 

he couldn’t salvage the situation; there was nothing left to save.  

     His vision filled with the sight of Ezra’s gaping maw. Pain, brief and intense 

followed.  

     After that nothing, but darkness. 

* 
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Greycheck halted in his headlong rush and turned to glare at the house. Somewhere 

in his dulled intellect lay a primeval terror of fire. Racial memory brought forth images 

of persecution, death and destruction. The memories were heightened when an 

errant spark landed on his shoulder. He roared with uncontrolled fury and swiped at 

the tiny, stinging pain. Eager to vent that rage, Greycheck started to run again until 

he spotted a familiar figure. Fear forgotten, he surged forward to do battle.  

     Ezra cast aside Frenchbanks’ mangled body and bellowed his defiance. 

     The two leviathans faced each other, their rantings filling the night air, as they 

pounded the ground with fists and feet. Like all their kind a certain amount of bluster 

and display needed to be carried out, before battle was engaged.      

     The tempest caused by the Mahali howled in triumph, as the ogres met with a 

crash as mighty as any falling tree. They exchanged blows and tore the flesh from 

each other’s bodies with their teeth. Soon they were covered in one another’s blood 

and still the fight went on. 

     Their head on crash shook the trees and caused the statue on the lawn to topple 

over. Despite his smaller size Ezra was the more vicious, as befitted his former 

status as a war leader. Instinct told Greycheck he needed to find an advantage fast.      

     His beady eyes focused on the wound at the other ogre’s throat. A grin split his 

face as he hooked his fingers into the gash. Sinew and muscle grew taut, as he 

pulled and ripped, widening the injury. Ezra tried to roar out his defiance, but all that 

came out was a gurgle. Fresh blood poured down his neck. His hands flailed at his 

enemy, but were unable to make any real contact.      

     Greycheck renewed his efforts and his adversary sank to his knees. Then it was 

over and Ezra became the corpse he should have been hours ago. Filled with 

triumph his killer glared down at him and then looked up at the sullen sky. The 
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Mahali still held precedence, but only just. Here and there the hellish light flickered 

as though about to wink out. It wasn’t hard to figure out why. The flute player had 

survived.  

     Greycheck made for the garage, set in an old barn a short distance from the main 

house. He paused at the entrance and swept his maddened glare over the fleet of 

cars parked inside.  Only one of the vehicles was large enough to contain his 

expanded bulk. He dragged the door open, ripped out the front seat, and with a 

groan and screech of tortured metal, peeled back the roof of the vehicle. The wheels 

of the Humvee span and exhaust fumes filled the air as it roared out onto the drive.   
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The metropolis continued to tear itself apart. Fires sprang up and destroyed great 

swathes of property. People hid and cowered in fear, or fled in terror. The Wannabes 

looted and murdered, driven on to further extremes by the malicious influence of the 

storm. 

     The car slewed to a halt a few streets away from the cathedral. 

     ‘The safe house isn’t far, I won’t be long.’ Zeb scrambled out the car and when 

Joe had helped him get Helen out, disappeared along the road. He returned a few 

minutes later, got back in the vehicle and said, ‘Okay, let’s go.’  

     When they at last managed to get through the congested roads to the cathedral, 

they stared in dismay at the crowds milling about in confusion and chaos. The 

building’s beauty, lost in the hellish light, appeared a dark bastion of evil. Jeremiah 

took a deep breath and gripped the door handle. When he thrust it open, Zeb tried to 

pull him back. ‘What’re you doing?’    

     My duty.     

     ‘You can’t be serious. I don’t care what you think Questial told you in your 

dreams; you can’t go out there alone and hope to lead those bastards back to the 

Suldali. It’d be suicide.’ 

     Jeremiah smiled. Someone once called me the Pied Piper with his little tin whistle. It’s more 

than time this city was cleared of its rats. 

     Before anyone could stop him, he raised the flute to his lips. 

    Born on the howling wind, the music spread through the streets and alleys of the 

city. It carried further than seemed possible, spreading its influence.  It drew the 

Street Warriors into its net, robbing them of free will, commanding them to follow it. 
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      Zeb grinned at Joe and Kelly, as they saw the change ripple through the crowds. 

Their expressions of fear became ones of awe, when silver musical notes filled the 

night and drove back the blood red winds of the Mahali. 

     ‘Good God, my little brother was right, who’d have believed it?’ Zeb murmured; 

the other two nodded their agreement. 

     The music played on and soon a host of Gangers and their hangers-on were 

gathered around the cathedral in an unholy congregation. Continuing to weave his 

spell, the flute player moved off and his unwilling supplicants followed in his wake.  

     As they passed through the streets, the lampposts flickered back to life. Like iron 

filings drawn to a magnet, yet more Gangers streamed from the alleys and side 

streets to join the march.   

    Kelly stared wide-eyed at the growing throng of Street Warriors. ‘This is amazing!’  

     ‘Yes.’ There was doubt in Joe’s voice. He nodded at Jeremiah. ‘Thing is, can he 

keep it up?’ 

     Sweat poured down Jeremiah’s ashen face, but still he played on. Steps less sure 

now, nonetheless his fingers flew over the keys of the flute and each note was pure 

and clear, but the toll taken by the music was all too evident. His silver eyes had 

dulled to steel grey and his shoulders drooped as if bowed beneath a great burden.  

The notes of the flute faltered, then resumed but not before the captured Gangers 

began to struggle against their invisible bonds. They roared out their displeasure, but 

the noise gradually died down into groans as the music reasserted itself. 

     Jeremiah marched on towards Bridge Street, the thread of Street Warriors drawn 

with him. 
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     ‘Trouble.’ Joe indicated several figures charging towards the column of Gangers. 

More Wannabes. Untouched by the music’s influence, they were determined to 

rescue their idols. 

     Zeb grabbed Kelly’s arms. ‘Listen, I need you to do me a favour.’ She nodded and 

he continued, ‘I want you to stick with Jeremiah like glue – got it? Don’t leave his 

side, okay?’ Again she nodded and ran to catch up with the head of the column. 

      Joe gave Zeb a sideways glance. ‘What?’ 

     ‘D’you think that was wise?’ 

     ‘She stuck with him back at the house and she helped him bring Helen out.’ 

     Joe nodded. ‘Fair enough.’ 

     There was no time left for further discussion. Zeb scooped up a rock of his own 

and hurled it at the marauders. It hit one right between the eyes and he went down; 

but it didn’t stop the rest. The crowds lining the pavements did nothing to help. 

Cowed by years of oppression, they watched in apathetic fear.  

     Zeb cursed them. ‘You dumb wits!’ he yelled. ‘This is your city too – don’t just 

stand there!’ 

     Joe drew shoulder to shoulder with his friend ‘This is it, we’re done, but we can at 

least give Jeremiah a chance.’ 

     Zeb shook his head.’ He won’t make it, there’re too many of ‘em.’ 

     The notes of the flute could still be heard, growing fainter as the musician and his 

followers marched on. Wannabes chased after the column, their intentions clear - to 

stop the music at its source. 

     Overhead the Mahali renewed its virulent presence and blotted out the sky. One 

by one the streetlights winked out again. 
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     As he threw another punch, Zeb felt the warm spurt of fresh blood from the 

wound in his arm. He gritted his teeth. It didn’t matter; nothing mattered anymore, 

only that he did his best to protect those he loved.  

     A wave of faces, contorted with hatred, surged towards him, threatening to 

overwhelm him with the destructive force of a tsunami. Then over the rising tide of 

hatred, hope surged into view. 

     Fred and his fighters fought their way towards Zeb. Batting aside anyone in their 

way, they forged a path through the struggling mass.         

     ‘Am I glad to see you!’ Zeb yelled, shoving a Wannabe out of the way.  

     Fred heaved another one aside, dusted his hands together, and said, ‘Typical. I 

Ieave you alone for a few hours and look at the trouble you get into.’ 

      Joe grinned. ‘Glad you could join us, we’re a little crowded here.’ He kicked a 

marauder in the gut, eliciting a grunt of agony from the youth. 

      ‘So I see.’  

     A fresh wave of Wannabes raced towards them. The fifty odd people gathered 

around Zeb, Joe and Fred faced the onslaught, determined to keep the Wannabes at 

bay. 

* 

Jeremiah turned down Portland Street. Only a few roads lay between him and his 

destination, but even as his fingers continued to fly over the flute’s keys his strength 

started to slip away – he wasn’t going to make it.  

     As this thought passed through his mind, a cool breeze brushed across his face 

and a bright light surrounded him with an oasis of calm. Jeremiah ceased to play, but 

the music continued. The air tasted sweet and clean and it somehow seemed natural 

when a figure, dressed in a white woollen robe, stepped forward.  
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     It was the last person in the world Jeremiah wanted to see. 

     Questial’s patrician face held an almost kindly expression, as he said, ‘There’s 

someone here to see you, boy.’ 

     He half turned and held out a hand; Helen stepped forward into the light. Her face 

was unmarked and she looked even more beautiful. An air of serenity hung about 

her that told Jeremiah all he needed to know. Her body lived and breathed, but was 

empty of the spirit that stood before him. Odd though it seemed this gave him a 

sense of peace he’d not known for a long while. 

     For the second time in his life he found his voice. ‘How are you?’ 

     A stupid question, given the situation, but Helen didn’t appear to think so. ‘I’m fine 

and I’m safe.’  

     She took his hand and he felt a surge of energy pass between them. It banished 

weakness and doubt, supplying Jeremiah with the resolve he needed to complete his 

mission. Before he could speak again the light faded, taking Questial and Helen with 

it. The dull red of the Mahali reasserted itself and the sound of marching feet once 

again filled his ears. The flute was back at his lips. The music grew ever more 

wondrous and sent its magic into the very atmosphere. 

     Bridge Street lay before him. 
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Jeremiah paused before the entrance to the arches. He was scared, more scared 

than he’d ever been before. He glanced at Kelly and when she smiled at him, 

squared his shoulders and stepped into the waiting gloom. 

     He and his followers moved into the tunnels, the swarm of silver musical notes 

lighting the way. Very soon the air became humid and the distant blue glow from 

the gates pinpointed their destination. A short while later they emerged into the 

cavern. The wind howled and shrieked, then as if a switch had been thrown, died 

into silence. Only the rippling, weaving sound of the Tripolas filled the vast space.  

     The Gangers, their will still submerged beneath the flute’s power, stared 

towards the wide open gates of the Midnight Land. Just beyond the blue glow, 

Jeremiah glimpsed a sprinkling of red lights that bobbed and weaved, as if they 

were the watchful eyes of restless demons, jostling to be the first to enter the 

world of humankind. 

     As he continued to play, he wondered what came next. The answer seemed 

obvious: send the Gangers back where they came from – but how? Sweat 

beaded his forehead. He hadn’t thought this far ahead, up until now he’d acted on 

instinct alone. 

     Terror clutched at him. He felt trapped and his fingers faltered on the flute’s 

keys. Then a hand touched his arm and he looked round at Kelly where she 

stood just behind him. A smile, brilliant and filled with confidence, lit up her face 

and for the first time Jeremiah realised it was not sympathy he’d felt in the past 

for this wonderful girl – it was something quite different. 

     ‘You can do it,’ she said. ‘Keep playing, don’t stop.’ 
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     Her bravado instilled him with renewed courage and he recalled that the 

Tripolas consisted of two parts. As quick as the memory surfaced, he started to 

play the second half. It made sense. If the first section of the music had drawn 

the Gangers here, it followed the second should send them the rest of the way. 

     In response to the music, the tortured sound of rock against rock issued from 

within the chasm. Shards of stone flaked away from the nearest wall and 

revealed a narrow gash from which a monolithic length of stone rumbled. It 

stretched ponderously across to the far side of the chasm, where it came to a halt 

with a crash that filled the cavern with echoes.  

     Jeremiah and Kelly stepped aside, as the music beckoned its victims forward. 

One by one the Gangers shuffled onto the stone slab and moved towards the 

gates.  

     Without warning a hailstorm of rocks and stones fell from the cavern’s walls 

and roof, leaving them pitted with holes, from which bright orange light spilled, 

lighting up the whole chamber. Jeremiah almost ceased playing, but Kelly’s hand 

once again touched his arm, reassuring him they were still safe; none of the 

rocks had come near them. 

     More Street Warriors began to emerge from the walls and roof. Some drifted 

to the ground, others simply walked. They converged on the bridge and took their 

place in line. It seemed the music had not only drawn every Street-Warrior in the 

city, but from further afield too. Their numbers swelled from hundreds to 

thousands and sweat once again beaded Jeremiah’s brow. How the hell could he 

control all this? But the Gangers continued to take their place in line and he 

forced himself to calm down. Either this would work or it wouldn’t. If worse came 
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to worst, he and Kelly could always jump into the chasm; better that than being 

torn apart. 

     Jeremiah forced every ounce of will into the Tripolas. They were almost home, 

the end was in sight. Gangers stretched the entire length of the bridge, while the 

rest lined the edge of the chasm, waiting their turn.  

     Jeremiah and Kelly watched in anticipation, as those at the front were about to 

step onto the other side. Then the queue came to a sudden halt, when 

silhouettes hopped, crawled and leapt out of the red studded blueness beyond 

the gates.  

     Roars and snarls drowned out the music, killing its influence. Answering 

growls and snarls from the Gangers on the bridge warned that they were also 

breaking free of their enthralment. Those waiting to cross the bridge began to mill 

about, lost for the moment in confusion, but it wouldn’t take long for them to 

realise that they too were free. Jeremiah lowered the flute, grasped Kelly’s hand 

and waited.  

     The moment hung suspended by a thread of tension, while the two factions on 

the bridge regarded each other with mutual animosity. Then one of the Gangers 

bellowed a challenge at the newcomers and in a torrent of rage both sides met in 

a clash of bodies. 

     Jeremiah couldn’t believe what he was seeing. This shouldn’t happen. What 

did he do now – play on, or stop? But what was the point when the music 

seemed to have lost its power. 

     Kelly gripped his arm. ‘Keep playing;’ she urged. ‘Otherwise they might all be 

able to come over to this side of the bridge.’ 
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     Jeremiah nodded. She was right, better to preserve the status quo for as long 

as possible, but he could feel his strength slipping again. When it did, he had the 

feeling there’d be no more help from Questial, his mother, or even Helen. It was 

all down to him, he had to hold out for as long as he could.  

* 

Against all the odds, Zeb and the others made it to Bridge Street. When they 

reached the arches, Zeb turned to face Fred. 

     ‘You and the others stay here and do your best to stop those buggers getting 

through.’ He nodded at the oncoming Wannabes. 

     ‘Will do,’ Fred bellowed above the yells and shouts. He gripped Zeb’s hand in 

a brief handshake. ‘We’ll be waiting for you when you get back. 

     Before he could reply, Zeb’s attention was diverted by the squeal of tyres. The 

next second the Humvee charged into Bridge Street, scattering Wannabes left 

and right. 

     ‘Go!’ Fred pushed Joe and Zeb towards the arches. ‘Just go!’ 

* 

Greycheck’s mind had become clearer, but the beast still took precedence. The 

gates were open, he could feel it. If the flute player had led the army onto the 

bridge, then the demons from the Suldali would try to stop them entering. He had 

to get there and exert some control. Failure meant his chance of power would be 

lost for good.  

     That bastard flute player, if only he’d had the good grace to die! If he had, 

Greycheck would already be ruler of this city. The flute player had no right to 

deprive him of the glory that should be his. 
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     He slammed on the brakes and as he hauled himself out onto the pavement, 

he was met by a group of pathetic Dragash. A shot was fired. It grazed 

Greycheck’s left bicep. He opened his tooth filled mouth and let out a roar of such 

rage that some of the crowd broke and ran, leaving just a few brave souls left. He 

swept them aside. 

     The brickwork cracked and flaked, as he forced his massive shoulders 

through the doorway.  Head hunched down to avoid contact with the tunnel’s 

ceiling, the earth shook beneath his feet and the breath rasped in his throat, as 

he pounded his way towards the cavern. Around the last bend he saw two 

running figures and increased his pace. One of them looked back and with a 

savage grin Greycheck allowed his elation to carry him forward and close the gap 

between him and his prey. 
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Even though the music couldn’t be heard above the sound of battle, Jeremiah 

carried on playing. Beside him, Kelly glanced back at the entrance to the tunnel. 

Filled with sudden unease she edged her way towards it and saw Zeb and Joe 

running up the passage. Something was in pursuit – something massive. If it 

entered the cavern all would be lost.  

     ‘Don’t just stand there!’ Zeb bellowed as he ran past. ‘Move!’ 

     Kelly ignored him and eased her way inside the tunnel. A huge bulk filled the 

passageway and she reached for the knife in her sleeve. It would be useless 

against such a creature, but the feel of it in her hand offered a kind of comfort. 

She planted her feet and waited.      

     Greycheck glowered down at her. The blue glow from the gates lit up his 

heavy features and they hung in the air like a death mask. When he raised one 

massive hand, Kelly knew he intended to crush her into oblivion. The blow 

descended but before it could strike, she thrust her arm upwards, twisting and 

turning her wrist for maximum effect. With a roar the ogre jerked back. He 

clutched his wrist and swore at the knife embedded in the centre of his palm. He 

plucked it free and returned his vicious attention to the thing that dared to strike 

him. This time he did not use the flat of his hand, but clenched his uninjured hand 

into a fist. 

     Even as she turned to run, Kelly knew she wouldn’t make it. Despite this, a 

smile touched her lips and she found herself filled with a strange kind of joy. The 

life she would soon leave behind held nothing for her – it never had.  
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     A great force smashed into the side of her head and slammed her into the 

nearest wall. The salty taste of blood filled her mouth and she spat it out, straight 

at the ogre’s feet.  

     She slid to the ground and lay there, eyelids fluttering as she fought off the 

inevitable; the monster still had to be stopped. Her fingers edged towards her 

knife, but the effort to pick it up proved too much.    

     When Greycheck started towards the cavern again, the ground tilted and a 

great wave of sound, filled with rage, swept up the passage. Cracks spread up 

the walls and across the ground. Chunks of rock fell from the roof.  

     Through blurred vision, Kelly saw the ogre stagger. He managed to keep his 

feet, but seemed disorientated. He stared around in alarm, while stones and 

rocks tumbled and bounced around him. A second later the roof gave way 

altogether and even with his great strength, he was unable to withstand its 

crushing force.  

     From where she lay Kelly’s mouth opened in wonder – dead – he was dead. 

She closed her eyes and prepared to follow him, but then a breeze brushed her 

face and brought with it a scent of flowers so evocative it almost took her breath 

away. A hand touched her cheek and she opened her eyes. Aware of her life 

trickling into oblivion, Kelly saw a shape clothed all in pale blue, shimmer into 

existence. It had come for her, she knew it. 

     As she lay back, her thoughts had never been clearer. Did she have any 

regrets? Hell yes! She sighed; it was too late to worry about all that. The pain 

ebbed and a quiet sense of peace took its place.  

     Helen’s beautiful face hovered above her. ‘Come with me, you’ve earned your 

rest.’  
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     Kelly took her hand and together they passed over the border between life 

and death, into the shining lands beyond. 

     And that was it. Like a light switched off, like a candle snuffed out... she was 

gone. 

* 

Everyone, apart from those on the bridge, and crowded at the edge of the chasm, fell 

flat to the floor, bowled over by the bellow of rage that issued from within the gates. 

     Zeb looked over to where his brother crouched, the flute still pressed to his lips. 

‘What the hell was that?’    

     Joe gestured at the spectacle laid out before them. ‘I dunno, but they’re still 

fighting each other.’            

     Down on the bridge, the Gangers and the newcomers from the Suldali exchanged 

blows with brutish and bloody fury. Bodies toppled from either side of the bridge into 

the chasm, their screams of terror still audible long after they’d fallen.  

     The anger of the unseen presence of the Grachlach beyond the gates to the 

Suldali, mounted and another furious bellow filled the cavern. 

     Jeremiah’s face was chalk-white. Sweat ran down his forehead into his eyes and 

he blinked it away. The strain he felt was clear and Zeb suddenly realised that the 

music, although now unheard, still exerted its influence.  

     He returned his gaze to the battle on the bridge. The newcomers could not be told 

apart from the Gangers, which meant they were probably all from the same race. 

Why then would they fight each other? The answer was simple – the music had 

forced them to turn upon their own. The look of distress on Jeremiah’s face told Zeb 

that this was not what his brother had expected. He glanced over at the open gates 

and guessed that he’d hoped to send the Gangers through it and that would be the 
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end of it - if only it were so simple. For the first time in years, Zeb felt battle weary.     

     Weapons rose and fell, skulls were cracked and still they fought on. There 

seemed no end to it and Zeb’s heart sank, when even more demons poured through 

the gates and onto the bridge. Then hope rose, when it began buckle beneath the 

tremendous weight. A ripple of movement ran the length of it, followed by great 

cracks that tore the fabric of the walkway apart. With a groan the bridge shattered, 

taking its occupants with it. The ground at the edge of the chasm crumbled and took 

more of the Street Warriors into its depths. The rest fled back into whatever hole 

they’d arrived by.  

     The gates of the Suldali slammed shut with a clang that shook the cavern.  

     Steam spiralled up from the chasm and filled the cavern with such a foul stench it 

made everyone gasp. Only Jeremiah held his ground.  

     Slowly the music reasserted itself, filled with melancholy, before it died away into 

silence. The flute player’s shoulders sagged. He raised a trembling hand to his 

forehead and slumped to the rocky floor. 

     Zeb reached down to help him up, but paused when he saw the white streak that 

ran through the left side of his brother’s hair. He brushed it aside and looked into 

Jeremiah’s face. His silver eyes, filled with anguish, were fixed on the gates to the 

Midnight Land. Zeb turned to follow his gaze and saw they hadn’t entirely closed. 

There was a small, but ominous gap. He looked back at Jeremiah. 

     ‘What does it mean?’ 

      That they’ll return one day and we’ll have to go through all this again.  

* 

The crowds stared up in wonder at the true dawn. All through the city Wannabes 

roared their defiance at the departure of the Mahali. The crowds turned their gazes 
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on the pseudo-warriors, Years of bottled up resentment replaced the all pervading 

lethargy and fear.  At last the populace rose up in defiance of their oppressors. In 

every street and alley, in every road and by-way, the Wannabes found themselves 

surrounded by those they had tormented for so many years. The city seemed to hold 

its breath for a second - then the thugs and marauders vanished beneath waves of 

vengeance. 

* 

They found the bodies on the return journey. Zeb, despite his wound, carried 

Jeremiah in his arms, so it was Joe who checked Kelly’s pulse.  

     He shook his head at Zeb’s look of enquiry. ‘She’s dead.’ He nodded towards 

where the top of Greycheck’s head stuck out from amongst a pile of rocks. ‘Must’ve 

tried to stop him.’      

     ‘Foolish girl, but brave,’ Zeb muttered with unaccustomed gentleness. 

     Joe was about to pick Kelly up, when the ground trembled and more rocks and 

stones fell. 

     ‘C’mon,’ Zeb yelled above the noise. ‘Leave her, she’s dead, we’re not. She’d 

understand.’  They took to their heels, as the tunnel collapsed behind them in clouds 

of dust.    

     When they staggered out onto Bridge Street, Fred and the others greeted them 

with cheers and applause, which died away at the sight of Jeremiah. He lay in his 

brother’s arms, utterly still. 

     Shoulders slumped with weariness Zeb made his way back to the car, where he 

placed his brother on the rear seat. ‘Time to go home,’ he murmured. 

* 
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They held a memorial service for Kelly a few days later in the grounds of the ruined 

church, adjacent to Ezra’s house. Jeremiah had told them that when she was still an 

art student she spent hours there, sketching and drawing the remains of the once 

magnificent building. A small group stood amidst the weeds and listened as the 

priest read out a tribute to the dead girl.  

     White streaked hair pushed away from his face, Jeremiah felt as if the world had 

indeed ended instead of being saved. He wiped the back of his hand across tear 

streaked cheeks, then raised the flute to his lips and commenced playing. The music 

wove its way through the church, along with the silver notes, once a secret, now an 

indelible part of his role as saviour. 

     Later they would return to Helen’s apartment in the mansion house, where she 

lay like Sleeping Beauty in her bed. One day, when her spirit was renewed, she 

would return to them. Until that time all they could do was watch and wait, not only 

for her, but for the return of such creatures as Greycheck and Ezra. 

     Jeremiah knew with rock solid certainty that day would come. When Zeb had 

carried him from the cavern, he’d glanced back at the gates of the Suldali. They had 

started to open again, only by a fraction, but they would continue to widen until the 

way to the Land of Midnight Days was accessible once more. 

     Somewhere at the back of the gathering, a child’s voice rose in song:  ‘Rain, rain 

go away, come again another day.’    

     As they drove off Jeremiah leaned back, closed his eyes and let go of the world 

and all its ugliness. 
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